iio-rnyarii

Fulton Market, and there he sold some
butter. Again a German hunter, who was
robin shooting in the depths ol the tangled
and almost impenetrable woods that cover die hills in the
neighborhood of Jamaica, entered a dense cedar thicket and
stumbled upon a curiously shaped mound
in the hillside, lls roof was of turf and
sticks. Tiie hunter set his foot against the
side, and a lierce, full-bearded man sprang
forth. The hunter lied. A posse of police
visited the mound and found there a com-

Chemical Manures.

vs.

Mr. J. J. 11. Gregory, of Marblehead,
Mass., well known as one ul the most enterprising and successful gardeners and
seedsmen in the country, is an active

working member of the J. ~c\ County
Agricultural Society, and it: the last annual report, we find several statements of
< \ pcriinents made
by him upon his six
trgo seed I rnis in Marblehead, aud vi- scale belongs to market farming rather
o n
Wi ais lii.d a report upon ‘•Ma- than to common farming, and those who
follow if only at long intervals lay land
mies.” prepared by Mr. Gregory, as down
(grass is the poorest return they
iiuittee, which we are
get), and. meanwhile, for many years,
.nr.- wiil I.- read u ith much interest at the
every acre receives just about as much
when so many farmers are manure one year as another, but little or
time,
v-ent
jno account being taken of what
might be
studying upon this question of soil lertili- left in the soil
by the preceding crop.
,'ation. Mr. Gregory says:
liien i- u idea, very generally prevaRemedy for Short Pastures.
i in -.lie* eommunily. that, though other
Those who have a

plete underground habitation, provided
with household utensils.
Blue,

■

an

emergency, yet

i‘p up the fertility if the farm through
ug scries of years, barn-yard manure,
which is specially meant that ol horses
I
eat stock, is after all, the only reliI believe that tins sweeping asseroii lie shown to
belong to the popuCass of errors, thougli eountenanced

...

generally by the agricultural press,
the agricultural writers of the
I'o demonstrate that the
tpye.

>

b\
In'

I

..lieiilture

the farmers ol an eneoinmunity is carried on, and that
t successfully, too, wit! 1 but little
•pi'iidcnee oil tiie manure ol the barno'd as a fertilizer, 1 will instance the
letiee of the farmers of Marblehead,
ending over a period of more than
Their crops are mostly
rears.
.\

of

potatoes, cabbages, squashes and
vegetables which require the very
est feeding to give lirst class crops,
these enterprising tillers of the soil

us.

well known to fame as a class who are
limited with nothing less than lirst class
i... and when they fail in growing
lb.

ease'

iievond

..h

inii
!:;

r

are

ii'C.

exceptional.

As a
two cows

perhaps
tlmy keep almost

one.

or

no

stock

that needed in carry on the
tie ‘arm
I'ln-e consist of irom
horse', m in the place of two
;
i
ses, a r oko ol oxen. From such
res urecs. ii will he seen that there can
rim but about half a dozen cords of
i.odc. barn manure annually. Of
ird manure from other sources,
■

on

;

them, on an average, purchase
■ r four
cords a year, while half of
do not purchase any at all.
Alow
iriuers u id
tveruge as many as live
ea
m vegetable
crops, and their
me npplieation of manure is ccrtainhigh as lrom eiglit to ten cords to the
■

e

■i

d

that while the
use ui
sag
barn-yard manure is less
leu cords each by the tanners id'
Marblehead. tiie average quantity of mail- used by them is
forty cords or more.
Mi ibid here, then, a community who, in
illation of the old axiom that barn-yard
iiiiire lies at the basis of successful
ag; ture,
have, for twenty years, kept
a
-i soil in the highest state ot
lertility,
v .;h but little
dependence upon it, while
he

whl

seen,

tiien,

1

known by their crops far and
ie as successful market farmers.
How
v
have accomplished this, what plant
I tliev use as a substitute, and how
;.
prepare it fur the soil, does not come
.ihin the sphere of my article, and 1 will
1! return pass on to give a single illustraii f -m my own
experience liow a large
-[ill cabbages was successfully raised
vithout any help from barn manure.
In the spring id bs7!, 1 broke lip, in an
!
pasture, wherever 1 could liml si'.ftidepth of soil among the ledges,
1..

are

y

lliii e acre.- ol rough hill-top and
As the road up tin1 hill »m> very
-i-vp, making the teaming ol common
mpost a very dillisult matter, while six
iimdred curds on \ ai ions lields ol tillage
had about exhausted all resources in that
direction, 1 was more than half compelled
lit

limited range of pasture, and keep stock enough to crop it
close, are always at the mercy of the
weather. If there chance to he favoring
rains, and a good season for the growth
of grass and clover, all is well; but if, as
freijiiently occurs, there comes a long
period of drouth, the brown fields, already
close cropped, fail entirely, having little
to protect the roots from the lull power of
the sun, and the cattle stiller, and milkpails show serious diminution, the dairy
profits shrink, and the effect of the drouiii
will be felt throughout the season, for
much of the pasture being tints summer
killed, the full How of milk can hardly be

regained.
T his may lie guarded against by putting in a small plot of corn, sorghum,
millet, or other suitable crop for cutting
and feeding green. An acre of corn sown
broadcast will very soon yield sutlicient to
give great relief to the short pasture. It
is not necessary to stable the cows; cut a
good supply of them, and feed night and
morning before they leave the yard; they
will eat it with a relish, and make ample
returns in the milk-pan and the churn.
Even if the threatened drouth does not
come, and abundance of grass should
grow, the soiling cup need not lie lost.
Cut at the proper season, and properly
cured, it will not come amiss next winter.

as

a

substi-

1 chose hen manure, ground bone,
id Herman potash salts,
the hen inawas collected in
town at a dollar a
el. tin- bone was a part of about thirty
.! bones that had laid together until
v
r bten ami were then
ground in a
mill, which I purchased at from
a
eiily to twenty-live dollars per ton.
had been offered in neighboring
ns in large or small lots and
y et there
l und lull two purchasers suiiieientii.lelligent or enterprising to invest in
a m
at this low figure.
I am happy to
'.

■

that

Vice President, l)r, boring,
these; the name of the other
-mil-man 1 have forgotten,
the con- i
i-

is

our

ot

one

indulged
bring
productive capacity of soils. l>isseming from a too frequent repetition of
up the

experiments, a correspondent of the
I’tairie farmer indulges in tho following
very sensible observation on this subject.
Alluding to the well-known ellbrts of
thoroughly practical farmers, the correspondent says:
Tiie
experience of John Johnson,
of Geneva, Now York, and other intelligent farmers, prolonged lor forty or more
years, has conclusively shown that by
draining, the use of clover and grass, and
proper rotation of crops from one Held to
another on the same farm, the land can lie
continually increased ia fertility and productiveness, without any extra cost for
buying manures or applying them, or any
increased firm labor. All that is required
is intelligence and skill to direct the ordinary labor of the farm.
The live Held course is usually the most
approved system at tiie present time. A
farm is divided into live equal portions,
and some of these are put in grass, others
in corn, wheal, barley, oats or other small
grain crops as the experience of tiie owner
directs him.
While one Held is kept in
grass tor two, and occasionally more
years, no other crop is repealed more than
one season. Air. Johnson has declared that
by this course his land could be made too
! ich for wheat,
though net for Indian corn.
these

Snii'i ,t

.Made Hunk Max hue.

A con-

the Horticulturist buys bones
tributor
ol a butcher at a dollar the hundred
pounds, and considers them the cheapest
lertili/cr lie can obtain, lie transiorms
them into meal by the following simple
q Jiax'ii a largu-wiitni* tight hogspi'i>ecs.s
head standing out of doors, near the
kitchen. In the spring 1 cover the bottom
about six inches deep with dry soil. On
this 1 put a layer of bones, about the same
depth, and cover them entirely with mi
leached ashes.
On these another layer of
hones, then ashes, and so on until the
hogshead is full. 1 leave it then exposed
to the sun and rain all summer and wint<>

ter

till

the

next

spring.

Then

on

removing the contents of the hogshead, i find nearly all hones so soft that
they will crumble to powder under a
very slight pressure, and they give a nice
little pile oi most valuable manure, ready
for immediate use.
Any of the bones not
sullieiently subdued, 1 return to the hogshead again, for another twelve months’

of the bones was so coarse that!
liable the word crushed would best deif The potash salts used were of the
apest variety, known by the name of slumber.”
h mile, whieii contained but a minimum
ta-tash to a maximum of chloride of
A Goon WniTiAVAsn. For outside work
-hum. or common salt; a subsequent the
following can scarcely lie surpassed.
iiy sis proving that the composition, as Slack one peck of new white lime with
veil, was incorrect, the proportion id
boiling water, covering during the proI i'll
present being lint nearly so cess to keel) jn as much of the steam as
at
as
the original
analysis set, possible. Strain the liquid, and add to it
inrth.
Thanks
to
our
agricultural halt a peek of salt previously dissolved in
.lege, with its agricultural profes- hot water; stir well and apply quite hot;
this
-.
deception was duly detected and half a pound of glue, dissolved and stirred
exposed, so that the public is not so in, will be a great improvement. For
Indy again to pay lor a good article and barns, and indeed any sort of buildings,
In these three articles and whether inside or outside, the foreg
t poor one.
re the three substances which make up
going is very superior. The only objec"■ill all that vegetation needs, vi/. :—nitionable ingredient in the wash is the salt,
gen. phosphate of lime and potash,
which has the property, as every one
i " hen manure and bone were each rich knows, of
attracting sheep, cattle, etc.,
nitrogen and phosphates, while the causing no little annoyance, especially
unite gave the potash. The lien manure when at
night the “belled critters” come
was
especially ndi in nitrogen, and the prowling about. As the salt is ot an es'"ii e in
phosphates. To manure the three sential ingredient, it were wise perhaps,
ie-.
1 used twenty-live barrels of lien in such
instances, to omit it, [Canada
manure, tweh e barrels ,>| bone, and three
Farmer.
--a

'■

I

■

■

■

1

1

kanite.
uiiit an

square
r on

1 hese were

equal ijuanily

composted with
of line loam—a

heap being made by spreading
layer of each to a Idglit ol about

three feet.
The mass was allowed to remain lbr three days, until well heated by
in

mentation, when it

was

pitched

over

Gray?

Said Gray Eyes, “I will love you,
E’en though the skies above you
Turn bleak and dull as lead;
Though yout h and joy forsake you,
And life grow cold and drear,
A heaven of love I’ll make you,
A thousand fold more dear,
When all but love is dead.”

1

the Atlantic Monthly for August.]
From the Purple Island,

From

BY LUCY ELLA

GUERNSEY.

of the pleasant things about the
Purple Island that one need never want
for society. Somebody is always at leisure
to talk to you.
Whether you go down to
It is

one

or up to the Cliff, or
to Seonset, and seat yourself on a
stone or timber to look at tlie sea and

tlie

decaying wharf,

Of all minor branches of husbandry, it
seems to me, says a correspondent of the

Prairie Farmer, bee-keeping is the least
satisfactory, and the least certain and
profitable.

over

and more anxious women paced
tlie walks on top ol' the great, roomy
houses, with glasses all pointed seaward
to get the first sight of tlie ship that was
due and overdue. Oftentimes tlie glass
was dropped with tears and thanksgiving
as the brave vessel came in sight, adorned
as a bride for her husband, and with the
signal flying all was well. Oftentimes tlie
growing darkness made the glass useless,
and it was closed with a sigli and tlie remark that there was no use in watching
any more to-niyht. And then tlie pale woman and the grave old man went patiently about their daily housewifely and business cares, growing paler and graver day
l>y day, while all the time the good ship's
bones, with those who had sailed with her,
lay at rest in the Pacific or Arctic seas.
Happy they who knew their dead were
dead, and had no ghastly dreams of drifting boats and waterless vessels and yelling devils of savages, in no place does
the tragedy which underlies all human lile
take a more solemn tone than in a New
owners

England fishing

or whaling town.
1 was sitting this way over on the Point,
with a book in my lap and a tatting-shuttle in my hand, but doing nothing with
either of them. It was a day of Paradise,
bright but not glaring, with just enough
of crispness in the air to make me preler
tlie sunny to tlie shady side ol tlie old red
tower. Tlie gracious presence which beau-

tified tlie light-house in those days was
absent, so I sat down on the sand and
found abundance ol amusement in watching the little ripples ol the advancing tide,
the
iYinlrr curving lines of creamy spray,
and the pretty long-legged birds which
tripped along the margin of the sea. 1

far from strong, and weary with hard
work, and the rest of body and mind was

1 very

thoroughly7

but

ventured to mention tlie matfor she was not a girl to take

my place. Then I had to hunt up John,
to write to Lois and
pack up some things
1 had bought lor her at one
and an-

you have cheated the old man, but you are
mistaken. I have been looking into the
matter, and 1 iind that Edward's grand-

remarked.
on her mother, who was a delicate wo•Well, I don't know. 1 never found any man. and making tilings pleasant to
kind of bad temper that was very good. 1 everybody, except to my brother Dave,
don't know that Ed’s was worse than any who was tool enough to try to make up
other. I was just the contrary, and always to her, and got sent oil' with a Ilea in his
brought everything right out, so we slip- ear. She had always hoen a seriousped along together very well. We never minded young woman, and about this
had a serious quarrel in the world.
time she began to exercise in meeting,
‘By and by Ed began to wait on Susan mostly in the way of prayer. Friends
Collin. No danger of our quarreling about found her very acceptable, and she got to
that. Susan was my cousin, and a very be uncommonly useful, especially among
nice, good girl. >Vu were always friends, the young.
and J had a great respect and regard for
‘Folks naturally coupled Susan’s name
her ; but we no more thought of falling in and mine together, and Uncle Jehiel
love than if we had been brother and sis- thought he was going to gel matters his
ter.
Things being in that shape, I was own way, and crowed a good deal about
very glad to see Ed making up to Susan, it. lie found out his mistake some six
and wished them joy with all my heart. months afterward, when 1 stood lip in
Her folks were a good deal better off than meeting with Lois Macey, whom l had
Ed. Her mother was old Cap’n Jehiel’s been waiting on for a whole year. The
daughter, up to Suekernuck, and the old old man was mad enough, but 1 cared
man had promised to give Susan two thouvery little about that. 1 didn t waul any
sand dollars on her wedding day it she of bis money.

1 hired a decent lodging
decent for
those parts —not far from the hospital,
and then I went back to lid. lie had
fallen into a kind of stupor again, and
the nurse said that unless he took a turn
for the better she didn't think lie could
last many hours. You see, ho had been
almost starved to death, and as sometimes
happens in such cases, he seemed to have
lost the power of taking nourishment. I
won't deny that as i sat by Ed’s bedside
about two o'clock in the morning, with
the lights burning low, and everything
quiet, only some poor crazy women who
was crying and screaming in another part
of the house,—1 won't deny that I wished
myself back on shipboard again. I thought
of Lois ami the baby that 1 had never seen
and might never see; of the chances there
were against my getting a direct passage
home; of Uncle Jethro's arrival at home,
and the way Lois and my mother would
look when they found that 1 had not come.
1 remembered how delicate mother was.
and how many tilings might happen, and
I won't deny but 1 made something of a
fool of myself. If there is any time in I he
twenty-four hours when the devil has particular control of a man’s thoughts, it is
between two and four o'clock in the morn-

their oldest son, married my oldest girl
and went to San Francisco.
Now lie’s
captain of one of their steamers that run
between California and China."
That was the story friend Asa told me,
sitting on the sand over by the red lighthouse on the beach of the Purple Island,
while the white gulls dipped and rose and
the beach-birds called to each other in
strange, clear voices, and the solemn
double toll of the bell-buoy came over the
water You will not find the Purple Island
set down on any map. Hut if you go down
to Wood’s Hole anil take the Island Home,
you will see a long strip of purple haze
overhanging the western horizon, and the
tall churches and houses of the old town
rising gray, quaint, and beautiful before
you.

and I should

wonderfully apt

were

Still,

I couldn’t think Ed

nobody
her,

ter to

sixpence into two,’ answered the captain. ‘If folks must have amusement, and
1 suppose they must, 1 don’t see why a
good novel isn’t as good as anything else.
I don't object to one now and then, mysell.’
‘Some people condemn them because
they are improbable and give false views
ol life,’ said I.
‘As to that, when any’ one has been
knocked about the world as much as 1
have, he will come to think one thing
about as probable as another!’ answered
the captain. ‘I have seen plenty of things
with my own eyes which nobody7 would
ever dare to set down in a novel, because
every one would cry out, ‘llow improbable !’ My great objection to novels is that
the people in them act like such fools.’
‘You don’t consider that giving a false
view of life, do you?’ 1 asked.
The captain smiled, showing his white,
strong teeth in the midst ot his grizzled
beard, with quite a startling effect.
‘Well, no; not exactly, but 1 don’t think
people in real life are fools in just that
way. For instance, here’s a young man in
love with a young woman, and lie wants
to tell her so.
Well, what does he do?
lie don’t ask her to go out walking or
riding, and say to her right out, ‘Betsy
Jane, will you marry me?’ or words to
that effect. Nor he don’t write it in a letter and stick a stamp on it, and put it in
the office, or ask his sister to hand it to
her. No, that ain’t delicate enough to suit
his notions.
So he writes a note and puts
it in a bunch of llowers or a book, or some
other place where it’s ten to one she never
finds it. Then when lie gets no answer,
he doesn’t take an opportunity to say,
‘Betsy Jane, did you get my letter ?’ Not
he!
He goes and has a brain fever or
runs away to Australia, or some such nonsense. And very likely the
young woman
is wondering why lie don’t speak out, and
breaking her heart about it. For women
do break their hearts about men, though
precious few of them are worth it I can
tell you that, sissy.’
‘Well, people are just as silly as that in
real life,’ remarked Asa
‘There was Ed.
Swayne and Susan Coffin, thee knows,
Beriali!’
•lell me Hie story please,’ said I, ‘that
is, if it isn’t a secret.’
‘Oh dear, no. It was no secret thirty
years ago, and we are all old folks now.
I am no great hand at a yarn, but I’ve got
to
wait here till the light house man
comes back; and so, if it will amuse you,
I’ll tell you the story.’
And this is the story that Asa told me
in that mellow voice and peculiarly solt,
clear accent which seems the natural birthright of those born on the Purple Island.
“You must know that'Ed Swayne and I
had been playmates and messmates ever
since we could run alone. \Vo had caught
our fust cod and blue-fish in
company,
made our first trip in a banker, and our
first whaling voyage together; and in
short, we were like twin brothers. Mother
used to laugh about it, and once, I remember, she said that whoever married
one of us. would have to take the other,
as well.
‘1 don’t know about that!’ says grandma. ‘Thy two little tommy kittens, Esther,
were very good friends till they began to
run out nights to see the pussy cats, and
then thee iiad to send one away to keep
them from scratching each other’s eyes

one

owner

did

Ed was a good liberties with.
place
Susan bore it pretty well, to all appear- other, and get my traps ashore. 1 wasn't mother and my mother were own cousins
brooding sort of temShe grew a little thinner and afraid of what Lois would say, though of So Susan’s gone and man ied her cousin,
per, and ho was always proud and apt to ance.
fancy slights when nobody meant any.’
paler, but she kept about her work all course 1 knew she would feel it at lirst. alter all.’ That was the way he got out of
‘Rather a bad sort of temper to have.’ I the time, attending to the house, waiting Liy night-fall, however, it was all done. it, you see. They had quite a
family, anil brigand

boy, only

ever

lie had

quarrel.

a

married to suit him.
All
rather shy for awhile; but

shouldn't. But. love goes where it is sent,
you know.

‘One day Cap n Jelnel came down to
Susan and talk to her about the matNow il happened that Susan had
ter,
gone up to the haul-over with Ed that
very afternoon, and when lie found it out,
the old man’s temper wasn’t sweetened a
soe

lie waited for them till sunset, and
he was setting out for home he
met them coining in.
Ed had his little
boat, and there was nobody aboard but
himself ami Susan.
‘Ed Swayne, ahoy!’ sings out the captain.
‘Ahoy !' answered Ed.
‘Draw along-side, will you?’ saysCap'n
bit.

just

as

Jehicl;

‘1 want to

•So Ed drew

speak

to

along-side

you.’
he
1 do for

as near as

could, it ml says he, ‘what can
you. cap’ll ?’
‘Says Cap'll Jehicl, ‘Is it true what 1
hear, that you arc u-courting my granddaughter, Susan Collin ?’
‘That’s so, sir,’ answers Ed.
‘And that she means to have you?’
•So she says!’ answered Ed, after looking at Susan, and waiting a minute for
her to answer for herself if she chose.
■Very well!’ says Captain Jehicl. -Then
1 shall save my two thousand dollars.
Susan lias got enough cousins to take her
pick from, and if they ain’t good enough
lor her, then my money ain’t good enough,
either. Good night, young folks.’
•Then they parted company, anil the old
man bore away for Suckcrnuck. thinking
he had done something smart, though he
might have known better than to think
he should gain anything by threatening
one of his own Jlesh and blood
Justus
LllCN JKU Lo»l, Uusiin ffpiskc up, tie pluoiil

having a wile to support, 1
couldn't afford to stay long at homo, howI”

1 might have liked it: so, alter two
three months, Uncle Jethro Macev
gave me a good berth on his whaler.
The place was lull ot whalers in those
days. The big ships lay in (he harbor as
thick as clams in a sand-bank, and the
old red and gray warehouses and tryhouses, that are so empty and silent now,
were lull of business and bustle.
There
was plenty ot fun, too.
They used to
give New Year’s balls in that warehouse
you see yonder, and there my own lather
danced with poor Elizabeth Swavue not
ten minutes before she was summoned
home in her pink brocade and with the
mask on her face, to her aunt's dentil-bed.’
1’oor thing, she paid a heavy price for
her frolic, it all tales are true !’ remarked
Captain Burton; ‘but go on, Asa.’
•Bin afraid I’m making a long yarn of
it,’ said Asa. ‘So i'll hurry up a little.
Of course 1 went down to Aunt Esther’s to
say good-by, and Susan said she guessed
she would walk back with me as far as
old Huldah’s. For Huldah was breaking
up at last, and Susan was as good as an
angel to her. She heaped coals of lire on
her head if any one ever did, but Iluldah’s
•skull was pretty thick, and 1 don’t believe
they burned her much, alter all. Just as
we palled at the gate, 1 ventured to say
something that had been on my mind all
ever

or

the

evening.

1 meet Ed out there
1 say anything to him ?’
l'liee may tell him how it was,’ says
she, after thinking a minute. T don’t
know as 1 ought to say any more than

‘Susan,

supposing

anywhere; shall

that.’

■Hints

more

than no

deserves,

saw l.

•We won't talk about deserts, Asa,' says
'The best of us can’t afford to do
Susan.
that. Hut thee can tell him just how it
was. and say that 1 asked thee to do so.’
•Well. I sailed the next day, leaving
Inis at home with her mother. We had
been out a year and a little over, and by
great good luck we had had letters once
during the time. Often a whaler would
lie out three or four years and never hear
from home once in all that time.’
‘Vis, 1 know,' said 1. 'When 1 lirst
came
here we had a mail only every
other day, but as sure as 1 said a word
about, it. some old gentleman would tell
me how lie used to go out whaling, and
not got a letter in live years
HIM

morning.
‘Good night, grandfather,’ says she;
‘give ray love to grandmother and all the

tor

when old lluldah (freenaway earae in
borrow a hammer, lluldah was an oifisl,under who had come from nobody
knew where. She was as old as the hills
and as ugly as sin, and some folks
thought she knew more than any one had
The womeu-folks
any business to know
used to hire her to make soap and try
lard, and the like, lor she was uncommonly smart to work; but they got shy
of having her alter a while, because
wherever she went some laniily trouble
seemed sure to follow. I don’t think,
myself, there was any witchcraft about
the matter. 1 think lluldah was onlv a
mischief-making, tattling old sinner, hut
that’s bad enough, in all conscience.
Well, she got what she wanted, and then

and

summer

course,

SU.

Well.

vv»t

li.nl

J.IUL

illlu

Callau

repairs, and I had found a long
letter from my wife, so lwas feeling very
1 was going along the street,
nice indeed.
inexpressibly pleasant to me. Presently
folks at home.’
a neat dory
was beached not tar away,
whistling, when 1 stumbled on a Kanaka
Susan
friends
Kd
and
parted good
and Captain Hurton and his mate Asa
1 used to sail with, a good-hearted, lion
when Kd came est. little fellow as ever
came up and joined me.
lived, and a firstThey were both enough, itbut afterwards,
over, lie didn't feel quite satisSo we naturally stopped for
old Iriends. I hail been sailing with them to think
rate sailor.
lie thought Susan might have a bit ol
lied.
many a day in the captain’s beautiful little
yarnin’, and says he to me presfor herself, and that she needcat-rigged boat, and hoped to go many spoken up
ently. 'There's a man troin your place in
n't have said good night quite so friendly. the little
times more.
hospital here, very sick.’
‘Seems to me you ve always got a book, So lie didn’t go to see her for two or
•Who is it?’ 1 asked.
three
but 1 don’t see you reading much,’ redays.
'lie
■1 don't know his name,’says he.
‘One day lie was busy putting up some was
marked the captain, presently.
up at sea in a whale-boat, the
picked
lie owned a pretty
•I accomplish a good deal in that way cleats in his shed,
only one left alive of the crew, and
he lived with his old
on rainy days,’ I answered.
‘To-day it little house where
brought, in here by a Portuguese brig.
would be a mere waste of time to read.’
grand aunt; and, sailor-fashion, he was The place isn’t far oil', it you like to go
‘Some folks say reading novels is a always tinkering it and making improve- and see him.
I heard say he wouldn’t
lie was just thinking how Susan live
waste of time, anyhow,’ said Asa. ‘Uncle ments.
long.’
would put up her clothes-lines on those
Jehiel used to say so.”
■Well, of course 1 wanted to go, and he
•Uncle Jehiel thought everything a cleats, and how he would make her a set took me to a hospital. It was a comforthis
ins
next
clothes-1
of ivory
voyage, able place for the kind, not very large,
waste ot time that did not help to make
to
was

mixed together, and
i.oNiu.i Hku.es at Sakatooa, A New
■wed to stand about twenty-four hours York
girl was troubling her soul and the
heat
been
dcgcr when,
having again
friends a few evenings ago with plans for
le.iiped, it was again pitched over, and a stage party to drive to the scene of the
t <■
process was a third time repeated,
athletic sports. She could get
fhe entire mass had now become very collegiate
of ladies, but who wanted to go
plenty
tliomughly mixed together, and was me- with a dozen girls and one man r1 At last
lianieally in very line condition. The she put the responsibility of escorts upon
ground having been thoroughly prepared, a gentleman, who promised to procure
iliout a quarter of this compost was ap- the services of hall a dozen chums.
plied to each hill, covered with soil, and When that stage party left for the track
the seed planted upon it.
The result there were
two, anil only two, men sandshowed that the kanite was too strong of witched between a
stage lull of girls. One
common salt, for hut few of the seed vegeevening, in a ball-room, the daughter of
I he trouble could not have arisen
tated.
a southern senator had
captured a young
truin the hen manure being too concenEnglish snob, who looked as still'as bucktrated, lor 1 have often used it as strong, ram in a coat buttoned up to his ears and
uul yet had no difficulty in getting healthy a summer stove
pipe hat hugged under
plants. The result was, wo were com- his arm. The matter ol moving his neck
pelled to transplant into many vacant to look at his companion seemed painful
hills. The crop received the usual culti- to him, but she was in
high spirits, for
vation, and, though a part of the growing this conquest was an Englishman of note.
season was very dry, and this crop on a
The lady was pretty and stylish, and 1
high, steep hill, yet, ultimately, 1 had one wondered how long the young Hrllisher
el the finest crops of Essex, Wakefield,
would linger at her side. Not ten minWinegstadl, Wyman and Seliweinfurt utes later he was seated on the piazza of
it
was
ever
forQuintal cabbages
my good
the Grand Union with a party of men,
tune to raise—indeed, ol the Seliweinfurt,
pulling away like a steam engine. The
1 think, in the many years I have raised charms of tobacco were sweeter than the
them, 1 never had so fine a crop.
silver voice of the yellow-haired siren,
The cost of the manure was a follows: and this little
episode, like many another
barrels Hen immure at
One
per Mil.S'-V.OO of a similar nature, ended in smoke.
ltone, ISO lbs each, at ST.'.Mi per ton, gi.iio
sometimes
fellow
three,
young
towing
about.r.’.oo
Kanite,
Kxpense ot composting.b.oo live, young ladies down to the spring, or
Oust of teaming manure.o.bO
Iroin one hotel to another, is not an unto
Total,.$rt.:to common sight, and when he chances
his cargo in Congress Hark, and
H will be seen Unit the cost ol the ma- deposit
it lias to be moved half a dozen times to
nure on the ground and mixed, was about
as many chairs, the task has been almost
of
cabacre
for
each
dollars
twenty-four
painful in the sultry summer heat, lie
bage. As any farmer of experience won’t
mind it so much now that cold
rate
lirst
a
knows, as a rule, to insure
weather has come, and, by the way, if it
cabcrop of each of these varieties oi
doesn’t warm up a little the Congress
bages, at least six cords of good stable Hark concerts will
have no audience.
manure to the acre would be required;
and as every farmer of experience also
Tlie editor of the New York Sun n few days
knows, such manure landed in the field airo ingeniously replied in print to a few interthe
on
the
ten
dollars
to
costs,
average,
rogatories on {he subject of hell. Since then,
cord, which would make the cost for each to use his own tense expression, “hell has
acre of cabbages $60, on the side of barn broken loose.” A peck of letters on hell has
been received at the Sun otlice. The burden of
manure, and, for the three acres, $180, the
controversy is almost too much for Mr.
against $71.30 on the side of the mixture. Dana, but he still boldly proclaims his belief
lint the common farmer may say that that there is a hell.
the six cords will leave residue in the
When a two hundred-pound darky woman
ground which the grass crop will lind
rolling-chair out.
when the land is laid down. True, but so throws herself into the Centennialfor
an hour’s
and
pays over her sixty cents
‘I couldn’t help laughing; and yet,
will the mixture leave considerable of
ride, the gloom that settles over the gentlemanI wishud grandma hadn’t said
and
salt
bephosphate of lime, potash,
ly white attendant’s face can be fe it from one somehow,
it. She was very old and very wise, and
hind it. But raising cabbages on such a end of the grounds to the other.
u

the things she said
to comu true.

tiiis made Ed
they liked each
watch the fishing-boats, or whether, lind- olliei, and before long they came to an
ing the street you are exploring to end in und- [’standing. Susan was a quiet, placid
girl but with more grit and resolution
a flight of gray wooden steps leading down
into somebody’s back garden, you sitdown than a good many more noisy ones. Cap’n
Collin, her father, was no ways averse to
on the top step thereof and breathe in tlie
south wind from tlie pines,—in either or the match, for lie liked Ed, and had a
deal of eotilidence in Susan’s judgany ease, you will find appearing from great
somewhere an old or a young sailor, ship- ment; though for my part, 1 wouldn’t
owner, or captain, ready to enter into a give that scallop shell lor the wisest man
woman on earth, once they are fairly
pleasant conversation or to tell you tales or
Aunt Esther, she liked it, too;
el the days that are gone, when Commer- in love.
cial Wharf buzzed like a bee-hive and tlie but old Cap’n Jeliiel wasn’t pleased a bit.
wide pastures were white with sheep; You see, lie wanted her to marry one of
her own family connection. There was
jMakini; tiie Fahm Fkodcctive. A when whalers went oil' on seven years’
no end of us boys to choose truin, and
never heard from
and
perhaps
voyages,
great many experiments with chemicals
when
good boys too, though 1 say it that
anxious
all
the
pretty
home
time;
shiphave been
in to test and

1

..ceeutratcd fertilizer

or

Said Black Eyes, “I’ll adore you,
Although the tempest o’er you
Snatch hope and heaven from view;
When lightnings tear asunder
The sky’s red golden field—
Whenibattle hurls his thunder,
I'll make my breast your shield,
And die with joy for you.”

—

lotilutes may do for

Black,

Said Blue Eyes, “I will love you
Long as the heavens above you
Arch earth with azure hue;
Soft as the flowers awaken
Beneath the breath of Spring.
And sweet as rose leaves shaken
Their silver dewdrops fling,
I’ll kisses rain on you.”

The

not return, and the ollicers demolished the
house. In June ot this year, sum*: young
women discovered a pile of leaves in the
forest on ltocky Hill, and in kicking them
aside, disclosed a pail of fresh milk. Last
spring Jett was seen one evening on Unrailroad track near liaysidu. lie wore his

:i

says she,—
‘So you and Susan’s broke off!’
‘Who told you that?' asks Kd.
‘Them that knows!’ says lluldah, with
her spiteful laugh. ‘I don’t have to look
in the papers when I want to learn the
Susan’s a-going to marry her
news.
1 sue 'em walking together
cousin Asa,
only last night. Oh, Susan knows which
side her bread is buttered." says lluldah,
laughing again and showing her white
teeth, as strong and sharp as a shark’s.
‘Site don’t mean to let that money go out
of the family.’
‘Now, wouldn't any one have said the
most natural thing in the world would
have been for Kd to come to me, if lie
didn't want to go to Susan, and ask in so
many words what was the matter ?’
•It would have been according to nature
and common sense, and Scripture into the
bargain ! said Captain Burton, who had
been listening with the greatest interest,
•I!' thy brothel trespass against thee, tell
him his lault between him and thee alone,’
the good hook says. But when folks are
in love there’s no saying what they’ll do.’
‘Just so
Well, Ed never said a word
lie took his boat and
to me or anybody,
went off soup-lishing all alone, and stayed
till ten o’clock at night, brooding and
thinking over all he had heard, and all
that Susan had or hadn’t said, so that by
the time he got home lie was in a state to
catch lire at anything. As ill luck would
have it, just us he was going up Step Lane
to his own house he met Susan and me.
We didn’t notice him. though it was
moonlight, for we were in a hurry and he
if
was on the shady side of the street,
he had only stopped or spoken, lie would
have heard the whole story. But not he 1
He thought of what old liuldah had told
him, and made up his mind at once, lie
just went home and packed up a few
things, and the next morning early he
went over to New London and shipped
on board a Cape Horner for a live
years’
voyage, lie wrote to his old aunt to tell
her the news, and sent a message to Susan
to the elleet that he released her from her
engagement to him and left her iree to
her grandfather’s money.
earn
There
wasn’t a word to me.
‘If lie had only written to Susan, it
wouldn’t have been quite so bad, for she
was a girl who could keep her own counsel; but old Aunt Eunice was a talking
body, and she had never liked the notion
of Ed’s marrying Susan. So she not only
told Susan, but twenty other people, and
in two or three days there were not a
dozen people on the island who didn’t
know that Ed Swayne had broken with
Susan Coffin and gone off on a Cape HornA great many people blamed Ed,
er.
and some blamed Susan, and said she bail
an eye to the main chanco, and so on;

some

was

under rite

care

of

some

sisters or

speak the language enough
to lie understood, and the lady in charge
was verv polite, and lock me at once to
see the patient, only cautioning me that
nuns.

1 could

lie was very weak, lie was lying in a
ward by himself on a decent, clean lied.
11c was learfull.v worn and wasted, but
the minute I set eyes on him 1 knew it
I had been angry and
was Ed Swayne.
unforgiving toward him for a good while,
but the feeling all went away the minute
It is a fearful sight, a man
1 saw him.
wasted to skin and bone by famine.
There is no sickness which gives such a
look.’
‘Just so. Well, Eil il ill n’t seem to notice me at first, lie was asleep or in a
stupor, 1 couldn’t tell which, so 1 sat
down by the bed ai d got out my wile’s
1 had read it over for the
letter again.
tenth time, trying to realize that I had a
baby of my own, when poor Ed moaned
and opened his eyes
•Drink !’ said lie faintly.
•There was a jug of cool stuff made ot
lemons or something standing by, and 1
raised his head and gave him a drink.
As I laid him down lie looked at me earnestly, and i saw at once that he knew
me.

•Asa!’ said lie in a whisper, and trying
put out his hand to me. b it Asa, or
am I dreaming again ?’
It is Asa this time, and no mistake !
said 1, trying to speak as cheerful as 1
could. ‘Dow are you, old fellow?’
‘I’m not long for this world,’ says he.
‘I’ve seen about the last of it, and 1 don’t
know that I’m very sorry cither.’
‘I didn’t contradict him, for I never
found much use in that, so I said I was
glad he had such a comfortable place, or
words to that effect.
‘\es, they are very kind,’ ho answered
in a dejected sort of way ; ‘but it seems
dreary to die without having any one to
make a prayer or say a verse of Scripture
to cointort
The ladies are very
one.
good, but they are not our sort, you
know, and 1 can’t understand, nor they
me.
Can’t you stay with mo, Asa? I
shan’t keep you long.
1 know 1 haven’t
used you very well, but’—and here he
stopped for weakness, but he held my
ham! with his wasted lingers and looked
into my face with great, hollow, hungry
eyes. That look went to my heart, I can
tell you. 1 didn’t answer for aboutaminute, and during that minute 1 thought of
more things than a man often does in an
hour. Our ship was to sail next day on
her homeward voyage. 1 didn’t know
how soon 1 might get another chance,
and there was my wife expecting me,
and the other young woman that 1 hadn’t
seen yet.
But Lois was well off with her
mother, and here was my old friend to
all appearances dying, with not a soul
1
near to care for him except strangers.
thought all this over while I was dropping my wife’s letter and picking it up
again. Then I made up my mind what
my duty was.
‘Of course I’ll stay with you; that is, if
1 can settle matters with Uncle Jethro,
and I guess I can,’ says I. ‘Don't you
worry, Ned! I shan’t leave you alone,
to

anyhow.’

‘It took some time to see Uncle Jethro
and talk him over, for at first he wouldn’t
hear of such a thing, and scolded me for
thinking of it. But he was a good old
man, and soft-hearted, and a good Christian besides; and at last he agreed to let
me stay if I would send Kanaka John in

—

The

il-'rom
On

■Some folks would say that your second
were

best, and that your lirst

duty was towards your
Captain liurlon.
T

dont

believe

wife!’ remarked

.second

thoughts

are

best I’ answered Asa, Ids dark lace Hushing a little; '1 believe when a man is in
tlie habit of trying to do and think the
thing that is l ight, his lirst thoughts are
almost always best. And 1 think a man’s
lirst duty to his wile is to do his duty U':n
If my wife
a man, whatever it costs him.
had been in any need or danger, she
would have, had the lirst claim, but she
wasn’t. She was safe at home among
her own folks, and nobody knows what
those four words mean
among your
own folks—till he has been sick among
strangers in a strange land.’
That's just as Line as you live!' said
Captain ISurton emphatically. ‘/ think
you did the right thing. Go ahead !’
‘I knew that kind of thing wouldn’t an‘So i
swer, of course,’ continued Asa.
took out a little Testament mother gave
me when 1 wont my lirst voyage, and
which 1 always carried in my pocket;
and alter I had read and thought a little
while, I was all right again. Still, the
night was pretty long, and 1 didn’t dare
to go to sleep because the lady had told
me that Ed might be taken worse at anytime. 1 had got out my letter, to have
another look at the lock of the baby’s hair
which Lois had pinned at the top of the
paper, when Ld moved and opened his
i sa-1' at once that he knew me.
eyes,
—

j

‘You have got a letter from home ?’ says
he ii. a kind of ghostly whisper, alter I
had given him a drink and laid down

again.
•Yes, from my wile,’ says i. lie gave a
deep sigh and closed his eyes, hut presently opened them again.

‘is Susan—is she well ?’ lie asked.
though Lois doesn't mention her,’answered 1 ; ‘she has so much to
tell about the baby, that she has no room
for anything else, only to say generally
that all our lolks are well.’
•Ld opened his eyes so wide that they
•i suppose so,

ncoutcil

to

o'Vftllorr

\»j»

»tll

till*
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face.
‘Lois!’ says he. Who’s Lois 1”
‘Why, Lois Macoy, that was 1 forgot
thee, didn't know 1 was married. Yes, Lois
and 1 were joined more than a year ago,
and now she lias a nice little girl'
‘Lois!’ he repeated in the same dazed
way, and then a minute afterwards, 1
don't understand ; 1 thought you were going to marry Susan Collin.’
•I'm rather a bad (Junker, I know, but
1 was never given to swearing. However,
1 did swear a little then
•I swear to thunder if thee ain't the biggest fool that ever sailed out of harbor!’
says I. -Susan Collin never would have
had me if I had wanted her, and 1 never
did want her.
What should 1 want of a
little red-headed wax doll like Susan,
when 1 could have such a girl as Lois Haem ?’ says i.
•That touched Kd, as I meant if should,
lie ivas so excited that he sat right up in
bed. ‘11ml headed wax doll !’ said ho in
quite a fury; ‘Susan (' dim is handsomer
than Lois Maeey over thought she was,
and her hair is no more red than yours.’
won’t quarrel about that,’
•Susan is a good girl,
anyhow, as nobody knows better than 1;
and as tor beauty, she s handsome enough
tor thee, any day. But what put such a
notion in thy head ?’

‘Well,

we

says 1 laughing.

•Well, tluldah Greenaway told

me

first.’

‘A pretty business for thee to be listening to old Iluldab ! As if thee didn't know
what shi1 was
•And then 1 saw you walking together
so lat.e in
Step Lane that night before I
1 met you just above the
came away.
steps,’said Kd ; but lie looked ashamed as

he spoke.
‘Kdward Swayne, it thee wasn’t sick,
thee’d deserve to have thy head broke, for
a fool, if nothing worse!’ says 1. 'll thee’d
a’ spoken out like a mail, instead of sneaking along in the dark, thee’d have heard
all about it. Grandma was taken worse,
and mother was feeble and had a little
baby, so 1 went for Susan to stay with
grandma. There’s the explanation of the
whole mystery. Susan cares more for thy
thick head than for all her cousins put together, ami if thee hadn’t been .a jealouspated idiot, we might both have been going home to our wives in the old island
this minute.’
‘Kd groaned and hid his lace.
By and
by he said without looking up—T don’t
suppose Susan will ever speaK to me

again.’

•Thee don’t deserve that she should,’
said 1, but I’ll tell thee what she said to
me the last thing, ‘Asa if thee should
meet Kd anywhere, tell him how it was.’
‘We were both silent a good while after
this, but liy and by a bird chirped out by
the window, and says Kd—
‘It’s morning isn’t it i”
•Yes, why ?’
‘Because I

in

hungry;

anil

1

want my

breakfast!’ answered Ed. ‘Asa, yesterday
I gave myself up to die. 1 thought 1 never
should see another morning, and 1 didn’t
want to. But now 1 must get well i! 1 can,
if only to go home and tell Susan that I
1 don't know whether she will
am sorry.
have me, and 1 shan’t blame her if she
don’t; but 1 must try, any way. 1 haven’t
wanted to eat anything since they picked
me up, but now 1 am hungry, and 1 want
my breakfast.’
•Well, I called the nurse,and she brought
Ed some chocolate. lie drank it every bit.
and then cried because the lady wouldn’t
let him have any more. After that he
mended faster than any one 1 ever saw,
and in little more than a month lie was
ready to go homo. He was never tired of
hearing about Susan and her doings, but
he looked rather blank when iie heard
about her preaching.
•1 don’t believe she will have a word to
say to me !’ says he. ‘She’ll be afraid of
disobliging friends.’
‘Not a bit, so long as thee belongs to
meeting,’says 1. Look at Hosanna (Joit;
her husband’s a sailor.’ That cheered him
up a little, but he was in twenty minds
about going home at the last minute. I
don’t know what sort of a meeting they
had, or how they made it up. But make
it up they did, and that in a very short
time, and Uncle Jehicl came to the wed-

ding.’

‘Well, young folks,’ says he, when he
had kissed the bride, ‘I supposo you think

of

au

Outlaw.

the New York Sun. ]

the summit of a smooth, glassy
knoll, about three-quarters of a mile from
the little railroad depot it, liayside, I, 1
is the pretty village school-house. It is a
white-painted structure, about .Mi by ;)0
feet in dimensions "It i- one story in
height, with a conical roofed, unlighted
loft, which has been rendeied famous in
the villages of Long island iiy the recent
discovery that for two or three years it
was undoubtedly the retreat of Ihe notorious robber, delf Knight.

ing.’

thoughts

Lurking Place

costume, light. pantaloons, black
slouch ha:, cutaway coat, and high top
boots. In his hatband was the wing of a

golden woodpecker.
Again another mound was discovered in
the woods supposed to belong to Jeff, that
was similar to the one already mentioned.
Some time ago

saw

a

farmer near Flushing
a hill top in llie
his house. He visited the lire,
a

bright light

on

woods near
and saw a careless-looking stranger at the
door of a little oilcloth shelter lent in
trout of the tire devouring a roasted
chicken.
“What’er you doing here?” asked the
farmer.
"Latin’,” replied the stranger coolly.
"Where did you get taut chicken
"Oh, down here a piece.”
“Do you always live this way ?”
"Yes, when hard tip.”
1 his closed the dialogue, and the farmer went hoini.
No one desired to go
and get the man in the tent, and the lire
burned on for several hours. Jell is thirty
or thirty-two years old.
Tiio

Christian

Revenge,

<)!>:i< 1 i.ih Lawson and \\ att Dood were
neighbors. Dood was the oldest settler,
and lrotii ids youth up had entertained a

There-,
informed that Lawson,
a
regular disciple of that class id' people,
had purchased the next farm to his, he
About six months ago, as Miss Bourse, declared he would make him
glad to move
the school mistress, entered the room, .-ho
a
away again.
Accordingly
system of
of
si
noticed that the door
the
uttle, which petty annoyances was commenced by him,
is cut through the ceiling ju-t at the en- and
every time one of Lawson’s hogs
trance door, had been reversed so that the chanced to
stray upon Dood s place, he
rough, unpaiutod side was exposed in was beset by men and dogs and most savstead of the one that is grained. She saw
agely abused. Things went on thus for
also linger marks along the wall, and that
nearly a year, but the Quaker, a man of
portions oi the entrance doors had been decided peace principles, appearing in no
As the scuttle is
broken and bruised.
way to resent the injuries received at the
about fifteen feet lrt in the iloor, and ns hands ot his
spiteful neighbor. Matters,
is
there
no means oi reaching it except
however, were drawing to a crisis, tor
by a ladder, which is not kept in the 1 >ood. more enraged than ever at the ipiiet
school house, she could not conjecture of Ohadiali, made oath that lie would do
what had made the misplacement. When
something be lore long to wake up the
she recalled the tact that she hail : '.n; j
spunk of Lawson, t bunco favored Ins
found hits of chicken bones on the llo< rin
The Quaker had a high blooded
design
the aisles, ainlthat many articles had been
liliy, just four tears old, which ho had
stolen from her desk and hooks from the been
Latvson
very careful in raising.
library, her astonishment was changed to took great pride in this animal, and had
fright. She said nothing until noon, and refused a large sum of money f r her.
at that time she saw that at some time in
One evening, a little alter sundown, as
the forenoon the scuttle had been placed in Watt Dood was passing around his cornproper position. She sent for her brother, lield, he discovered the lilly feeding in the
Mr. Frank Bourse, a trustee, and on ex- little strip of
prairie land that separated
ploring the pitch-dark chamber he loiind the two farms, and he conceived the liend
on every hand evidence that it had been
ish design of throwing elf two or three
rails ot his fence that the horse might get
long occupied and hastily quitted.
In the corner stood two large bane
of into his corn
during the night lie did
ashes, and near by, a barrel of leathers so; and tile next morning, bright and
and a barrel of chicken bones, a trunk early, he shouldered his ritie and left the
made of unplatted boards, two planed house. Not long after his absence a hired
drawers, a sperm oil lamp, a dark lantern, man whom he had recently employed,
an oil can, a
carpenter's level, a saw that heard the echo of his gun, and in a few
had been stolen from Mr. Cain, hair and minutes Dood, considerably excited and
blacking brushes, market baskets, and out of breath, came hurrying to the house
some chickens.
Along the rafters ol the where he stated he had shot and wounded
loft were many little rat k hooks on whi -h a buck, that the herd had attacked him,
the occupant had hung his clothes. The and that lie hardly escaped with his iile.
robber had ascended to the hdt b\ means
This story was credited by all but the
of a rope, in the end of which was t
newly-employed hand, who had a dislike
strong iron hook. He forced up the scut- to \\ att. and, from ills m timer, suspected
tle with a pole, on the end of which he that something was wrong. He therelore
hoisted up the hooked rope and fastened
slipped i|uietly away from the house, and
tlie hook in the side of the scuttle.
going through the held in the direction ot
in liio shot, lie suddenly came upon Lawson’s
As there had been many robbe-rii
liayside and other villages, and as it was fdly stretched upon the earth, with a bulknown that Jell' Knight was lurking about, let hole through the head, from which the
li was at once conjectured mat in- iim-t,
The animal
warm blood was still oozing.
have been the occupant of the school- was still warm, and could not have been
house loll.
killed an hour.
He hastened back to the
The school dosed about a month ago, dwelling of Dood, who met him iu the
ami a week ago Mr. Hermann llaak beyard and demanded somewhat roughly,
"I've been to see it
gan to |-lit on an addition to the rear wall. where he had been
In removing the inelodeon, which stood
your bullet m ule sure work of Mr. Lawon a little platform near the teacher's
Watt
soli’s lilly,” was the instant retort.
desk, one ot tile wotkmen saw that just puled for a moment, but recollecting himin the place in which the instrument had self he fiercely shouted, "Do you dare to
stood, the boards had been sawed through. say I killed her
“How do you know’she
He took ludd of one end of the hoards,gave is dead?’’ replied the mall. Dood bit his
a quick
pull, and went over on his back, lip. hesitated a moment, and then walked
followed by a trap door and a heavy stone into the house. A couple of days passed
that was attached by a rope In the cavity
by, and the morning ot the third one had
that lie had opened he saw a hole about broken, as the hired mail met Lawson ridtwo leet deep scooped in the earth, and a
ing in search of his lilly. A lew words ot
channel extending under tile explanation ensued, when with a heavy
narrow
heart tlie (Quaker turned his horse and
building.
I lie school house stands on a side hill, 1 rode home, where he informed the
people
and rests on the ground at the rear, and of the late id’ ids lilly. No threat ot reis uplifted ahoul two loret at the front. A crimination escaped him ; he did not even
heavy plank that had once extended across go to law to recover damages, hut calmly
the opening had been neatly sawed in two, awaitial Ids plan and hour of rev enge.
It
tlnis halving an unobstructed passage came at last.
W att Dood had a Durham heifer, for
through the opening, which was two feet
long and eight inches wide. Procuring a which he paid a heavy price, and upon
lamp, the workmen, oil hands and knees, which he counted to make great gains.
crept along the dark channel that had (>ne morning, just as Obadiah was sitting
been bored in tile direction of the house down to breakta-t. his eldest son came m
ll extends for about eighteen leet,
front,
with the information that neighbor Dood’s
and then the natural space between the heifer had broken down the fence, entered
Hour and the earth became high enough
the yard, and after eating most of the
Further on the cabbages, had trampled the well-made
lor the passage of a man.
front foundation wall, beds, and tin vegetables they contained,
men reached the
and there made a diseovciy.
out of all shape—a mischief impossible to
In one corner lay a few pine boards that
repair. "And vvliat did thee do with her,
bad formed a bed, over which were spread Jacob?” ipiietly asked Obadiah. "1 put
About two her in the farmvard”
"Did thee heat
many quilts and biankcls.
dozen books, arranged in order, were the her?" "1 never struck her a blow.” "Right
pillow e! the couch. Matches and cigars, Jacob, light Sit down to thy breakfast,
pipes and tobacco, littered the Hour, and and when done eating I will attend to the
A heifer.”
a lamp hung from a piece of timber.
little sugar-loaf stove stood against the
Shortly iilti'f In- had Imished Ins repast
wall, and a rope ladder, with an iron Lawson mounted a horse, and rode over
hook, was coiled up on the ground. The to Hood's who was sitting on the porch
den had been only recently deserted. Sev- in front of his house, and who as he beeral tools that had been missed by carpen- held the Quaker dismount, supposed he
ters were found, and one mail recognized
was coming to demand pay for his tilly,
an article that was stolen two years ago.
and secretly swore he would have to go
There wore several pots, a frying-pan, to law tor it, if he did. “Hood morning,
knives and forks, and a razor Potato peel- neighbor Dood; how is thy family?” exings covered the bed. The place was not claimed Ohadiah, as he mounted the steps
high enough to allow a man to sit upright and seated himself in a chair. “All well,
except with his head between the beams. I believe.” was the reply. “1 have asmall
The books showed marks of frequent pe- allair to settle with thee this morning, and
rusal. The men unearthed the rest of the I came rather early.’’ "So 1 suppose,”
school library, sixty-four books, that had growled Watt. “This morning my son
been stored in the earth at the entrance to found thy Durham heifer in mv garden,
tin; retreat. Everything indicated the where she destroyed a good deal.” “And
freaks of JetV. Knight.
what did ho do with her?” demanded
Jett knight s tannty are respecie,I resi- Dood, his brow darkening.
“And what
dents of Bayside, and Jell' in his boyhood would thee have done with her. had she
attended the Bayside school. 11c was one been my heifer in thy garden ?” asked
of live children, each one of whom bore Ohadiah.
“I'd have shot her.” retorted
the name ot an American President, he Watt, madly “as I suppose you have done ;
bearing tlie name of President Jefferson, but we are even now; heifer for tilly is
lie was regarded as of an unoffending but only 'lit for tat.’” “Neighbor Dood, thou
fanciful disposition, and he amused the knowest me not. if thou thinkest 1 would
villagers with his oddities. All the money harm a hair of thy heifer’s back. She is
that he could obtain he invested in the in my larmyard. and not even a blow lias
most exciting of blood arid-thunder novbeen struck her, where thee can get her
els. lie revelled in the adventures of at any time. 1 know thee shot my tilly.
brigands and highwaymen, and Jack bet the evil one prompted thee to do it,
Sheppard and Jack Herald were his he- and 1 lay no evil to mv heart against my
He assumed a rakish hat and neighbor. 1 came to tell thee where thy
roes.
walked the village streets with his belt heiler is. and now I’ll go home."
stuck full ol rusty old pistols. Alter (putObadiah rose from the chair and was
ting school he learned blaeksinithiiig. and about to descend the steps, when he was
was accounted a skillful mechanic.
Once stopped
by Watt, who hastily asked
he was janitor of flic school building, llis ‘•What was your lillv worth ?” "A hunlirst exploit was the robbery of a store. dred dollars is what I asked for her.” reNext lie stole a horse, painted one of its plied < lhadiah. “Wait.” And Dood rushed
feet, and was arrested, with the animal, into the house, whence he soon returned
in Connecticut,
lie informed the ollieer with some gold
"Here’s the price of
that he would show him a (jurat place in your tilly, and hereafter let there be a
Zion Church, at Little Neck, in which plesantncss between us.”
there were other tilings that he might
Obadiah mounted his horse and rode
like to see. He had been ail attendant of home with a lighter heart, and from that
tills church. He took the detective to the day to this Dood has been as good a neighbelfry, in which was every appliance lor bor as one could wish to have, being comhouse-keeping. In addition lie pointed pletely reformed by the returning of good
out loads of valuables and all the silver- for evil
A newspaper of the
ware of the church.
A few days ago a citizen of Lansingburg,
latest date and a fresh beefsteak showed
that Jetf had a partner, but he refused to N.Y., while rowing on the river at that
disclose any names, lie had false whis- place, saw the body ot a boy lying face upkers, wigs, and other disguises in the bel- ward on the bottom of the river. His lirst
fry. He was sent to Sing Sing for ten impulse was to dive into the water, and he
years. There his conduct pleased every did. Securing the body, he carried it to
one, and after four years of his sentence a house, which singularly enough haphad expired, lie was allowed to sleep in pened to be the residence of the boy’s
He cut a hole mother, who had, until the appearance of
the garret ot the prison.
through the roof one night, slid down the the stranger with his body,-supposed that
lightning rod to the ground and escaped. her son was in the yard, playing. The
After that he roamed the woods of Long body was still warm, and alter an hour’s
labor the lad was resuscitated, lie is now
island.
lie was seen about two years ago in as well as ever.
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Tint Fifth District

Congres|

Congressional

Con-

Hancock Hall, Ellsworth,
Thursday last. The conven-

vention met in
at 10 A. M

tion

was

called to order

by

Hamilton

Joy,

Esq., of Ellswortli, who named Samuel D.
Leavitt, Esq., of Eastport, for temporary
chairman. In taking the chair Mr. Leavitt
said he

was

not unmindful of the honor

him in calling upon him to
preside over the organization of this convention ; and though Lully aware of his
lack of experience would do his best to
conferred

on

with luiruess. (Applause.)
Messrs. L H. Mureh, of Belfast, and G.

preside

l’ariiu, of Maehias, were designated as
temporary secretaries, and took seats up-

A.

the

on

platform

11. D. Lladiuck Esq. of Buekspurt, moved
that a committee on credentials, to be
composed of seven members, be appointed by the chair.
Rice Esq. of Rockland, moved to
by making a committee of four,
from each county, to lie selected by

A S

amend
one

the

delegates

from said counties.

Geo. S. Peters

Esq of Ellsworth, favored
the original motion.
C. C. Roberts Esq of Stockton, thought
it proper the counties should select their
own representatives on the committee on
credentials.
Alter some discussion Mr. Rice

accept-

ed an amendment to his amendment,
moved by Mr. Hadloek,, providing that
the committee shall consist of seven members, two eaeli from Waldo, Washington,
and Hancock, and one from Knox, and the
delegations retired to select their committee men.
COMMITTEE ON

1

llEDKN'J IA J.S.

Waldo named C. C. lloberts of Slockand Jason Estes of Troy; Washing-

toii

ton, \\ arren Hathaway of Machias and S.
Heath of ('alias; Hancock, II. D 1 hulJock of

liucksporl and E. 11. Greeley ol
Ellsworth; arid Knox, Henry Spaulding of

South Thomastou.
The committee having retired for the
1 impose of examining the credentials of
delegates, Mr. TeLers, of Ellsworth, announced that Hon. Eben E. l’illsburv was
in the

city and moved that a committee of
three be appointed by tlie chair to wait
upon Mr. l’illsburv anil ask him to address
the convention.
The motion was adopted
and the chair appointed as said committee

Messrs

G. S. Peters of

ert Burns of

Eastport

Ellsworth, Huband d. H. Talbot ol

Machias.
A lew minutes later Mr.

Pillsbury

en-

tered tlie hall, escorted by the committee,
and was greeted with applause.
SFEECII OF

HON.

EllllN

F.

1'ILI.SUUKY.

llenowed applause followed Mr. Pillsbury's introduction to the convention by

chairman, and when order was restored, ho advanced to the front of the
platform, and proceeded to address his
brother Democrats. We can only present
tlie

an

outline of his remarks,

in

1 resident mid

lie said.

gentlemen of ihu Convention : 1 am gratified in being able to meet you
on this occasion and under such
pleasanfauSl»ices. I have met my Democratic brethren of
Maine every year since 1 have been old enough.
During that lime we met with severe trials,
but through :tli we have stood to our principles’
We have had to endure obloquy and reproach,
but, despite this, 00,000 Democrats in tins Slate
have manfully stood to their llag. The redemption of the party is, however, at hand.
The evidence of to-day warrants the belief that
on the 4th of March licxt Gov. Tilden of New
Noi-i., will luii-amu in-iwidcnt .u the United
States. We already have one branch of the
government at Washington by an overwhelming majority. A few days ago Alabama went
Democratic by upwards of 30,000 majority.
Four years ago it went for Grant. In ls74,
through a division in the Republican ranks, we
carried the State. This year they settled their
differences and united oil one man, and believed they were going to win.
This was the assurance a carpet bagger gave to his Radical
friends in Augusta. On the contrary the Democratic ticket lias not only swept 'the State
but large Democratic majorities have been rolled up m every county. This ensures that the
Southern vote will be solid in the coining l’residentialjelection. It also settles the question as
to tiie control of the next House of Representatives.
With solid Democratic delegations
t om the Southern States it will need but few
members lrom the North to give us a majority
in the House.
The people of this country are
going to rise in their might and revolutionize
this government. They are going to drive out
the present corrupt rulers ami place the Democracy in power. 1 find the Democrats of
Maine in the best of spirits everywhere. While
they may go into convention and struggle for
the choice of candidates, as they have a right
to do, when the nomination is made
harmony
prevails. The Republicans on the other hand
an divided.
[Mr. Tillsbury here referred to the differences
among the Republicans in the 1st and 4th Congressional dGtriets, and said tin.* prospects are
good lor the election of Democratic Congressmen in those
districts.j
the Democracy arc determined and united,
while on the other side there is division and
apathy. And why should not all Republicans
who are not actuated by a desire for spoils be
apathetic!' Look at the condition of the countrv
to-day. What is there to inspire or encourage
honest Republicans? Our business interests
are in
a deplorable condition.
There is the
“lagnation of death in the lumber, the shipping,
and the manufacturing interests.
Hard times
and distress everywhere prevail.
Tour yearn ago there was a different state of
things. Then the Republicans were pointing
out the evidences of wealth in our
saving’s institutions. our manufacturing interests, etc.
All these interests have gone down. Mr. l’iilsbiiry here referred to the evils the Republican
papers said would fellow the election of Grceand tile efforts made to defeat him, and
ie>
said the evil results predicted of the election of
Greeley have come to pass under Republican
rule. That party must he held responsible for
them. Our people are industrious. We have
abundant natural resources and everv facility
for securing prosperity and wealth if'the
government is properly administered. The
present
depression, Mr. l’illsbury proceeded to show,
results from excessive taxation. The net income of property, he said, is ascertained to lie
about -1 per cent. Our local tax is 2 to 2 1-2
per cent., and this is not more than one-third
of what we really have to pay. We are impoverished by taxation tinder the general government. They don't collect it like local taxes.
They come to you on the blind side and collect
it without your knowing it. Four and onehalf billions of dollars have been collected in
this way from the people since the war—enough
to pay the national deltt and half
pay it again.
This was nearly nil derived from the
duty on
imported goods and from internal revenue.
You pay a large percentage of tax on every
article you buy. This taxation reaches you iit
a thousaud forms
which you don't realize.
There is the tax on iron. Now let us examine
into the cost of a barrel of flour. It
may be
said, why, flour has nothing to do with iron ;
but let us see. There is the plow used in preparing the ground, the harrow, the chains which
attach the horse to the harrow, the reaper, the
thresher, the machinery which makes the barrels, and the iron rails from the West to the
Fast. The cost of all these articles is increased
by the tax on iron, and tints the cost of the
flour is increased. These taxes are not levied
according to your wealth. The poor man uses
as much flour as the rich. The taxes are
gathered from the mouths and backs of the people.
Maine’s proportion of this tax. according to
population, amounts to seventy-three millions.
This estimate is based oil the last census and
includes negroes and Chinamen, who live
cheaper than we do, so that Maine’s proportion
is really greater. Of this amount Washington
county paid over live million dollars, and Waldo and Hancock over four millions each. The
amount of money paid by Maine for general
taxes since the war, if in one dollar bilks,
placed end to end. would extend eight thousaud
miles, or nearly one thiid the distance around
the world.
The amount paid by Hancock
county alone would extend 407 miles. It would
build a railroad from Hatigor to Calais mid
leave a surplus of a mi lion. This excessive
taxation has exhausted the people. It has dealt
death and destruction to business interests.
Any interest will thrive if there is a demand
for it. Lumber would he in demand if
building
was going on.
So with every branch of indut?
try. The demand depends upon the ability of
the masses, not the few, to pay. During the
war the currency was inflated, and the
money
put out went to pav bounties, the volunteers
and for supplies. Then money was plenty.
Everybody bought and industries thrived.
When the war closed and the government
stopped putting out money and began drawing
it in. it impoverished the'multitude until they
no longer had means to
buy and the demand
fell off*. Goods remained unsold upon the
shelves. Stagnation rolled hack and involved
all our industries.
When the crisis of 1S73 came, the Republicans said it was only a panic, and would soon
be over. Keep on running your factories etc.
If it had been nothing more it would have been
over. Hut it was something worse than a
panic. It was the exhaustion aud impoverishment

of the people. We kept on producing, and the
consequence is over production. The factories
have millions of yards of unsold doth in storeThe merchants are driven to do business on
credit, and as tl e result are bcginuing to fail.
Tlie lumber merchant cannot sell and goes into
the bankrupt court, which gives live per cent
to the creditors and eats up the rest. Manufacturers and producers are all going to ruin together. The failures last year were double
those of the year before, and’more would fail if
creditors were pressing. Taxation produced
this state of tilings. It is the great prime cause
of the destruction ot the business interests of
the country. Was ii a necessity? What became
of tlie money? This four and one half billions
got into the treasury, but what has not got in
no man can tell.
Mr. l’illsbury then referred to the large increase of office holders under (I rant and the
increased salaries, and spoke of the political
hospitals down on our coast—the granite quarries. Every sixth man in Augusta, he continued, is an office holder. Do you wonder, then,
that it takes taxes to support this army of office
holders? Scott’s army in Mexico numbered
only 11,000 men, and at the time we thought
that a large army. Now our office holders outnumber eight such armies. Mr. Pillsbuiy then
referred to the jobbery in army and navy contracts, and to the disclosures of corruption by
the recent investigations, as showing where the
money lias gone. And this money does not reIf
turn to the people as il did during tlie war.
it did, business would be good. It comes from
the multitude and goes to the few. It don't go
out of the country, because it is not current
elsewhere.
If all the taxes were called for on one day,
there would not be money enough to pay them.
Such taxation must necessarily produce exhaustion and prostration. Mr. Pillsbury then
| proceeded to show how the radical protective
tariil has shut us out from foreign markets,
where we might otherwise have disposed of
our surplus goods.
The Republicans lirst destroy the home market by exhaustion, and
then shut out the foreign market by a protective tariil*. To ensure relief, Mr. Pillsbury said
we should have a taritf for revenue only, and
then v e can compete with the world, can send
out goods abroad and find a market for them.
We must take oil* the iron hand from the South
—no people on earth have ever been robbed as
were the people of the South under carpet-bag
rule—and say to that section, revive your industries, produce your products, send your cotton abroad, and thus restore the balance of
trade in our favor. Wo must cut down the
In
army of oiliee-holders and reduce salaries.
this way we shall save expense to the people.
Ii\ strict economy the taxes can be reduced to
a large amount, and the people relieved to that
extent.
Mr. Tilden here referred to the reforms inaugurated by Gov. Tilden in New
and
declared that when placed in the
York,
Presidential chair his policy will produce the
same results in the nation at large.
He then
illustrated the Republican promises of reform
within the party by the stor\ told by ltev. Mr.
(.’oilier, of Chicago, of a steamboat captain on
the Mississippi, noted for his profanity, who
announced when his boat got how on to a sand
bar that he had experienced religion, and sent
word through the town that he intended to hold
a prayer meeting on board. As the people came
on
board he directed them aft, until their
weight lifted the how of the boat off the bar,
when the captain sung out that the meeting
was over, ami all hands might get ashore.
In
telling the story Mr. Collier adds that every
tine- an election comes round the Republican
party has a very pious turn, but that he’s not
going to attend meeting this year.
The Republicans have all the time been
promising reform, and in their platform of lsi*?j
the existence <>t corruption is full} acknowledged. They tried to lay it off on And} .Johnson, but they had at that time a majority in
both House of Congress and could override
him—as they did. They elected Grant, and have
had the government for eight years and corruption is still nourishing. Mr. Pillsbury further
exposed the emptyncss of the Republicans professions of reform within the party and said the
same men are still at the head of the machine.
He said lie believed that if St. Paul was a
Democratic candidate and Babcock a Radical
candidate, '.*<> per cent, of the Republican party
would support Babcock.
The mass of the
party is bound in party chains; but there i- a
per centage of honest thinking men who will
be found hereafter voting with the Democratic
party. He referred to the manner in which the
Republicans evade tin- vital issues of to-day.
their treatment of reformers like Bristow, and
said their whole stock in trade is in the bloody
shirt. They seek to stir up the passions of the
people by reviving the issues of the dead past.
They manufacture stories of disorder in the
South to exeite the people so that they mav be
kept iu power.
I
I lie grass is growing green on the graves and
battle lields id ilie late war, but the passions
engendered by Unit conflict are not to be id lowed to re-t. The Republican party seeks to keep
alive these passions. It digs open the graves
lo parade the skeletons contained therein, and
hopes by this means to ride into power. The
sole idea on which the Republicans are eondueling this campaign is the bloody shirt. They
utterly ignore the wrongs committed bv their
party, and from which the people are ninv suffering. .V man who contemplates murder will
pour down liquid poison to enable him to carry
crime. So with the Republican party.
put hiswant
to continue the present state of
They
tilings, to continue their robbery of the people.
■So they stir up the passions of the
people as a
man

liliiiM-if

}>n

>timig ;wt.
referred to the
Republicans to flood

uo somt-

to

In conclusion Mr. Tilisliury
preparations made by the
tlic State with documents and stump speakers,
and said the Democracy could not compete with
them in tins regard as It iiad not the means. It
must therefore rely on individual labor and
private talk, and this lie believed would tell
better thaii public speaking. He told bow lhe
Republican campaign fund is raised,and showed
that it is wrung from an oppressed and tax-ridden people. Heexhorted his bearers toco home
impressed with the missionary spirit to do
something for their country, to appeal lo candid
men and convince them that they
may do their
part in the campaign and press' on the grand
work until Samuel J. Tilden is placed in the
Presidential chair.
Mr. Pillsbury had the close attention of the
large audience and was heartily applauded during the delivery of his remarks and at the dose.
KKPOltTOr* nit: COMMl l rut: OX fUKIJUXTIALS

Tlic committee on credentials having now
concluded its labors, Mr. lladloek, its chairman submitted a report.
Whole number of

delegates present loll. Washington county
titled to si) delegates, present 22; Hancock

present In. There being no contest
the reading of tiie report was dispensed with
and it was accepted.

motion of Mr. Roberts, of Stockton the
temporary organization of the convention was
made permanent, and then, at half past twelve
On

A

taken for one hour.

l’TICKNOON

isKSSIUN

<)n rc-assembling the following Vice-Presidents took seats upon the platform:
Henry
Spaulding of South Thomaston, Roswell Silsbv
ol Aurora, and John T. Rowe of Frankfort.

On motion of Mr. MeXiehol of Calais the
chair appointed the following a committee on
resolutions : A. MeXiehol of Washington, A. S.
Rice of Rockland, John Moore of Hancock
and F. A. Greer of Waldo.
Mr. Burns moved that a committee of three
be

appointed

receive, sort and count votes
candidate for Congress. ‘This
motion was amended by increasing the committee to four, one from each
county, and adopted.
for

to

nominating a

WITHDRAWAL

OF

MOXkOIC YOUNG.

II0\.

John B. Redman, Es<p, of Ellsworth, then
ros
and said lie was the bearer of a message
lrom a gentleman who had been connected with
the Democratic party in tliis.district and State
lor the last lifteen years, and after
paying a just
tribute to the services rendered that party by
Hon Monroe Young, lie said that although that

gentleman had been named

candidate he
had never announced himself as such. He had
said that a contingency might arise in which
event he would be a candidate and that was if
the nomination was tendered to him unanimously. Mr. Redman stated further that Mr.
as

C. C. Roberts. Esq„ of Stockton, rose to present the name of W. II. MeLellan, Esq.,of lielfast. Referring to the remarks ot Mr. Peters
he said he was in favor of harmony, and he and
his friends, the old and young Democracy, had
united to defeat this Republican party. They
did not (route here to strike down any one man.
God forbid that any
Charles A. Spofford.

a

Young was for the nomination of Hon. C. .V.
Spollbrd, who, two years ago, when the party
could not lind a .standard bearer, had accepted
the

should strike down

one

We want to clean out

Hale and his horde of office holders. Mr. Robthen referred to the last convention, and
taking up the question of usage said it docs not

erts

always do to stand by it. The main object is
to defeat the other party.
He said further—
We’ve come down here nearly unanimous for
one of our favorite sous, but we will
support
Mr. Spofford, if nominated, with the same enthe river has had a monopergy. This side
oly of nominations for twenty years. We now
If MeLellan is
present our strongest man.
nominated he will sweep "Waldo county as the
wind sweeps the Western prairie. In conclusion Mr. Roberts said he believed it was in the
heart of every one present to nominate the
ot

strongest man, and whether that be Mr. Spofford or Mr. MeLellan, to go to the polls and to
work for him with untiring energy.
Mr. Peters, in reply, reiterated his statements
as to the obligations of party usage.
Referring
to

Mr. Roberts’statement that MeLellan would

carry Waldo, he said he had seen a letter in
which the gentleman had stated Waldo would
Monroe Young. He did not believe the
convention would be moved by a sectional
Mr. Peters referred further to Sir.
plea.
go for

Young’s position

and his

drawing from the contest, and declared that
Mr. Spofford w as not a man to push his claims

personally.
Mr. Roberts, alter some addititional remarks
on tiie usage question, SHid Hancock had done
well, and all honor to her, hut Waldo had

something to boast of, too. Last year we
carried tiie county for the first time in twenty
years. This year we have to elect a full county
ticket, and have as much interest in tiie matter
Waldo lias.
-A. S. Rice, Esq., of Rockland discussed the
question of usage and proposed to ignore it.
as

lie adopted the geographical argument advanced by Mr. Roberts and said the nomination should be given to his side of the river.
He referred to the disaffection among the Republicans in the western end of the district,
and thought that an additional reason why tiie
nomination should go there. He declared Air.
Spotlord and Air. AIcLellan both good men, and
concluded bv seconding tho nomination of AV.

[Applause from

II. AIcLellan.

porters, in which

one

AIcLellan’s sup-

two

or

hoys

oung,) will be found

the polls and will
work with zeal in behalf of the candidate
Having thus defined Mr. Young's position, Mr.
Redman, speaking in behalf of the young Democracy ol

II. 1>. lladlock, Esq., said iic had heard the
advanced by Waldo in behalf of her
candidate. One of those reasons he thought a
reasons

strange one. It is said there is disaffection
among the Republicans. What of it? Shall we
apply a salve to their wounds? AVe are here in
the interest of the 3th district. What if Waldo
The 3th

Hancock,

addressed the convention

some

and his remarks were well received.
THE COMMITTEE TO

COUNT

VOTES.

The chair announced the following as a committee to receive, sort and count votes: H. M.
Ilall of Hancock, Geo. White of Waldo, 1). S.

Johnson, of Washington, and N. Kill',
Mlt.

ol

Knox.

spofford’s name presented.

Geo. S. Peters, Esq., of Ellsworth, in a wellconsidered speech, presented the name of Hon.
C. A. Spofford, of Deer Isle, as the candidate
for Congress in this district. He referred to
Mr. Spolford’s distinguished services, his high
character, ability and accomplishments, and to
the party usage which entitles him to the nomination.

Hu said—Some parties will say we
the best man. Mr. Spofford is the best
man.
Wc will meet them on that. We want
to defeat Eugene Hale. We have got Hancock
want

county
though

that it is debatable ground, alfew years ago we were buried under
2500 majority. We mean to carry the county
now so
a

this time if you will give us C. A. Spofford for
candidate. If you nominate him we will

a

come

off of Deer Isle with 200

majority,

and if

vite him to address the Convention.

PUBLISHED

that this convention endorses the resolutions
adopted by the St. Louis convention, ratilies

WILLIAM II. SIMPSON.

the nominations of Samuel J. Tilden and Thos.
A. Hendricks for President and Vice-President
of t lie United States, and of Hon. Joint C. Talbot for Governor of the State of Maine, and

sented the claims of that gentleman.
UAH! ON' TIIE LAWYERS.

A

Mr. McLellan here entered the hall, escorted
by the committee appointed to wait upon him,
and marched upon the platform to music from
the baud. He was introduced by the chair as
the next Congressman from this district; and
addressed the convention as follows:
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention. When the Convention met after dinner
I came here to remain, hut had an attack of ill
ness which compelled me to retire.
1 cannot
say much to you now. Indeed it is with dillithat
I
"address
at
J
all.
thank
you
eu’lty
you
gentlemen for this nomination. I admit that it
This is a year of
was sought for—somewhat.
It is a year when
some political importance.
the Democracy hope to prevail and have reason
We have a noble standard-bearer
to hope so.
in Samuel J. Tilden and a platform of reform.
(Applause.) I hope to he able to address you
all at an early day. It is impossible for me to
address you now, us we must get to our bout at
I have prepared some
once or remain over.
resolutions which 1 submit to the convention
on my own responsibility.
Mr. McLellan read and commented on the
resolutions which are as follows :
McLELLAN’S P LATFOI! M.
Resolved, That the present insolvent condition of the general government is a national calamity, oppressive to the people and disreputable aiike to the members of both branches of
Congress and the Executive, and that it is the
imperative duty of every member of Congress
to exert all iiis official inlluenec to reduce at
once the annual expenses of the government,
to the lowest point practicable, anil to this end
to commence with the reduction of his own and
his associates salary from $40 a day (their present pay,) to one-half that sum at least, and also
to abolisli one-half of the *0,000 offices and
office holders places in the Union, and a proportionate reduction in the pay and emoluments
of t he rest.
Resolved, That with sucii a reduction in the
pay and number of United States officials, and
its'iniluence in all branches of the public service, the government of the United States
would soon become solvent, and ho aide to pay
all its debts as they become due in gold, or it’s
equivalent, to relieve the people from a portion
of their present oppressive and unnecessary
taxation, and in twenty years from this date or
less, to pay oil’ the national debt, following the
example of the old Democratic party during
the administration of General Jackson.
Resolved, That the candidate of this convention is hereby requested and instructed to exert
all his (lowers, and personal and official inU.uence, if elected, to carry into full effect such a
reduction of the pay and emoluments ot the
members of both brandies of Congress in the
first installed as an entering I'-eilge to other
like reductions in other branches of the public
service, and to set a fearless example in his
own reduction in his own pay and in his personal exertions to carry such a’measurc through

(’ougress.

The resolutions

were

unanimously adopted.

THE DISTRICT COMMITTEE.

here with our minds made up and had
better go ahead and vote. This talk is only to
tol.-o nj» 11 in''.

If

we’d have been

vve

hnU

uttoiulo-l to

through

Ijuc!ho!.'i.'

now, and I move

we

work. This speech carried the convention
by storm, and the speaker took his seat amid
great applause.
go to

Mr. Kice moved that the vote lor the Con-

gressional nomination be taken by counties.
Mr. Uedman moved that the vote bo taken by
towns, but subsequently withdrew his motion
and that of Mr. Kice was adopted.
While the balloting was in progress, it was
moved and seconded that the convention proceed to choose a Presidential elector, but the
motion

laid

was

on

the table to await the count

of votes.
1-TP.ST BALI.OT.

flic chairman of the committee to receive,
sort and count votes made the following re-

port—
Whole number of votes
Necessary for a choice
C. A. Spoil'ord had
W. II. McLellan,

17h
SO

Young,

Monroe

1

lie

question being put as to tlie adoption ot
tins report, Mr. Itiee asked of the chair if it
proper to enquire whether Hancock had
not east fifteen votes more than she had delegates. Mr. Roberts made a similar enquiry,
and the chair decided it to be in order.
Mr. Redman said he resented the insinuation
thrown out. We presented the name of our
best man and he got the most votes. He bewas

lieved this thing had been done in the interest
of Hale, and with the purpose of throwing discredit upon the vote of Hancock. Mr. Redman
was here interrupted by yells from the juvenile
supporters of McLellan, but proceeded to say
that he was here to work for the interests of
the Democratic party and counselled harmony.
Mr. Burns—With due deference to the gentleman, his remarks don’t touch the case. We
have cast littecu more votes than the convention
is

composed

tion.

I

of.

We want

an

honest nomina-

here in the interest of Mr. Spofford, but I don’t want to nominate him by lictitious votes.
I move that the report be laid
oil the table.
The convention having refused
to adopt the report, it was moved by Mr. Burns
came

and seconded by Mr. Roberts that Hancock
county vote over again.
This was opposed by Mr. Iladlock, who

charged

that these extra votes had been put in
the hat by those who wanted to get Hancock

thrown out.
Mr. l’eters said—Wc came here to nominate
Mr. Spolford, but not by fraud, and now Waldo
comes up here to charge fraud upon Hancock,
lie resisted the proposition to make Hancock
vote

singly

vote

bo taken

over

again, and moved

by towns

in

that

a

vote

alphabetical

order. This
was opposed by Mr. Roberts, who said some
of the Waldo delegates had left the hall, but
the motion of Mr. Peters prevailed, and the

votes,

to sort

agreed that the

and
vote

should be announced by counties. The chairman then explained that the former miscount
might have occurred through mistake as to the
ba: s of representation. The real basis of representation, as stated in the call for the Convention, is that of 1874, and not that of 1875,
and some had wrongly inferred.
Mr. Burns stated he

was

satisfied the error

had all grown out of misapprehension, and
others certified to the same effect.
Mr. Hadlock thought the mistake was in not
reading the report of the committee on credentials.

Delegates from several

towns

stated that

votes had been thrown from their localities than the call justified, through the error
more

alluded to

by Mr.

Burns.

THE SECOND

BALLOT.

The committee to receive, sort ami count
votes now reported as follows :
Whole number of votes,
157
79
Necessary for a choice,

Spofford.

Washington County,
Knox County,
Waldo County,
Hancock County,

Me Cell nil.

14

(!

4

54

50

5

IK

74
83
Totals,
W. II. SIcLellan, Esq., of Belfast, was therefore declared the nominee, and on motion of
Sir. ltedman the nomination was made uuanimons.
A committee was then appointed to in-
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Have
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The Third District

meeting

of

Charles \V Roberts of ltangor, a true
soldier in time of war, and like all true
soldiers

a

of peace now that “this
is over.” In a reunion of this

disciple

cruel war
kind the introduction of party polities is
at least in questionable taste; and the in-

.'■ending money, state THE POST
to which the turner i-i sent
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For Electors oi'
At

President and Vice-President:

Large—JOSEPH TITCOMB,
(

1st
Cd
:id
-lih
Mil

1! ARLES W. ROBERTS.

Dist.—BloN BRADBURY.
Dist.—GALEN C. MOSES.
Dist.—J. C- M ANSON.
Di<t.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
Dist.—SAMUEL H. TALBOT.

Representatives

For

to

Congress.

1st Dist.—JOHN M. GOODWIN.
'd Dist.—S. C. BELCHER.
Jd Dist.—ISA AC’ REED, (short term.)
I.. K. O’BRIEN, (long term.)
1th Dist.-JOHN P. DONWORTH.
5th Dist.—WILLIAM II. McLELLA N.

Hancock

County.

GKO. WEED.
Go. Attorney—JOHN B. REDMAN.
Co. Treasurer—W. W. A. HEATH.
Judge of Probate—HARVEY D. HADDOCK.
Go. ( ouiniissioners—RICHARD H. G< )NDON.
It. G. W. DODGE.
R. g. of Probate-JAMES A. Mt GOWN.

Penobscot County.
Senators-HENRY W. TOWLE.

Two hundred acres of sweet
in the vicinity of Fairfield.

corn

are

It is said that tlie cramberry crop bids fair to
be much above the average.
Isaac Burton (or assault at Bueksport was
jail for tliiriv days.

Tho

sent to

Mr. French, the new Assistant Secretary <.i'
the Treasury, entered on tlie duties Monday.

LaPage, the murderer of .losie i.angmaid, in
New Hampshire, lias been granted a new trial.

another portion of to-day’s paper
will he found a lull report of the District
Convention at Ellsworth on Thursday last.
that

seen

notwithstanding

the

A thief in Evansville. Indiana, stole the contribution box out of a eliuivti. lie evidentL
went there to prey.

usages ot the party, no heed was paid to
those appeals, and the programme which

tacle.

Indy

from Bueksport, Me., had her pocket
picked of $50, Saturday morning, at the steamboat wharf at Bangor.
The whole amount of the Geneva award
hotels—$2,100.000—has been awarded to Fisk
•t Hatch, who hid $105.05.

had been carefully arranged by his opponents was carried out. We thought before
the Convention that no gentleman ever
went before an
with

a

assemblage
stronger claim upon its favorable

consideration, and
disputed without

The Worcester Press calls Butler the Sitiing
Bull of Massachusetts politics, li probably refers to the persistency with which lie gets out
of his reservations.

consideration

have been insane.

The President's family is still being provided
for. The President has sent in the nomination
of John C. Dent to lie second lieutenant in the
Twentieth Infantry.

Two men named Morey, of itockport, were
arrested on Friday last, charged with stealing
nets set ill tlie bay, owned bv C apt. F. Spear.
They were hound over for trial.
Some of tlie leading life insurance companies
of Hartford are writing only from live to ten
new policies daily, the dull times
having a terribly bad eject oil life husines

Ephraim Blair of Woolwich, while crossing
the river on his way home from Bath, Thursday afternoon, fell out of bis skill' and was
drowned. He was about 55 years of age. and
leaves a family.
The

hot on Sunday, that apples
on one of
in Lev. W. A. Drew’s garden. were actually baked on tlie side xposed to
its intense rays. The mercury indicated a beat
of 13,S degrees—40 degrees above blool beat.
sun

was so
the trees

On Sunday, Aug 13th, while Mr. Frank l.'ouen, of Palmyra, was leading a cow latched to
his buggy, it was upset and thrown against a
rock, fracturing ids skull. He remained insensible fora number of hours. Lecoverr doubtful.
Tlie horse of William Connor, father of Gov.
Connor, became frightened at an approaching
train at tlie depot iii Fairfield. Mr. Connor was
thrown out and received serious injuries. Two
of his ribs wore broken and his whole system
sustained a severe shock.
The wife of Peter L. Osborn, of Palmyra,
committed suicide by drowning, Saturday afternoon.
It is supposed she also drowned her
son. about seven years old, as both bodies
were found in the pond
Sunday. Cause, in-

sanity.

The Chronicle says the river drivers complain of a disease of the feet which they call
•‘foot rot.” It breaks out in red pits very similar to small-pox pits, only they are red and
very sore. Nearly every man driving on tlie
river is or lias been attlieted. Michael Barney
of Skowhegan, had to have several toes amputated in consequence of it.
The Lewiston Journal says that a schooner
has just left Boothhav with'JOO tons of ice put
up in the open tield last winter by Bootlibay
farmers. It sold at $2 a ton to a Bath gentleman, who shipped it to New York. It is stated
that the amount put up was 1000 tons, and that
the owners, Messrs. Spinney & Co., were offered $2.50 for it in the spring before it shrank
from 1000 to 300 tons. “A bird in Lie hand,” Ac.
In his speech, Wednesday, Mr. Blaine referred to the rumor that Tilden was going to
use heaps of money in an attempt to carry
Maine.
Just four years ago, Wednesday,
Blaine wrote to Fisher as follows: “I am iis
as
a
contribution
box, borrowing, indeed,
dry
to defray my campaign expenses.”
So, taking
Blaine’s word, it seems that Tilden is better
situated than Blaine was four years ago; perhaps because he has lived within his income.
A

Bass

Fabrication.

The report published in the New York Times
from its Washington correspondent and copied
into republican papers generally, asserting that
the Democrats of Maine have succeeded in convincing Governor Tilden that they can carry
the State by having a large amount of money—
that he has determined to furnish it and that
proof of it exists in Washington which they do
not desire to publish, is an unmitigated falsehood. Neither the member of the National
Committee for Maine nor any member of the
State Committee have had any communication
with Gov. Tilden upon that subject or any other
since his nomination; nor have they given assurance to any body that they could carry the
State with money; nor have they received money or assurance of receiving any outside the
State.
The probable object in manufacturing and
circulating this report was to divert attention
from the designs of republican leaders to use
a large corruption fund in the State, as they
did in 1872, derived from contributions levied
upon whiskey thieves.
E. F. 1’illhbuhy, Chairman of
Deni. State Committe.

Augusta, Me., Aug. 14,1870.

the kind

ot

Thomas B. Holt, a well known Bangor merchant, 47 years of age, shot himself in the cellar
of his store on Monday. He is supposed to

wddeli could not be

one

alike party
and
that
fairness,
usage,
courtesy and

political

so

contests.

timents in

favor of peace and good will
throughout the land. Fortunately his
speech, which had evidently been care-

fully prepared, has been printed verbatim,
anil we are able to give in full the
passage
to which exception was taken,
it is as
As we of tlie North were victors, we can
well afford to be somewhat magnanimous, for
nothing in the long run was ever gained by
pursuing or lmrnissing a fallen or penitent foe.
And while in our heart ul Hearts we may no\er
be able to entirely forgive or forget Jefferson
Davis, a man in the late struggle who fought
far less by sword than by tongue or pen, and
always at a safe dislance, still the time mav
possibly come when we may at least have a
profound respect fur the memory of Robert 10.
Lee, one who fought from principle, wlm fought
most valiantly, “a foeman worthy of iiis steel,"
and alter being vanquished and gracefully surrendering his sword to the honored president
of this association, ever after, until the day of
his death, was as loyal a citizen of the United
States us ever trod his native heath.

ignoring

necessary to success In
We think so still.

Much might be said of the manner in
which the canvass of the successful con-

Gray

Concord, Lexington

The

lorbear. It
is past, and cannot, be recalled.
Mr. McEellau was declared the nomiwe

accepted

the

re-

made the nomination unanilie is thcicl'ore the regular Demo-

port, and
mous.

cratic candidate, and

party support,

in

such entitled to

as

common

w

ith the rest of

The issue is between Mr. Me-

the ticket.

a

Alabama

gallant Federal

is apparent to every one. He is a man
whose long and active life, intelligence

uprightness

and

have

won

given to
abate nothing
manner

Mr. McEellau,
of

our

while

wo

protest against the

in wddeli the nomination

was

ac-

complished.
As the candidate is our fellow

might, seem
umph were

citizen,

it

like exultation over local tri-

we lavish of compliments to
So. saving our modesty, on the one
hand, and neither damning with faint
praise on the other, we will quote tho

him.

words of

our

nearest Democratic cotem-

poraries The Bangor Commercial, predicting a majority in Waido County of 500
lor our candidate, has the following—
.Mr. McLellmi is a lawyer of marked ability,
standing at the head of the Waldo Bar. He is
a gentleman of large scholarly attainments and
of great energy and force of character. Mis
nomination means batth1 in the Fifth District,
and lie will lead the light over even inch of its
vast territory from (ieorge’s Biver to tho St.
Croix. As a speaker he is both eloquent and
convincing, lie mwer minces matters on the
stump. He calls things by their right name
and in language so plain and forcible that the
dullest intellect cannot, (ail to comprehend.
The liocklaml
re

Opinion,

nomination of Mr.

that favored the

Spoflbrd,

says—

Of Mr. McLclhui personally it is unnecessary
for us to say anything to the people of this district. He is known to all to he one of the most
talented men in the State, a gentleman of culture, and one who will command the full
strength of his party as well as present to the
Republicans who have become tired of Zach
Chandler’s son-in-law, a man for whom they
can vote knowing that he is worthy of the
honor. That lie will make the canvass a warm
one we do not doubt, and we lee! certain that
he will be elected.

It should be remembered that while the

Republicans held both branches of Congress investigations were a iarce and invariably ended in whitewash. But for a
Democratic House there would have been

Election.

wlioro in

the address of lion. Kbcn F.

Pillsbury, lieforo tlie Fifth District Congressional Convention at Fdlsworth. Tlie
importance id the victory the Democracy
iiave won there can

mated.

hardly be

over

esti-

The

respect wherever he is known, and given
him an enviable popularity. It is a pity
that more men of like qualities have not

the
power
is being used to crush Blutord Wilson, exsolicitor of the Treasury, because of his
truthful and

damaging testimony against
whiskey ring and its tools in Washing-

the

Gen. Horace Porter, Babcock’s predecessor as Private Secretary to the Preston.

ident, has voluntarily appeared to contradict Col. Wilson and to say a good word
for l lysses, and the President himself has
at last broken silence, and. through a
Now York Herald interviewer, has. while

Following

will be

a

on

the County Convention, there
Democratic Meeting in Belfast

Saturday Afternoon, Aug. 19,
to be addressed by

Hon. E. F.

Piilsbury,

of

and others. Let there be

a

Augusta,
rallv.

good

A

Remarkable

Iii these

days

of Tilden and

Summersault.

Hocking to the standard
Reform, a convert to the
of

of the profligacy ot Grant, BelBabcock A Go. is as great a curiosa double headed snake or Barman's

support

knap,
ity

as

tattooed

But the

man

Republican

papers

ion, and how calm, serene, peaceful and
of salvation he is in his state of re-

sure

generation.
Mr Treat

formerly

was

resident ot

a

Winterport, in this countv. from
point he used to supply the region

which
round

about with (Juba molasses and other
charine products.

it was

sac-

to see

perhaps

how many Democratic dies could he al-

lured with his molasses, that he was announced to speak in this city on Tuesday
And but for the providential negligence
of the odieial that failed to <top the night

endeavoring to mu ;e it appear that he
did not force Secretary Bristow out of the
train, we might have experienced a sad
Cabinet, given a clean bill of health to
loss in this vicinity.
Iloyv kiudlv. somePorter and Babcock so far as the lllaektimes, arc the unappreciated working-, of
Friday scandal is concerned. Now let us an unseen Providence 1
hear from Babcock. It is a cheerful sight
It is understood that Mr Treat has been
to see these distinguished Republicans
unfortunate in business ventures since In
whitewashing each other.
eating on tiie banks ot the Kennebec, and
The political ball lias opened.

Repub-

lican campaign speakers by the score are
announced, and meetings between this
time and the State election will be abund-

the future can have no foundation in fact,
for it can’t lie a fact until it occurs, if .Mr.
Milliken feels annoyed at the publicity
to tile matter, he can blame his own
well known propensity to take a hand in

given

that be therefore proposes to throw the
weight of his intluenee with the ltopubli-

while (Jov. Houston’s re-election

was as-

sured from the first, there was some apprehension that tlie Radicals might, with
the aid ol certain renegade Democrats
themselves “independents,’’ gain
control of the Legislature. This was re-

calling

objective point of the RepubliLegislature will elect a

tlie

the new

successor

to l nited Stales Senator (iold-

ing place tor Conventions,
w as
only built.
Eindsey

in the

won

with the

names

in tlie

dates.

of tlie Democratic candiol his address he

course

look occasion to speak of those who are
at liie present time engaged in fanning
the Uamcs of sectional discord and strife,
in tlie terms of just and indignant rebuke,
follows: “My countrymen, although I

as

going to discuss the question in
its political aspects, I desire to say that
am

that

not

who, for tlie purpose ot political
sow discord and strife between
these States, or any part of them, is no
man

ends, will

lover of his country. Whatever he his professions, in church, in Congress, in the
court house

that

sows

make

one

or

on

the stump, that

man

discord and strife, and seeks to
hate his icllovv citizen in any

other section, is

an

enemy of his

country."

Con-

gressional District Convention Stevens
opposing sides ol the political
got frightened and withdrew Indore Unlie
dues
Generally speaking
was fairly begun.
Edwin Elye, ot
well who plays his own game successful- tight
Newcastle, was nominated for Elaine's
ly. Am! having defined Milliken, will the

each of the

Age let

us

know how it is with Day lord.

Arc all these props to fall away from our

which they say is bringing the connin'
disrepute, lint it is Radical corruption which is being exposed, and it that
party had been honest the people would

into

not have been robbed nor the

country tarnished.

good

We

name

can

best

redeem ourselves in the eyes ol the world

chusetts, but has Hung out Ids whip from
the masthead of the yacht America, wideli
lie will sail against all comers. The Censo often raised a breeze and rode
before it, and so often, when it was blowing great guns, crawled up to windward,

eral lias

in Congress and out ot it, that the public
will not lie surprised at his making sail at
sea while making ids canvass on shore
after

Congress adjourned yesterday,

Despite the factious opposition

form.

the Senate the House lias succeeded in

an

ol
re-

annual expenditures ot the
thirty millions, and but
for the resistance of the Senate could easily have made a reduction of twice that

ducing

the

(iovernment some

of his constituents are fishers ol

and eodlisli and
as

though

some

March

next.

Buck sport

Some of the radical organs are making
great outcry over the exposure of corruption by Democratic investigations,

of this

which ends in

term,

unexpired

candidate ?

thwaite.and the rapidly decreasing Radical

bama 1ms fired the first gun in tlie campaign, and its report hath a pleasant
sound.

Kepubiiean

Convention in the 'Third Con-

gressional

thing

and Lllsworth have each
Tilden ami Hendricks Hags to

two

tlm breeze.

Hut tlm Democracy

porgies

smugglers of rum.

it talks

of the rum had found its

way to that ollieo.

There

are

smugglers

in

Maine, no doubt—so there are pickpockets and thieves in New Vork, and
still the editor ot the Sun may not be

one.

There were two sides to the Hamburg
ailair after all. and now that one side has
been held up to the country for a month,
it is to bo hoped that the other side will
be shown. Sworn ailidavits show that the
negroes tired lirst; that Merriwethcr was
killed before a shot was fired by the whites,
and that the negroes had publicly threatened to “dean out” the whites from that

t' Han

energies or
enthusiasm tollag in the slightest degree
When the election isoier, tuny they empty
a llagoti to victory.
lien Holler is less siieeesslul
in the pursuit

»ow-

d av s

silverware than he i-

ol

re

|iiirted t" have heel! formerly The tQueen’s
('up eluded his grasp, and i-> still in the
custody ut tlm New York ^ aeht I'luli, the
Canadian yacht having been vnuipiiihcd
by tile Madeleine.
Tlie .Imirual has

pretty large dose of

a

this week. We intend to give a
lair amount of other matter, even when

polities

in the midst

I

Hut it' the

campaign

a

party conventions

are

all held

at once,

ive

must make one blanket cover them
The lir-t number ot the Hittstii hi Times,

independent weekly just established ;n
that town by Smith .V Pendleton, hacome to hand.
It is a neat anil well tilled

an

idettee "I sm-i

's,

par-

amount "I

advertising
well known Bangor

printer, who has a branch ollice at Hitts
Held; bis partner is Mr Cco. W i’emlleton, wlm learned Ills trade in this oHiee

The dory Centennial is hunky ilorv.
having crossed the herring pond in safety
She put into Aliereastle iientbrokeshire.
Wales. Saturday,

proceeded

for

tor

provision

and then

Johnson reports

Liverpool.
capsized

the Centennial was

during
lighting

once

the voyage, but he succeeded in

her
At the late election in Alabama a large
number of colored voters voted the Dem-

oeratie ticket
They’ve got enough
Kadicalism ami earpetbagism

of

The Democrats of Bucksport organized
Tilden and Hendricks Club on Saturday
Harvey D. lladlock. President; C. C

a

Homer, .Secretary.
Hditors are popular in Kentucky
Mr
Wutterston of the Louisville Journal, just
elected to Congress had 7»tW majority in
a

total vote of S-Ll:!

on

Speaker Kerr was reported to be dying
Tuesday, and ere this has doubtless

passed

over

the dark river.

Thu President

section.

.•

eoek don't intend to let their

majority in that body makes even the gain
session, protracted by the sheet, and gives e\
of a single vote a matter of importance. unusually long
resistance of a Republican Senate to Dem- ticularly in a large
Tlie Alabama delegation in tlie present
ocratic measures for retrenchment and re- Mr Smith i- the
House stands six Democrats to two Republicans, and wo may expect a gain of
at least one in the next delegation.
Ala-

it that railroad

checkers.

Republicans were united,
the thieves out ot oilier
and by means ol an independent ticket by turning
Hold lien Hutler has not only hoisted Ids
hoped to carry the State, ladeed, they
were very sanguine of doing so.
Rut llag in the Congressional race in Massa-

message urging

has sent to C. tigress a
increase of the army

an

It will be seen that Hon. F. F. Pillsbury
undertaking to deliver the German
Times sees the bloody
The
Hayes and Wheeler, Carl Schurz is to speak in this city on Saturday next. shirt ofPhiladelphia
Morton, Koutwell <V Co. and goes
has evidently entered into a contract ho The meeting will be in one of the public
them several better. In one township in
will be unable to perform. Our German halls. Mr. l’illsbury is one of the most el- the Pennsylvania eoal
region, says the
citizens arc more likely to look to their oquent and effective speakers in the coun- Times, there have been more deliberate
material interests than to blindly follow try, and we assure our readers, whether murders since tbo close of the war than
have been committed in any one commuany party leader, much less a will o’ the Democrats or Republicans, that they will nity in anyot the Southern States. These
wisp like Schurz ; and these interests will lind his speech courteous and conciliatory, crimes,committed by the Mollie Maguires,
have been winked at by the Republicans,
impel them to vote for Tildeu and Hen- with nothing calculated to give offence.
Iii

vote to

dricks. The leading Germans ot the
try, and a large majority ot German

counnews-

papers, have already declared for tho
Democratic ticket. Gen. Franz Siegel was
interviewed in New York tho other day,
and said, among other things: “Again 1
assert that tho German

people

want a re-

vival of trade, they want peace, they want
a change, they don’t trust this Administra-

tion, and this thing has got to be ended—
cheek upon the corruption which has this system ol keeping up antagonisms
pervaded every department of the Gov- between tho two races, black and white, in
ernment, and the wholesale robbery of the South. It must be ended once lor all
the tax-payers by the thieves in oiliee in this coming election.”
no

MEETING!

confidence and

Eellan, as the candidate of tho Democratic
party, with Its hopes of changing the
A few days ago .Mr. Hendricks was amount without impairing the cilieieney
policy and purposes of the national govof the public service in the least
ernment, and Mr. Hale, the representa- present at a political gathering at the littive of all that is objectionable and e\ il in tle village of .Johnstown, N. V the inClio New Vork Sun says many smart
the present administration and in the one habitants of which had assembled for tlie
and there is no special reason why
things,
that is to follow, unless we can compass purpose of raising a lofty hickory pole
it .should not attack liugene Hale, if it
Democratic success. Our support is there- hearing tlie American Hag and inscribed wishes to. Hut when it declares that most
fore

MASS

term

a

Some of the significant results of tlie
olootioii in Alnlmfim me icl'clTed to else-

ally

The Convention

when the

the words of reconciliation

peace to which
soldier gave utterance.

cans, as

nee.

Boston,

of Massachusetts clasped hands in
fraternal greeting with those of Maryland
and Virginia and South Carolina. They

ing the management in the Convention
itself, by which the narrow margin of live
But

and

men

testant was carried on, and more concern-

votes was obtained.

occasioned by
the resignation of Mr. Blaine, lion. Isaac
Heed, ol Waldoboro, was nominated.
That gentleman is so well known to the
Democracy of Maine, and so highly appreciated, that his fitness for the position

unexpired

can party, and thus promote a revival ot
The sentiments here expressed by Gen.
business. It i- doubtin', whether the bite
Huberts are those of all true soldiers of
ant.
Campaign documents and newspa- can be cured by a hair of the same dog
the late war. There is not a prominent
it might he -alved somewhat by
pers will be thrust by the bushel upon although
Federal General from Grant down who
a judicious dispensation of the new batch
Democrat
and
doubtful
man.
The
every
has not borne testimony to the soldierly
Republicans can afford to lie thus lavish, of officials which would follow the im
abilities and gentlemanly qualities of this with their innumerable
radieai I’vesidential
cilice-holders ami probable ovr.t of
distinguished Southern leader. His most unlimited access to the treasury. The triumph.
devoted friends might well be wi'ling to
Democracy have not the money to pracWe ate personally under obligations to
leave his character to he passed upon by tice either
coaxing, intimidation or brib- Arno
Wiswell, Esq and bis aeeomplislied
those who met him on the tented lield.
ery. They point to the condition of the
for entertainment tit hi- elegant resilady
But in reality it was not Gen. Lee, not
country, lor argument. Those who deGen. Roberts, at whom these Blainites sire its continuance will vote with the Re- dence during the Convention that so
crowded Ellsworth last week,
the good
howled and jeered. It was the sentiments
publicans—-those who don’t, will east their
of reconciliation and peace which roused ballots for Tilden and Reform.
people geneialh of that beautiful city
their ire
provided for the weary and hungn when
They are unwilling that tho
'l i, absurd rumor in some quarters that Seili the hotels ran over
Mayor Voting, who
animosities of the war should die out.
lj. Milliken, K-q.. would, in any event, support
They are determined that there shall not Mcbollan in his canvas for congressional honors is living at his Trenton farm, opened hiin this district, is without the slightest founda- line
be reconciliation and peace between the tion in fact or even
city residence ou the occasion and
a decent excuse.
[Prog.
made h;s friends welcome to the extentol
sections. They ignore the mingling of Ago.
its capacity Ellsworth would be a charmOf course a rumor regarding a tiling in
the wearers of the Blue and the
at

and

In

It will he

seem to have met with no rebuke.
On the contrary Gen. Roberts who followed the last named speaker, was howled at
and hissed at for giving utterance to sen-

they greeted

Congressional Convention.

efforts of the triends of Mr Sjioll'ord for
fair dealing ami the observance of the

|iouiteai campaign

tirades

sion that by this sign shall they conquer.
Hence the howls and hisses with which

spef-

a

For the

DEMOCRATIC

abilities, are publishing the apostacy of Mr. Charles
gentleman
a Republican caucus or
mass-meeting, and irreproachable character, and good quali- II. Treat of Bath, and Mr. Blaine gently
was followed by one Rev. J. F,
Lovering, fications for the position. Dr. .J C. Man- and affectionately leads this new disciple
who undertook by contemptible inuendos
son, of Pittslield, was nominated for Presii]) and down the state, to testify, with the
to slur the character of the Democratic
idential elector.
zeal of a new convert at revivals, how
nominee tor President. These partisan
wicked ho hail been before getting religThe whole
of
administration

nothing for a united country, and for
tho prosperity which must result from
lifting the iron hand from the South They
cling to tho bloody shirt under tho delu-

the use of inonev
deprecating
is a sotmine moral

Brother Blaine
in

Congressional ConTuesday.
presided.

held at Augusta on
L. M. Staples of Washington
was

pears, was not an exception to those which seats in the national councils
Hon. E. K.
have preceded it. One Capt. Adams, of
O'Brien, nominated for the long term, is
Massachusetts, a follower of Blaine, took the well known citizen of Thomaston who
occasion in a toast to glorify the “vindi- received the nomination two
years ago.
cated” ex-speaser in a manner becoming He is a
of excellent

e ire

WILLIAM T. PEARSON.
ALBION H. LINDSEY.
HARVEY S. WILSON.
Slier ill—FRANCIS W. HILL.
Clerk of Courts—GEORGE T. SEWALL.
Judge of Probate—GEORGE W. WHITNEY.
Treasurer—LEMUEL NASH.
County Attorney—PEREGIt!NE (i. WHITE.
Commissioner— REUBEN S. PKESCO i 1.

planted

vention

■

Senators—GI'd>. TOLMAN.

Generalities.

tense

follows:

#trS. R. Nii.es, No. f» Tremont Street, Boston, is
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders are always recognized.

journed.

ming in

S2

#.<cBates & Locke, 31 Park Row, New' Y'ork,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements
for the Journal.

are

Arthur Moore, Maehius.

Two girls were arrested Sunday for swima nude state in the East Liver, in front
of New York city. Their performance attracted
a large crowd of spectators.

«!l

Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column,) $l.oo for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a
square charged us a full one.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTOR.

A

BALLOTING FOB. TIIU NOMINATION.

$3.00.

delegations retired for consultation.
The following were selected—Jtusse!! A. Treat,
Frankfort: Geo. Gregory, Rockland; Hamilton
Samuel II. Talbot was nominated for Presidential elector, after which the convention ad-

come

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.

Si HsciapTKfN Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,

and the

tion to the chair.

that lie had been attending conventions for fifty
years and this was the first time he had known
delegates to be interviewed with regard to the
claims of any section, lie didn’t think all the
talk had made one hair white or black. We’ve

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
—BY—

from eacli county, be appointed, the counties lo
select their representatives on the committee,

Joy, Ellsworth;

order for any class of gentlemen to be heard in
this convention except lawyers?
The chair answered affirmatively amid laughter from all parts of the hall, and the old gentlemen, who was from Eden proceeded to say

IiOt

Among those present

partisan character these meetings
endorses the nomination of Wm. H. McLellan
have assumed, particularly on the eve of
for Congress, and promises the united .support
■frirS. M. Petengii.l & Co., 0 State St., Boston, an election, has kept away many Demoof tlie party toward his election. The resolu- and 37 Park Row New
York, are our authorized crats who served in the
army during the
tions were unanimously adopted.
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
adv ertisements.
late war. The reunion last week, it apMR. .MCLELLAN APPEARS.

At ibis stage of the proceedings a venerable
delegate near the platform rose and put a quesIt was some time before he
could be heard, but lie finally was understood
to make the following enquiry—
Air. Chairman. 1 want to know if it is in

*

the Maine Soldiers and Sailors Association in Portland last week, was Gen

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1876.

resolutions was then called upon for a report and through Mr. McNiehol,
its chairman, reported resolutions to the effect
on

a

side of the river has had more than its share of
nominations. He then, in seconding the nomination of Air. Spofford, clearly and ably pre-

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

THE ST. I.OUIS PLATFORM AND CANDIDATES
ENDORSED.

Congressman for twenty years?
A motion was now adopted that a district
district lias been represented, and that
committee, to he composed of one member

lias not had

at

length in the interest of unity and harmony of action, and said : If we stand shoulder
to shoulder in this contest victory will be ours.
Mr. Redman is a pleasing and effective speaker
at

con-

were

spicuous.]

nomination, and who now that there is a
bright hope of victory should not be laid on the balloting was proceeded with.
When the committee had retired
shelf.
But whoever is nominated he, (Mr.
count the
it was
\

for with-

reasons

form Mr. McLellan of his nomination and in-

The Committee

MB. MCLKLI.AN PRESENTED.

en-

delegates,

(Applause.)

time.

next

en-

titled to lid delegates, present Ml; Waldo entitled
to lid delegates, present (10; Knox entitled lo 27

p. m., a recess was

get them Hancock will elect every one of
her county otlieers. Let Waldo do the fair
thing by us this time, and we will help her

we

The Democrats have made a capital
nomination for Congress in the Fourth
District. Mr. Donworth is Mr. Madigan's
law partner, a thoroughly reliable gentleman in every respect—high minded, honorable and able. With the divided stale
of the

Republicans,

and the

bitterly

hostile

feeliug to Powers, there is a strong probability of the election of Mr. Donworth.
Extract from the New York Times,
October 20, 1871 : “Here we have— thanks
to the labors of Samuel ,1. Tihlen—full
and complete evidence that Win. M.

ami the murderers have all been pardoned
by order of Senator Cameron, the price
of such clemency being an agreement on
their part to vote the Republican ticket.
These pardoned murderers voted for tlartranl't ami (irant in ls7k by contract; they
voted for 1 lartranft in 1S7.7 by contract,
and they would he sate to-day in the jungles of Cass township, with the protecting
favor of Cameron's supreme political pow
or ill the State, but for the hnve e(Voltsof
Mr. Franklin 1! fiowen to drag the murderers to justice in spite ot the Cameron
shield behind which they took refuge
After two years of tireless effort, in which
the political power of the State was the
chief obstacle that confronted him, Mr.
(iowen laid bare the murderous conspiracy, exposed its political contracts, convicted the leaders, and in the temple of
justice he told the story of the entire subordination of the lawful authority of the
State to the banded criminals who Ibr
years have killed and plundered with im-

Tweed differs only from a common thief
A complete reAt the Ellsworth Convention, during tho
in having stolen tens of thousands instead
form can only be secured, by the overdiscussion of the question of tho usage of
ot tens of dollars.”
That was belore
throw of Grantism and the election of
renomination, it was intimated by a delwas
for
Pressdent, you
Sammy
running
Tilden and Hendricks. Every tax-payer
egate from Knox County, that Mr. O’Brien see.
is interested in bringing about this result.
would not receive the usago of another
punity.
“Hurrah for Little Mac!” is the war
Gen. Franz Siegel publishes a letter in nomination in tho Third District. We call
Accommodating a friend with a titty dollar
which he says he intends to vote for Til- attention to tho fact that Mr. O’Brien was cry of the Rockland Opinion in the Con- note
is uu cx-L-lent way of getting rid of
renominated on Tuesday.
den.
money.
gressional campaign.
would have continued.

Mass Meeting
worth.

Democratic

[Reported

at

Ells-

true reformer, lie closed by
showing that
Hates was nominated by Grant, and if elected
would simply continue the present corrupt ad-

Journal.]

for file

icaiuly

ai wit'Ci

a

good

•;

ll .nd

Democracy
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e

< )ur

farmers

And

All of the

next

have

made

a

Damp, foggy, dog-day

The

comes

into market.

prevailed

weather has

for

a

city

schools will

Monday, Aug.

commence on

28th.

dust” has in these dry times

melancholy chirp

The

a

moredusty

of the cricket tells of

com-

autumn.

It’s not

so

much fun

fishing for tinkers

as

it

was a

■

Did you pay your taxes
per cent, discount ?
The

River

new

and

Monday,

Harbor

and

Bill

the 7

suvx

appropriates

$5,000 for Belfast harbor.
In two weeks there will he
it. and

vou can

order

body may want

a

mouth with

an

Some-

shirts.

stock of

a

R in

oysters.

family washout overnight.

Don’t leave the

McCrillis, of Bellefontain, Iowa, formerly
of Belfast, Is now visiting friends in this city.
The Lewiston Journal says that a lurge
party from
John T.

Auburn

are

to encamp at

■■■

]

I

-f

11

>.

ii

A

I »1.<M

and

K.

I

>H.

.mm.

<e

Hay ford
Hall, as Uie Court Room was excessively
crowded
1 here were reported by the
Committee to be 168 delegates present.
en,

ntletuail
-i
;
l-w minutes, while
y->n
I «-»»ine before you
ina- u .-Hiit: f \ or ol tile l'ea
i: >iiiinaa 1 1>\ tli,' I >enioera< v
-1 ii-.1 ei< men;- oi reform are not
ll !ia- been in powii'
i arly.
nuni-od reform, lor lie- pa-t eight
are llje fruits?
They liave
'••a*
ru-fs n-post- I in them,
r* 1'AT' 1 t.> tin- Ii 'Iknap disr
»; ion in tie:
Xa\ y J >
a
;
otmued, tin-re have
Ath fund- misappropriated
i mpnr’men! alone to boat a navy
1 a
( ni'ed Mates In;- in eommi-> -mo. rat i, i I ,;iA
ha- di-closcd
I ln'ooaii i!
m-trum n'.alitv you
li :A
1 to l.ehold the corruption of
W iiy \va> Iilaiim defeated
m.
A
1' wa- tin* result ol inve-tiyai. i > mo -ralie iloii-e.
lint for that he
ie "a tlie Uepuhliean candidate for
I i aye- and Wheeler are t he
u. s
i!ioii candidates.
Tin- power of the
m
ev rted for them, and their
i»e I,nit the perpetual ion of
wa n Id
I i. ve-Myatioii was the last thing
:
.'in admin:-!ration ever wanted,
r -lilt of tin
iiive-tiyalions that w ill
op! to upri-o and support the
«.f tie* Si. I.ouis Convention. Sain1 a leu. t!i" r* ! »rm <rovenior oi New
and Thoma- A. Hendricks of
;■;'!'•
A'-" I.
Mr. lladlo. k lid.- ica.. ldl'i -ns reform record: spoke of
iic-iPs arraxed ayaiust him; referred to
Inmiuess produced by taxa_• <iati"11 <A
; a j r-'A < !i\.
iarilf under U puhliean
a inerea-c in the oHice-hokliny
'ie•A c’in 1have to support i under
in ! to the fact that we ap* payiny S'-Hanimni to uppor! foreign commerce
c
Hid. -|! i. _■ i-lat ion.
I u stating the fact
1 •enioera I
Holl-e had re<llle< d the apA"ii.o(H).neo. In- a-ked hi- hearerall ci \ heni.
ml ie
The only w av to
!. h colli iliiu «!. I- to -aake oil Tin Uadmiiui-trat i*-ii.
Have- and Wheeler are
c'cnta; iv e- •! t lie pre-eni admii)i-tra1 ie part's
i'd not briny forward any
ir
11 km.w a. men 1» --ause !h« y could
a nd iuv>
m. an l -o they took m-n
a
aa
pit.!a I a former-.
A r m
a a v.
-lie •!■ ad i--m
oi the
w ili u>
tij• the hv-- i —m- of to» »f ti'll' -aii! i' n*- record I ha\<■ al"t
'll*. I Hu trick- it wa.'
: he t nil. .! Male- Senate,
t i m ie .”
!.
The\ Tilden and
n il
i-.>"U in 1 heir letter- lhat they
s
! MAi I !liA
nmeut it \ Oil yi\
111e 1)j
m l 1
.m eonlidcn; you w ill.
uni1
and Moi ton will n ’1 you that the
partv i- a '.ad party: that it i< the
j ol' 11' l"iiu.
Tliey Id rye t ih.it then
i.iembe r- of | hat |-arly. and I hat
a
id .ail I.
ha I element
ere yotMr. I Hullo k roil.vppi.ui"
a
:ii -one- further remarks on the reol Heimpaii:u. during which he

\\

■

I

:

1

--

■

■-

saying he

Mr. Charles II

V

■

<

plan.led.

produced our standard bear'-tale .-ampaiyu. our candidate for
i

praetie-il reformer, who as a
H* ai-lature has investi gated
1 fraud.
I introduce to you I Ion.

A.

state

candidate for Governor, and
A,-ve will !>" elected.
Applause.)

i.i

our

<

ii

ui

uo\.

j.

(

Ai.nor.

i.airman. Ladies and (L-ntlemcn : I only
••re a --!n»rt linn* ago. and all- r riding
ill t lie heat. \oll ealillot expect me to say
io intere-t yon.
1 did not expect to
I ipon, liii! while awaiting the arrival
xiniruislied gentleman, (lion. L. 1*.
u;".
who I hope is now drawing near
i v. ;:l >ay a lew Words on the present
il
then spoke oftlie Centennial Lxu• I of the eoiisj)ieimus position we
\
before the world, and .said lie
i'il
"lie hundred v<-ar.s lienee
people
ahie to say that the good old prineia
which our government is founded
"I the test oi two full centuries of time.
i'1'.
We cannot belter occupy the mothis <*-ntcnnial par than by taking
-ii'i !'-ration what has been the result of
»'t of the founders of tiiis government
w to n n-el lie.: da
lagers which now threatVIr i111 >i touched upon the
il l
pat riots, of the founding
w
!
: '.d* !>•. I. viewed the dangers
ad t !,e mahie r in which
they
o\ i• j■ oi,a• and drew from history fruitful
ns for i!
of
the
present day. Speaking
t il tut an- ot de-lroving a
country lie
'•o nation can .'ii.'iain
itself against ina
Tlii- j,, :i diifcrent country
on iption.
it it was eight y
ago.
Nothing is so
•catin _• or s.-, rapid in i|s progress, as corui
iiic-riii a nation or in an individual.
.ri- • arS\ and soon h- comes a gigantic evil,
i:
iiem in ollice used to be one of the e.irdi•i ue
ipl'-s on which we addressed the peo1 suppose it is always interesting to those
p.
Rotation of parties is just as
rv. and just, as beneficial. Mo-t aiiy para ha.s had control lor
many years with-!ic* k upon it should he made to give
i\ that without
I
regard to party. It is
t >r Mn sat'd \ of our count v.
l'he moral
oi tlie community has never been so
tied ;ts it now is in investigating tin* con! tlio-e t*» whom the administration lias
md is to be committed. The people are
Lug to see who i- to lill these responsible
-ns.
The leaders are interested, too.
i
.them Mushing and bowing with shame
" tidings of the corruption of this governwhich the telegraph has scattered world
Reform is a necessity—real reform, not
professions. Jt i-, the best issue to go beta people on. Both parties recognize that
no need for Democrat* wasting breath
tin- people reform is needed—The people

»

o

■

<

o

!<> the progress of the Ia>t hundred
Mr. Talbot >:ii<l 1 In; progress of eorrupmore rapid than anything else.
Re1
ng to speeches made at the raising of a
1
and Wheeler llag a few days before, he
>1 that a Republican had said to him after
’king was over—‘1 can beat that myself.
1
do we care for all that's been said here?
it
I want to know is where my next winfood is coining from."
I' was no use to talk to that man.
He uni'tood the situation. The wolf is at your
or $10 or if 20 is otl’ered to you
When
1
our vote, you have got to decide this ques-it:
Shall I take this if20 I need so mill'll,
1 have this man who oilers it treat me as he
treat me after, and then find myself in the
r house at the next Presidential election?
1 -kould be remembered that the men who aethese bribes to continue the present reign
oiruption will help to bring ruin upon us
The admission that a campaign can In*
‘•r, .j
|,y such means ought to be and will be
'-bilked.
cause for congratulation that the Drinobn
parly from one end of this country to
"
other is a united party, (applause) united
for any partisan purpose or for greed, but
by the licit) of God, this country from
''
dangers which threatens it. It has not
“'■ik'd any too soon to effect that purpose.
■'•’ have
cause to rejoice on being thus united,
" I because
of the action of this united party
nominating Tilden and Hendricks. Mr.
1
kkot spoke here of the manner in which the
'•lings of these nominations had been received,
then passed to the Liberal conference at
;.,l'l
N* w
York, held in the interest of reform, and
w',i'*h had no party atliliatlons to warp its judgJl"II nt.
Referring to the address published by
'<*
Liberals, he said Mr. Tilden was the only
111 <m who
tilled its requirements. He closed a
" \i«
\v of Mr. Tilden’s reform record
by pret'n» that the 4th of March next would see
J. >n
the White House. (Applause.) Mr.
■alhot then took up and commented at length
Mr. TilUen’s letter of
acceptance, which he doCiHre<i an excellent production and the work of

of

■til Ballot —Baker 1:1, Show .Vi, Walls
50.
Baker and Snow then withdrew, and
Walls was nominated by acclamation.
1 or Clerk cl' Courts, W. <!. Frye was
nominated by acclamation. So was Mr.
I i• Id I’m Register of Probate
The nett matter for consideration was
that of .Judge of Probate, for which position the candidates were as thick as blackberries.
Fhe first ballot resulted as follows—Si roil l JO, Rich f, Howe It, Rust
1 ■, Hubbard '-'I, Knowlton 1, I Jersey 6s,
I here being no choice, another ballot was
called lor.
.Judge Rn-t withdrew his
name, and Col. Philo Horsey was nominated, having Jill out of 1 lb votes.
Hen
it MeCrillis was nominated by
acclamation for County Treasurer.
For Comity Commissioner the first ballot, resulted in no choice, and on the see
olid Darius K. Drake, of .Jackson, was
nominated.
Col, Hubbard then reported two brief
resolutions, endorsing the national and

tie-

!

Treat,

01 f

a

■

disap-

—

■

n

a

1 he first ballotings were for two candidates for Senators, and the choice fell upon I-aae M. Boardmau ol Ballast and < )rrin
Learned < f Burnham. Then came the big
light for SheritV, lor which the preparation
had been long and labored. The leading
candidate was Capt. Charles Baker, ot
Belfast, favored by the temperance men
ami organizations, but weighted by the
charge, made b\ the old party stagers,
that two years ago he ran as an independent candidate for the same otliee, against
the regular nominee.
The ballots resulted us follows 1 st Ballot—Baker .7*, Snow
50, Walls go, Twitchcll 7, Yose Hi, Luce 1
gd Ballot—Baker 00, Snow Ot, Walls
gl. Twitched 7, and the latter withdrew.
6d Ballot—Baker 57. Snow 07, Walls gif
1th Ballot—Baker 51, Snow 01, Walls

>

lit

Convention

Bath, saying that
he had tailed to connect with the train,
and could not reach Belfast seasonably.
So the assemblage would be deprived of
both prophet and disciple.

1

m

the

sorry to announce

would prevent him from being present.
Also a telegram from the new convert,

--

>

was

pointment regarding speakers, and read a
j letter
f'om Mr. Blaine, saving that the
death ol a nephew, resident in his familv

..

ii

had to

1

■

Adis a;

was

Mr. Castle addressed

-.

■

adjournment

a.i

I
!

platforms,

and

pledging support

to

the candidates.
The Convention then adjourned, and
resolved that it was a mass meeting to
listen to a speech from Congressman
Pratt ot Iowa, Mr. 1’., being introduced
by Mr. Castle, said that he was a native
of Maine, having left it some 11 years ago,
and settled in the west.
He lived in a
state that had a habit of giving 4(1,000
Republican majority, which would this
year be 60,000. Having indulged in this
bit of brag, the speaker said lie would
give some of the many reasons why the
Democratic party should not he entrusted
with power in the nation. One was that
they "would immediately bankrupt the
treasury, by the payment of southern
claims for damages indicted by the ravages of war. They had already concocted a scheme of that kind, and Democrats
north and south were pledged to it.
livery pig butchered by the invading armies, every chicken taken, every mule,
must be paid for,
i'lven the ground
marched over, or used for battle fields—
and all this would he Four times the national debt, and would
tiring ruin to
everybody. The speaker evidently tried
hard to make himself believe this, vvithout achieving an entire success,
lie said
that the House of Representatives was
now concocting these schemes, if it hadn't adjourned, which Cod grant it had.
The speaker seemed to forget that he had
individually adjourned to make party
speeches, while his duty was to be in his
lie then attacked 1 lie Democratic
seat,
platform and its Figures, and did such tremendous sums in arithmetic that he sailed away up into the billions and quadrillions.
His hearers got lost in the monetary log, and looked at each other in
open-mouthed wonder. It was a fearful
example ot the result that may lie accomplished by engrafting western exaggeration on a Maine stock—a growing of linanei d pumpkins on a huckleberry bush.
There could be no use in straining the
imaginations of readers further, so our
reporter closed his note book and departed.

'.'Img

was

■

Jj,1111

down east coaster, mimed the
“II Venn." was asked what his vessel was named
after. JI is honest reply was, “i don’t know, I
expect some man in (’ongress.” [Boston 1‘ost.
A

skipper of

lie

was

a

probably, thinking of Morton

or

Butler.
Probate
Wm. M.

Rust, .11

doe.

Northport this week.

Belfast;

Caroline llichborn

over

minor heirs

of N. G. llichborn, late of Stockton; John Beldon
minor heir of Eli Noyes, late of Palermo; Eben
Knights over minor heir of Elbridge Thomas, late of

over

Morrill.
License to Sell Real Estate on Estates of
—William Keating late of Searsmont; Susanna
Pitcher late of Belfast.

Inventories Filed on Estates ok—Rebecca
Fish late of Belfast; Benj. Sidcliuger late of Troy;
Theophilus Eaton late of Searsport; Win. McGilvery
late of Searsport; John C.',Robbins late of Northport;
William C. Crosby late of Brooks; Jere. Merrithew

of Searsport.

again talking of going
Hope they’ll get the word “go!” pretty soon.

Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Samuel
Wells late of Winterport; George llemenway late
of Belfast; X. G. llichborn late of Stockton; John
Calderwood late of Lincolnville; Green Pendleton
late of Searsport; Putnam Siinonton late of Searsport ; Enoch Ellis late of Belfast.
Allowance made to Widows on Estates
OF—John Wadlin late of Northport; Noah G. Prescott late of Belfast.
Warrant of Dower Issued on Estates of
William McGilvery late of Searsport; David J. Small
late of Unity; Abner K. Bumps late of Thorndike.

are

A gang of hooting rowdies infested Church street
last Saturday night. The night watch should have
eye to these

chaps.

Returning picnicers warble pious melodies as they
homeward over Northport Avenue. Campmeeting week is near at hand.
drive

There will be

ing of

next

Brewster’s

dancing every afternoon and evenweek, commencing on Wednesday, at

Grove, South Belmont.

Mr.

Crocker, of this city, who was kidnapped, robbed and sent to sea from Boston, only took a glass
of beer, but it was a glass too much.
There will be

a

tionalist church,

by Mr.

free organ recital at the

CongregaSaturday evening at H o’clock,

on

William H.

Aborn, of Massachusetts.

A young man belonging to an excursion
party
from abroad gave one of our surgeons a job in cuta

fish-hook from bis hand

The

excursion to

ting
on

street.

August races at the Park commenced on Wed
nesday with a fair attendance. We are are unable

moonlight
steamer Pioneer,

was

one

day

Castine Friday night,

half

daylight.

A dense

When you arise at early morning and behold a
soft white film folding itself above your window,

don’t fancy that the wings of angels

are hovering
fog.
The members of Aurora Lodge, Daughters of iiebtkaii, to the number of fifty bad a clam bake and

It’s

of the

score

races.

reported that the line of $7000 that was recently imposed upon schr. 1 II. Livingston, of Belfast, by the Spanish government, for some irregularities, has been remitted in whole or part by tlui1
It is

The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
th«‘ Grand Central Depot, has over 330 elegantly
lurnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other iirst-class hotel.
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the citv.and to Philadelphia Depot.
1

power.

vr

Sensible Advice.
\ou arc asked every day through the columns
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use
something for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint
that you know nothing about, you get discouraged spending money with but little success.
Now to give you satisfactory proof that Green’s
The Republicans erected a mast on Lancaster’s
August Flower will cure you of Dyspepsia
corner, Monday, ss feet in height, from which to
and Liver Complaint with all its effects, such
across
extends
A
their
stay
flag.
campaign
display
i\< Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Habitual CosMain street to the upper windows of the odd beltiveness, palpitation of the Heart, Heart-burn,
Water brash, coming up of food after
lows’ attic, In McClintock Block, from which the
eating,
low spirits, A:.-., we ask you to go to your Drugflag will hang.
gist, U. II. Moody, and get a Sample Bottle of
The Republican campaign flag in this city is dis- I Green s Augusi Flower for
10 cents and try
played at the same place in which the Democratic , it. or a Regular Size for 73 cents, two doses
»• mos. 32 eow.
flag suffered defeat for the past sixteen years. A will relieve you.
strange fatality seems to pervade that corner, and
Think for Yoursolf.
now the Republican emblem is destined to suffer a
I bousamts lead miserable lives, suffering
like reverse.
from dvspeosia. a discorded stomach and liver,
producing biliousness, heartburlf, costiveness,
Iru. The warm weather of the past week has
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, raisbeen very encouraging to our local ice men, who
ing tood after eating and often ending in fatal
still have a large amount on hand. Two dollars and
attacks of lever. They know they are sick,
a half per ton O freely offered, but inis not been acyet get little sympathy. The unfailing remedy,
cepted. We hope they will dispose of it profitably, which is yearly restoring thousands, is DaCosta's Radical Cure sold by W. (». Poor it Son,
but the season is far advanced.
sole agent" for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent
Belfast seemed to have a monopoly of the county for Oriand.
I*. It. Stover, agent for P.iieksoffices at ti e Republican Convention in this city on
port.
A *23c. bottle will convince you of its merits.
Tuesday. .She managed to get the nominations of I
Don’t delay another hour after reading this,
one .Senator, Clerk of Courts, .Judge of Probate, |
but
go ami get a bottle, and your relief is as
Register of Probate and Treasurer, giving the re- | certain as
you live. Will you do it, or will von
mainder of the county one Senator, Sheriff and the continue to
j
sutler? Think for yourself.
( omnussione..
Professor Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup i"
safe
and extremely palatable. No
reliaperfectly
A slight
ccident li uppened to the staid and
physic required. Costs 23 cents. Trv ii. li p.)
She struck
ble steamer Catahdin on
A large excursion from Pittslield
Dexter came over the road Tuesday and went
dpwn the bay on steamer Pioneer. On Wednesday
the Congregationalist society of this city made their
annual excursion to Camden.

nothing

and

the northerly part of Monroe island,
Head, it being foggy at tin- time. She
oli‘ readily and put back to Rockland and
on

ined

but the cussed

by divers.

The

damage

was

near
was

Owl’s

gotten

was exam-

slight.

She left

Sunday forenoon for Boston.
At

last week.

fog coming in they did not reach this city until six S
o'clock next morning.

there.

give the

A citizen of Dakota took a Turkish bath iu
Omaha a few days ago, and died within an
hour. The verdict of the jury was: “He hadn’t
ought to have got so much of the mud off' of
him at one time.”

Saturday night.

Certain persons manifest an undue amount of curiosity with regard to ladies in bathing. Evidently,
curiosity is not monopolized by the fairer sex.

an

adjourned meeting of the city government

Thursday evening last the bill of Commissioner
Ellis came up for adjustment. The original bill for
the month of May, June and July was about $500.
The board tendered him $110, which was accepted.
on

The bond of L). E. Pitcher

as

mills last year, it

being the lowest bid offered. It

appoint

a

Rheumatism, Sciatica, Swellings, Sprains, Still’ Joints, Burns,
Scalds, Poisonous Bites, and all flesh, bone and
muscle ailments, can be absolute ly cured by
the Centaur Liniment>. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Y -How Liniment is for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animals.

collector of taxes for

the next year was accepted. The commission allowed on collection is one per cent., against live
voted to

Caked Breasts,

was

committee to audit tin- tax books

H&OtllOrS can seeure health fui their children and rest for themselves by the use ot Castora. a perfect substitute for Castor Oil. It iabsolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
as honey.
For Wind-Colic, .Sour Stomach.
Worms or Constipation, for young or old, there
is nothing in existence like it. It D certain, it
is speedy, it is cheap.
dm 2

Ill Union, Aug. 5th, Mr. C. A. Jackson of Washington, and Miss Ida E. Sidelingor ot Union.
Iu Union, Aug. 5th, Mr. Geo. II. Lincoln of Washington, and Miss A the A. Burkett of Appleton.
In Union, Aug. Oth, Mr. Lucius A. Taylor of Hope,

and Miss Lizzie Simmons of Appleton.
In Ellsworth, Aug. 5th, Mr. James Edward Dutton and Miss Fannie Viola Whitney, both of Bluehill.
In Castiue, Aug. 3d, Isaac ('. Dennett of Lewiston,
late Principal of Castiue High School, and Miss Isa
bel P. (.’ate, daughter of the late Charles A. Cate,
Esq., ot Castine.

SPECIAL

_£L T

We Have Heard of it!!

JAMES W. CLARK’S
H'
You

13, PHENIX ROW,

can

lind

everything necessary to your
comfort in the shape of

mn st

In

be pa idfo r.

the iHite, Xamv and Age

J

Lincolnville, Aug. Oth.

Mrs. Elva A. f.ovdam’.
aged 20 years.
In Rockland, Aug. 4th, Harriet McLain, wife of
Sylvanius C. Webber, and eldest daughter of the
late Capt. Edward and Mrs. Kmeline Bucklin,
aged

20 years, 7 months ami :1‘) da\ *.
In Rockland, Aug. 4th, Mrs. Hannah Racklitf,
aged o7 years, 3 months and 20 davs.
In Rockland, Aug. 9th, Mary E.\
daughter of Nathaniel and Cora A. Ward, aged 4 months.
Iu .St. George, Aug. 9th,
Fanny A., wife of Joel if.
Barter, aged 20 years, 7 months and 8 days.
in Thomaston, Aug. 5th, Emma
aged 1« years, 11 months and 15 davs.
In St. George, Aug. 7th, Mrs. Julia
Chaples,
aged
*
°
20 years.
At the Maine General Hospital, Portland, Au<*.
4th, Angie F., wife of Capt. Ralph Rhoades, and
daughter of the late Samuel Brown, of Rockland,
aged about 38 years.
In Ellsworth, July 29th, Kate, wife of Henry ().
Sullivan, and daughter of William and Mary O’Neal,
aged 21 years.
In Ellsworth, Aug. 1st, William Henrv, son of
Henry and Kate O. Sullivan, aged 9 months.
In Eden, July 29th, Charlie, only child of Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Emery, aged 11 month*.
At Bluehill Falls, July Mh, Mr*. Mercy S.
Conary,
wife of Capt. Wiu. Conary, aged 00 years, 4 months
and 7 days.
In Rockport, Aug. 13th, Harriet Thorndike, aged
0)7 years.
In Rockport, Aug. 15th, Mi s 31. Carrie Talbot,
aged 23 years, 0 months and 14 dav*, daughter of
lion. Nathaniel i. Talbot.
Too much could not be said in relation to the
loveableness of Miss Talbot. She was accomplished
in a high degree, gentle, and loved
by all. Her
family have the deepest svmpathv of the community
in this their terrible aflliction. The god*
pick the
best fruit. [Com.

J.'Blackburn,

Gents' Boots.

PORT

OF

BELFAST.

SAILED.

Aug. uth, srhs. Humming Bird, Roberts, limbing
grounds; Orono, Powers, Deer Isle; Tantamount!
Pendleton, Bangor; Capitohi, Bruee, So. West Harbor; Alary, Cook, fishing; ( loud Drift, Morse, do.
Aug. lltli, vaelit, Water AYitcli, Jones, Mt. Desert.
Aug. lJth, sell. Boaz, (iilkey, New York.
Aug. loth, sells. James Bliss, Hatch, Bath; Orion,
Patterson, City Point, to load for New York.

SCHOOL BOOTS.

CAN BE FOUND AT

Geo. W.
>

Purrington

purchased the Carriage making department

RAin the Mori-on building

street,
formerly occupied by the Perkin* Bros., and i- now
prepared to do ail kind* of work, both light and
heavy, in Carriage and sleigh making.

Repairing and Jobbing Done

at

lililN’CTON
thorough carriage maker
of twenty live years experience, and for a number
of years foreman of the wood working
department !
of the building where he is now located.
is

NOTICE.

He

was

47

tragic death is
years of age, and leaves

a
a

family.

Remedy. Hundreds who have been given up
by their physicians to die, have been speedily
cured by the use of Hunt’s Remedy.

At the

general reunion of the Maine soldiers and
sailors at Portland last week, the Fourth and Nineteenth regiments—whose numbers chielly came from
this vicinity—chose the following officers lor the en
Fourth Regiment—President, Lieut.
suing year:
Frank P. Karnes, Belfast; Clerk, A Men D. Chase,
Belfast; Treasurer, Oliver I. Conant, Rockland; Vice
Presidents, Enos M. Hatch, Arthur Libby, G. T.
Crabtree, James McLaughlin, Jason Carlisle, Albert 11. Rose, Charles Stinson, John II. Thomas,
Robert Ames, and Fred L. Palmer.
Nineteenth
Regiment—President, Gen. golden Connor; Vice
O.
H.
Presidents, Major
Small, Lieut. A. E. Nicker
son, Sergt. Isaac Webber; Secretary, S. Chamberlain ; Surgeon, J. Q. A. Hawes; Orator, Col. W. II.
Fogler; Historian, Major diaries E. Nash. The
next reunion of the Fourth will undoubtedly be
held in this city. That of the Nineteenth will take
place In Augusta.
Lincoln villk.

Died

on

the 12th inst., Mr. Abner

Dunton, the oldest person in town, aged 94 years.

Capt. Eben Coleman
New

died

on

the

passage

from

Bedford, a lew days since.
Notwithstanding the hot weather, the people are
cool yet on political matters. Tilden and Hendrick’s
letters of acceptance are entirely satisfactory to the
Democrats, and It may be inferred that the Republicans are somewhat so, from the fact that there is
but very little outspoken opposition.

Charleston to

Pills, Potions und Pungencies.
From

Distinguished Jurist.
“1 have tried the Peruvian Syrup and the
result fully sustains your prediction. It has
made a new man of me, infused into my system
new vigor and energy; I am no longer tremulous and debilitated, as when you last saw me,
but stronger, heartier, and with larger capacity
for labor, mental and physical, than at any
time during the last live years.”
a

By

Charles If.

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Kye Meal

Rye
Barley
Oats
Beans
Potatoes, New

Apples
Dried Apples
Butter

Cheese
Kgga
Round Hog
Pork Backs

Sargent,

No. 8 Main Street.

$5.00al0.50 Corned Beef
07a72
72
1.50
OOaOO
75
48

fl.40al.00

Mutton
Lamb

Turkey
Chicken
Fowl
Geese
Duck

lOaOO
8
10al2
12al5
OOaOO
12nl5
12al5
OOaOO

a

40 Hay
f8.00al2.00
f0.00a7.00
O.OOaf0.00 Straw
33
OaOO Washed Wool
25
20a22 Unwashed
13al4 Hides
18 Calf Skins
OOaOO Lamb
14 Hard Wood
15a 17 Soft
8a 10 Shorts per ct.
7 Lime
6a7 Butter Salt
4 1-2 Plaster

4n5
10
40a50

f5.00a5.50
$3.00a3.50
$1-25
$1.25

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. L>. 1870.

AC11EL CLEMENTS, Administratrix of the
Estate of Almou W. Cleim nts late of Waldo,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having present-

ed her second and final account of Administration
on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

they

SOLD
—AT-

WILLIAM F. MAYO
pirn lui-< d the Blacksmith Shop in

tlu* same
and will work in connection with Mr. P.

EXTREM ELY

We feel confident that any work 1 ft with these
men, will be faithfully and thoroughly performed.

L

O

W

CALL.
Building, Washington Street.

GIVE
Mori-on

THEM

A

Belfast, Aug. A, Wo.

tf.

JP ll ICES !

Real

40

Hair

Switches! Lumber!
.11 ST RECEIVED.
Largest and Cheapest Stock ever offered to the

The

Lumber!!

Ladies.

SWITCHES

FUR
The

SI.50. 2.50. 3.50. 4.00 & 6.00
half what

they

were

Huy your SWITCHES

now

before tin-re is

one

in the

two years ago.

All kinds of HAIR < •(">( H >S kept and H AIK W( >RK
done at short notice.
Ladies

sending by

mail for Switches will be
lv satisfied in Price and Shade.

undersigned

is desirous of
stock of

closing out

his

Lumber. Lime. Cement, Sand.&c.

change

a

price.

perfect-

At the old stand formerly occupied by M. It.
< ><»ri .lt & ('<
and now otters to tin* publie tor CASH Great liargain* tor*'1' da\>.

Hemlock Hoards,
Spruce Hoards, good quality,

$10 50

quality,

Lxtra

Hemlock ami Sprue- Lumber all sizes and
lengths up to-to feet,
Two inch Spruce plank,

B. F. WELLS,

Belfast, Mo.

*»

no

10

.»*>

10 50
sou

Spruce .Joiee, random,
Shingles,

*•

t edar

Something

2Tew

iiOTIl <)HNAMKNTAl, & USER!.

G R A X I T E

Iron Ware!
CALL

A N I >

[ T

s i ; k

1 *J5

~00 Harrels

I 50
Cement,.
so
Lime,
PICKETS AND KAY BOARDS.
to l'J M 11:»y Iloops on hand,
^ 1J no
Hardwood Boards from
t<> 1 '>-1 inch; redar Posts
< iutter>, i> to lo cents per
from (• to 10 feet; Hons
foot. Floor hoards, plained mid jointed, Nice Yard
Boards, plained and shippers, S( »L1) A f < os f.
1 can also furnish, on Tort notice, H( mlock frames
cut to

dimensions with all the necessary lumber

complete the building.

to

A. HAYFORD.

Belfast, Aug. :i, ts?«»,

tt‘5

1876.

1876.

Remember!

WA1) LIN & MERRILL’S Read &

-C :o: C6H

MAIN

STREET.

Lumber Yard
3YL R.
? 1ERERY

1

public,

a

<

FOREIGN

■

the

NEW LUMBER YARD

Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair.
M. R. COOPER.
tilt

fast, May 1, ls:tL

SEWING

JELLIES, NU1S, FIGS, RAISINS, &c.

hire (’idcr
BY TIIF.

in the

im^ar

City.
in, \\ v.u.s,

Also for Sale
] Singer

Taping Machine.
Arm Presses, (How
Baiiroad Presses, (Howe’.';.

18

>torr's Arm Presses.
2 Stoves for heating Mugs.
Tables, lu.rse*. chairs »Xc., being the balance of
machinery from oar pant manufactory.
CEO. A. t,|lTMBY & < n.
For terms, address
4wd
Bella*t, duly 17, ls7f».

Cider \

A

Ql AM ITY toll FAMILY I S!

(N^-Best Five Cent Cigars

MACHINES!

$35.00, $40.00. $45.00.

Pickles,

Sardines,

DOMESTIC

4
:i

DOMESTIC

AND

Cooper,

Jd customers and
informs l»i^
that he has opened a

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad i >epot,
where In* will keep constantly on hand Sawed Timber of all dimensions, Pine, Hemlock and Spruce
Hoards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

P.el

HA YK just added to my Stock BoNh'S Bl IT KB
f BAl K KBS, Soca and f ancy Pilot Bread. Snap'
of all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, dat Meal Biscuit and
Bunds fresh from Bond’s Hackery, Boston. Also
a large sortment ot
Fi.Ting lacklo, Hook- amt
I dries, \c.
Also I have just received and Tall keep constantly on hand a Large and Well >
!« d Stock of

I

INI TH w

Boltast,
High St,,
til

Me.

2

1 iiifbniis ?
FIREWORKS,
Lanterns, Flags, and every variety
or Campaign Goods.

TORCHES,
Chinese

Clubs ami individuals supplied direct, or through
our Agents), at mnnn/nrtnnrs' prie< .*.
Illuminations of s<|it:ires ami buildings executed
promptly and at i.nw t*i:t«'I-:*..
Flags for flag raising* at best possible prices.
Processions supplied with lirew orks and e.xneriene
ed men to manage them. Send tor price list.

HYDE & OO.
Successors

to

H

I)«»\ KandCi

vdi: .X

a:, 111

r

of v(V

52 GHAUIMCY STREET, BOSRON,
7wti
Proprietors of the I.tnei luhoroto'y.

AUGUSTA,

MAINE.

School Year opens Aug. 29, 1876.
Best

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers
(•rent

l'lie

place

("TAN

NOTICE.

No. 13 Main Street.

Notice.

out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or account, are hereby notified that tin ir accounts must
be settled immediately, or they will he placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. FOllBKS.
II
4Utf
Belfast, .June 5, 1870.
am

closing

Room

riTHIS CERTIFIES that for a valuable consideration I have this day given my son, (ir.oiaii: XV.
claim
VoPXfi, his time during his minority. 1
none of his earnings nor pay any debts of hi* con
T
<»l
N«•.
SAMFEE
this
date.
after
tractiug
S. \V. SlIl’MWAHY, W. El N si ‘) IT.
•>"'«»•
Belmont, duly 29, ls7<».

JL

Buy is at

Belfast, .1 line 5, lS?<k

Special

MAKERS,

to

ML. ML. FORBES,

A- 1

VEST

ot

-•

(Uvf,

obtain work of MBS. EOF ESA WIXOATK,
at her house, for a limited time.
I
tiEn. \. til'lMllV .X ni.
iw
Belfast, duly 19, 1870.

Buyers

II. FOR It US'

El.

Book-Keeping, Penmanship, and English branches
specialty. For circular and full particulars,
Address, D. M. WAITT, Principal. !

AIOIXTROE

1o

11
Who on account ol' failing ln-altli, proposes to
out his entire Stock ot
BOOTS am SHOES >t
about the original cost at retail, tin ivbv giving the
wearer the benelit of the L(*W l’l.’U 1> b T (,'ASll
as I propose to close up my
ami CASH'ONLY
bu.-ine.-?' very soon no credit will be given.
of
all the \ari.uts style- ot I AMock
consists
My
DIES. MISS u.d CHILDRENS’ A'//;. < 7 "77/,
and KIP Fo .\ I'D IlfiuTs a!->- > /. ITTF K'S, HFT
TO\ SII (>'. S, al-o MFN’S ""I BOY’S < il.F
HOOTS, AI.FX IS Tool, al-o VAI.F STTAT
nr Chi F </1oFS, al-o ( ommon FIT, THICK,
ami STI.I'T SIloFS, lor common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
tinally, call and examine the QFAHITY and TUI
CFS, and you will be sure to buy. A- 1 propose to
give all (>UOI) HA THAIS S as long as they LA> I
if 1 am able to attend to business. Don't forget the
place, at

Education.

a

inducement

Boots & Shoes

advantages for acquiring Practical Business

Papers

-and-

shaij

BELTS, are a simple and cheap cure
ELECTRIC
U for 1’itFM AtTItF DKUILITV.
The effect is \vox

BORDERS

Throw
and the only renu dy to be trusted.
physic to the dogs.” Send for circular to Dr. .1.
dwt»
N.
V,
Karr, 832 Broadway,

VERY LOW AT

Di:i;i t*L

To Let.
ONE
oil

moil

hiilf of the Thos. J. Furrow

mreei—a

nice iinu

Apple to
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1870.—113

PROBATE NOTICFS.

AND WILL BE

Short

Notice.
MK. PI

Rooms to Lict.

F.EAS

J. 0. THOMPSON & SON’S

Washington

on

House

Last Call!

Furniture Store

Whoa! Teamsters!

Just

NOTICES.

KEPT IN A

USUALLY

MISSES&CHILDREFS

1'UKTS.

Cld

mimii.
KVERYT HI NO

Mayo is al-o an experienced Cairiage-smith ot
long experience, and was for years foreman of the
blacksmith shop.

ARRIVED.
Aag. Uili, schs. A.iueda, Patterson, Bar Harbor,
William .lone?, Higgins, Isle au limit ; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth, for Koudout.
Aug. 10th, brig Almira, (of Islesboro,, Pendleton,
New York; sell. Iona, Coombs, Hoboken; \aeht
AVater AN'itch, .Jones, Boston.
Aug. 11th, sclis. Alary, Cook, fishing grounds; Lafayette, Crockett, Bangor.
Aug. P-'tii, sells. Jacliin, Gerchell, Haverhill: Lib
lian, Ryan, Boston; Eveline, White, do; Orion, Pat
terson, do: Sea Flower, Bates, Bangor; I .>rest
Queen, Robbins, Plum Island.

DOMESTIC

heavy.

or

Mr.

>

of his

in Prices of

A GOOD ASSORTMENT OE

building,

NEWS,

Light

LADIES'BOOTS. SURGE OR KID.

Ha* also

SHIP

County

cause

Large Decline

1JIK iT.
Obituary notices, beyond

from Bangor. Aug. 7th, hark Sarah A. Staples,
for the years liv-’t, 7-1, and 75, and take some means
Nickerson, Liverpool.
Ar. at Portland, Aug. lgth, bark Emma L. Par
to collect the $ll».00C that is still due on tlio^e years.
tridge, Partridge, Cadiz.
W. I.. Miller was appointed highway surveyor in
picnic supper on the shore of the harbor, near Me
Ar at N« w Bedford. Aug. 11th, schr Alary Limedistrict No. o in place of E. P. Brown, resigned.
(iilvery s ship yard, Saturday afternoon.
burner, Coombs, Bucksville, S. c.
fo CoNsi'Mi’TiVKS.
The advertiser, ^retired
j
from Wilmington, N. (’., Aug. 4th, schr Nellie
Cld
Too Mi » ji Kim. A good deal of liquor is sold on
At the adjournment of the Republican County
physician, having providentally discovered, while a Carr, AA'entworth,
Cape Haytien.
-Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple
the sly in our city, and intoxicated persons are again Convention Tuesday afternoon, a large crowd gathAr at Darien, Ga., Aug. 1st, schs. David NiclioD,
vegetable remedy tor the speedy and permanent cure
quite common. Some of those who have been con- ered about the street corners to seethe Republican of ( on.nn/iption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and Wyman, Bangor; Dione, Warren, Charleston.
Ar at Norfolk, Vu.f Aug. 4th, schr. S. AI. Bird,
victed and promised to nbondon the traffic are at it
campaign flag thrown to the breeze. Excitement all throat and lung a tied ions,—also a positive and AIorrilL Rockland.
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature
and
the
Democrats
stood
back
with
their
ran
Ar at Charleston, Aug. Uth, schr. Lizzie Lane,
!
again.
high,
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
this port.
fingers in their ears to ward off the f< arful deafen’ to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated AVest,
«L CL Harding of Waldo was on Monday attacked
Sid from Charleston, Aug. 11th, sehr. Sarah L.
ing concussion that would be produced by the noise. by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of Davis, Cottrell, Brunswick, Ga.
in his barn by a bull that hud broken loose. He was
charge, to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing,
Cldat Jacksonville. Aug. 4th, schr. Floriday. Swett,
Soon the halyards were seen to move, and the llag and
thrown down, trodden upon and tossed on the anifull directions for successfully using, this provNew York.
mal'' horns, but managed to escape without serioi s
bearing the names of Hayes and Wheeler popped identally di-covered remedy. Those who wi-h to
Ar at Newport, Aug. >ih, In ig John I'ierce, Amavail themselves ol' the benefits of this discovery
out of th..* upper \s indow of City Block. Not a word
brest. Bath.
injury.
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressAr at Del. Breakwater, Aug. Uth, ship C. 1?
was spoken—not a hat lifted—not even a faint cheer
ing with stamn naming paper,
Sell. Mary Lymburner, arrived at New Bedford,
Hazeltine, (.iilkey, Reval.
was heard. The stillness was deathlike and intense.
Du. ('llARLES P. MARSHALL,
Cld from i'ernandina, Aug. ;;d, brig Abby Thaxter,
Saturday, from South Carolina, reports that Ebon Even the staid old town clock
3in50
33 Niagara Street, Butfaio, N. Y.
stopped and held its
Veazie, New York.
Collamer, mate, died on theCth lust., and was buried
Ar at Pensacola. Aug. 4th, bark Ephraim Williams,
motionless hands before its face. Some of the en- mm mtmmBmmtmmmmmsmaaaaaixjBaaemmmBUBBammmmammma
at se t.
He was a native of Lineolnville, and
Keene, Rockland.
sixty thusiasm of the successful candidates should have
Cld from Pensacola, Aug. 4th, schr. Alav Potter,
years old.
been expended on that flag.
Gilkev. New A'ork.
We are informed by the postmaster a:
Passed through Ilell Gate, Aug. pjtli, selir. A.
Chelsea,
Eiki: in Ei:i;i:i«»m. A serious conflagration ocHay-ford, Pendleton, Elizabethport, for this port.
Mass., that J. L. staples, a subscriber to the .Jourt he Democrats of Monroe are notified
M« >n c< »i;.
curred at Ercedom on Tuesday. In the afternoon
Ar at Vineyard Haven, Aug. 1‘Jth, schr. Abbv
to meet in Caucus at the Town House on Thursday,
nal, had moved to Belfast, and that his paper rethis port fi r Rondout.
the house, barn and outbuildings ol’Joshua Elliot
Aug. 17th, at six of the clock in the afternoon, to Gale, Darby,
mains uncalled for. Will Mr. Staples communicate
choose delegates to the County Convention to be
were burned, together with the school house that
i'okkign pouts.
with this office?
ho Idea at Belfast, Aug. lbth, and to nominate a can
In the evening, between 0 and 10 didate for
stood near.
Pkk Oki»ku.
Ar. at Liverpool, Aug. tith, ships Cliarlotte AVRepresentative.
Some of our country friends have got the suicide
o’clock, the house and barn of Robert Elliot, also the
AVliite, Dyer, Mobile; PJtli, P. R. Hazeltine. Uerriof Mr. Cray, the late bank watchman, confounded,
residence of Mr. Boothbv and of Mr-. B. B. Hilling,
Waldo County Democratic Conven- maii, this port.
Ar. in the English Channel, Aug. 10th, bark Carrie
and think that it was the cashier who made
tion.
way
and a blacksmith *hop were burned. Robert Elliot’s
E. Long, of Stockton, Park, New York for Dunkirk.
with himself. .John is alive and well, and lias no inbarn contained 70 tons of hay. The lire is believed
Ar. oil Deal, July :50th, ship Frank lVudloloii,
The Democrats of Waldo County are requesttention of departing in that way.
London for Cardill.
to have had incendiary origin. Total loss about
ed to meet in Convention, bv their delegates, Nicholson,
Ar. at Gloucester, Lug., July JUth, schr. .Mattie A.
i In- night police heard a noise issuing from the
$ 15,000, ou which there was partial insurance, at the <'ourtlIoii>e in Belfast, on Satl'kday, Franklin, Gridin, Bath.
Auil'si H», l*7U, at 1<> o'clock A. M., for the
Sid. from do, July ii?, schr. Annie R. Lewi', Leu
ni'-at market of Gray & Patterson, on
Saturday Robert Elliot having about $Riuo, Joshua Elliot, purpose of nominating the following candi- is,
Sydney, C. B.
night, and thought they had a burglar caged, sure. $1,000, Mrs. Hilling, $55o.
Ar* at Abercustle, AVales, Aug. l'»th, d.iry lenten
dates: Two Senators, SheritV, Clerk of Court-,
1 heir doubts were dispelled when a large
W.
Johuson, Gloucester,
Hr.
Mitchell’s
wife
and
nial,
that
Fkkkdom.
J.
son
Judge of Probate. Register of Probate, County
dog
Ar. at Bristol, Eng., Aug, 7th, schr. Currie L.
had been locked in, came out through the window.
Commis'doner. and County Treasurer; also to
were taking a drive Sunday the (ith i11~t., when the
Woodbury,
Bangor, Maine.
She alighted from the ehoo-i* a County Committee Ibr the year I>77.
horse stumbled and fell.
Sid. from London, Aug. loth, ship Montreal, Mini/
IJfV. W. O. Thomas of Gardiner, formerly pastor
ami to transact any other business that may ett, New York.
in
horse
to
assist
when
the
unharnessing,
carriage
of tin- Baptist church in this city, is
visiting friends
At Matanzus, Aug. 4111, schr. Ralph Carlton, «.!
properly coin** before the Convention.
sprung up, striking her and putting her left shoulder
here. A surprise party was
The basis of representation is as follows: Camden, Harkness, Idg for north of Hatter.i', brig
given him at the resi- out of
joint and otherwise injuring her.
Geo. tiilchrist, do, for Buenos Ayres.
town i- entitled to two delegate-, and
dence ot George K. Wight, on Monday
Lvery
evening, by
Sid. from Havre, Aug. Mil, hip John Biinvan,
'gate for every *2.*» votes thrown
Unity.
The house ami barn belonging to l.a ohm additional
his former church friends, and a social
evening spent."
Scoville, New A ork.
lbi the Democratic eandidute for Governor in
Forest Wiggin were destroyed by tire Monday, the
Ar. at Madeira, previous to Aug. uth, schr. Annie
The lb-form Club of Buck sport, and others, num1S7-'), and one for a majority fraction.
Murehie, Gihbs, Calais.
7th inst. Most of the household articles were saved,
The Democratic County Committee will be
bering about 400 made an excursion to Camden, SatSid. from Catania, Aug. 14, brig Amy A. Lane,
but his farming tools, wagon and pig, were burned.
in session at the Court House on the day of the Costignn, United States.
urday, on tin* barge Clifford. They were unable to
The cause is unknown, as there had been no lire in
At Rio Janeiro, July
17*11i. bark Helen Ainrier.
Convention for one hour previous to its meetproceed up 1h»* river, owing to the fog, and came to
the
house
for
more than an hour previous to the dising, for the purpose of receiving the creden- Staples, from Cardill.
this city where they remained until Sunday
Sid.
from
morning.
Kicliibucto,
Aug. loth, ^chr. S. B.Hume,
L. II. Muitcn,
tials of members.
covery of the tire. It originated in the barn floor.
HiggiiH, Gloucester, Lug.
About this time the pensive clam is liable to be
Tuns. A. Snow,
Sid from St. John. N. 1L, Aug. stli, ship Sountag,
About twenty tons of bay were lost.
No insurance.
X. W. V H KEKY.
disturbed in his little bed, and to undergo experiHerriinan, Liverpool.
W. IL 1Ioix;es,
Skakmpokt. The new ship Clarissa B. Carver,
At Singapore, June L’lth, bark 11. D. Bruoknian,
ences such as are in store for the editors of Grant
1
II. Chase,
line.
is
.1.
now
at
with
deal
Tyson,
Dow,
Capt.
loading
Bangor
organs and Republican stump speakers. But then,
<). C. Camm et t,
for Liverpool. When loaded she will tow to Searssome people don’t believe in future lire and brimMathew Lasseli.,
port and receive her sails and stores.Capt. Cyrus
stone and that sort of thing.
Sehr Star Light of Until, Me., was run into in Long
S. S. Tueveti'.
Island Sound night of Aug.
Noyes, who has been absent some seven years, in
Democratic County Committee.
by steamer Culatea,
owing to the delay in getting the tax book ready
\ York for Providence, and had her head gear
from
is
on
the
Pacific
now
at
homo
command
to
ocean,
Belfast, July 21, ls7<>.
for the collector, thirteen of the fifteen days that are
carried away. She put into New London Mb to
spend a short time among his friends and early as
repair.
usually allowed tax payers to avail themselves of the
sociates.On Thursday of last week the Searsport
Deal,July JO. The ship Frank Pendleton,Nicholson,
Democratic from
Lincoln
discount, expired, leaving but two days, Monday
Loudon for Cardilf, &c, in bringing up in tin*
Cornet Band with friends made an excursion on
and Tuesday, in which the 7 per cent, can be saved.
Downs, lost anchor and a small piece of chain, which
Convention
steamer IIowcll, Capt. Wentworth, to Vinnlhaven.
were subsequently recovered.
He gathered considerable scrip on those days.
Brig Matilda, from Calais for N York, previou.-h
If one half be true of tin* good word- spoken in be
The Democrats of Lincoln County are requested
reported as having put into Newport, It I. hi distress
One of the most Inspiring and soul-stirring sights
half of the captain, his steamer, the greeting at the
to send delegates to attend a Convention to he held
was sold at auction Aug 7, to Hiram S. lb
1 of
I
in this world is to see an individual who is the vicIsland, ami the numerous other subjects of interest, at Lincoln llall, in Damariscotta, on FRIDAY, A
Providence, for 84ji).
(il'ST doth, DJii, at ! o’clock A. M.,for the purpose
Doves, Aug. -M. I lie sehr Nellie Scott, .Millan,
tim of misplaced confidence, take from the hands of it must have been a very enjoyable occasion.A
of nominating candidates for state Senator, .Judge
from Boston for Hull, 111 days, arrived here; reports
u lady and coolly eat with seeming pleasure and relclam bake on the Houston shore, on Saturday,
of Probate, sin in, County Attorney, Counts Comon the fourth day out, sprung mainmast-head.
ish, a blueberry pie in which salt forms the chief brought together a goodly crowd ot friends for a missioner, and Countv Treasu; er, to be supported at
Ship St .Mark of N York, built at I'homaston in
the m-xt State election. Also to select a County
lost on Hu^uest coast of Africa some time
ingredient. It happened at a late picnic supper in short season of social enjoyment.Capt. John Committee whose term of service will commence ISiiu, was to
July 11th. of the fleet which lias been
previous
this city.
Pendleton, who went west some two years since .Ian. 1st, ls77.
detained at the guano islands of Peru during the
of representation will be :.s follows:
Tin*
basis
and
a half, the St -Mark is the lift eolith that
Searsto
and settled in Minnesota, has returned
Buiu.il.ahv. The store ol K. C. liilton and C. W.
past year
F.ach town and plantation will he entitled to one
lias met w ith some disaster after g» t ting to sea, and
Haney, on Main street, was entered by burglars on port, where he can enjoy the sea breezes which delegate, and an additional delegate for e\ cry twen- it is believed that the frequent loss or damage to
votes, or majority fraction therevessels from that quarter i- owing to t lie long detenThursday night of last week, and some $200 worth have been his life associates. The past week he ty-live Democratic
cast for (Jen. Roberts, tin: Democratic candidate
tion there for cargoes, which are received on hoard
of clothing and furnishing goods taken. The thieves
broke ground for the erection of a homestead in of,
in
ls7d.
tor <iovernor,
very slowly. A Boston ship has been detained eight
effected an entrance through the rear cellar winwhich to pass the residue of life. His business, j
Under this call and ba>i>, Aina will be en'illed to
months, and another nearly a year, it being imposdows, and then forced the cellar door leading into learn, is to be ships and shipping.Capt. Joseph d delegates; Uoothbay 8; Bremen d, Bristol In; sible to get the requisite supply of guano, either
Damariscotta : Dresden 4, Ldgecomb d; .Jellerson
ol the article or from some delay
the store. A portion of a ladder was found in the
Wallnntt, we learn, lias recently sold bis line home- ; ; Newcastle 4; N'obleboro «i; Somerville d; Wal- through a scarcity
growing out of a change of contractors. This long
We
back yard, which indicates that an unsuccessful atdoboro Is; Westport d; Whitetield h, Wiscasset 1";
stead to Capt. Harrison Mahoney of your city.
exposure to the dry climate opein the seams of a
d
Monhegan Island d.
ship, dries up the wood, and renders the hull liable
tempt was made to get through the upper windows. welcome all such men as Capt. Mahoney to our bor- .Southport
Rt its ('. Chapman,
to sin ing a leak. The ships Louis Walsh, Cliandos
ders. Capt. Wallnutt with his estimable wife will
Kiciiaki) 1. Rani>li:tt,
ami i.enora, of this port have taken cargoes of guano
Waldo County,Lodge of Good Templars met at
Dknnis R. Ha.ni.v,
for a few years make their home on the briny deep,
from these islands the past year.
in
with
Fred
S.
Walls
Troy, Friday,
County Templar
S. Wih:ks,
Kmuhih:
and then probably come home to live with us again.
IIi:nit\ Fakkin«.T"N,
the chair, and held a very large and interes ting ses< IIAKTKKS OF Till; W I.FK.
Democratic C >unty Committee*.
sion.
Over 200 delegates representing 12 lodges
Compiled specially for the Journal.
Arc; 1st, 7th, 1S7(>.
were in attendance, and 300 Good Templars partook
Hancock County Convention.
Brig Ned White, of this port, loads a full cargo of
of the tempting eatables furnished by Sparkling
sugar, Manila to New York, under home charter;
painting, papering at 81„* gold per .'u cwt.: trig Abby Watson, of
ThG Democratic Convention of Hancock
Fountain Lodge of Troy. The prizes for the largest
the best manner.
and Draining done i
Brooklin,'dlJ tons, UK) M. lumber. Woodstock Mills
on Wednesday,
gains in numbers fairing the- last quarter were award County met at Ellsworth
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and to New York, 87.‘-'5; ship Matifda, of Searsport, s*»o
Orders solicited and
a specialty.
Rooms,
nominations:
made
tint
and
Sitting
from St. John, N. B. to Liverpool, Lug. deals,
tons,
followin'?
ed to Golden Band Lodge, of Searsmont, for largest
Satisfaction as to
will be promptly attended to.
75 shillings, delivered alongside: brig Joseph Clark.
of Deer Isle,
gain, viz.: 52 members, and tie largest ratio to Mon- For Senators, Geo. Tolman,
price* and work assured by
oi'Waldohoro, New York to Sagua in ballast, thence
M. A. CULLMAN.
return north of llatteras with molasses at 8J; hark
terey Lodge of Northport, 77 per cent. gain. The Geo. Weed, of Tremont; County AttorCorner of Miller and Cross Sts.
S. W. Holbrook, of Portland, lit* tons, from Sagua
prizes were a quarto Bible and marble gavel block. ney, John 15. Redman, of Ellsworth;
187(5.
3w45s
Belfast, May 10,
to a point north of Cape llatteras, molasses 8:»;
The next session will be at Brooks in November.
County Treasurer, Wm. W .V. Heath, ot
sehr. D. B. Kverett, ot So. fhomaston, jnu tons,
-ame voyage and rate; sehr. Mary A. Harmon, of
Tremont; Judge of Probate, Harvey 1).
Hohsk Tiiikyks. We last week mentioned a case
Cattlo Market.
Brighton
Lubec, .'111* tons, New York to Demerara and return,
Hadl ock, of Bucksport; County Commisof horse stealing in Searsmont.
On Wednesday
at or about 8-,500 and port charges; sehr. PoM Boy,
Wednesday, Aug. 9.
oi Bucksport, 174 tons, New’ York to Martinique,
night of last week, a horse and carriage were taken sioners, Richard II. Condon, of BruoksArrivals of stock at market—Cattle 3205; Sheep
private terms.
ville, and it. <I. \V. Dodge, of Biuohiil, ami
from the same neighborhood, from the barn of NaLambs 10023; Swine 9170; number Western Catthan Whitten. Mr. W. traced the horse to tills city,
Register of Probate, James A. McGown, le 3515; Eastern Cattle; Milch Cows and Northern
of Ellsworth. Tiie convention was har- Cattle llo.
and afterwards found the team at the farm of S. T.
Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—ExKdgcomb where it came the next morning after the monious and enthusiastic.
tra quality $5 502a5 371-2; first quality $5 12 l-2a5 25;
theft, minus the driver. On Thursday night parties
second quality $1 75a5 00; third quality $4 25a
entered the barn of Asa Southworth in this
150; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, Sec,
city,
l>r. II. A. Lamb of Portland, who discovered $3 25a3 75.
1 PERSONS who have un>ettled accounts of long
harnessed u horse into a carriage, and in doing so
Brighton Hides 0 l-2c per lb; Brighton Tallow finfi
X. standing will please call, settle, and save eust.
medicines for the cure of every form of Erysiparoused the household. The thief tied
1>. !•'. WELLS.
per 11». Country Hides 5 l-5a0c per lb; Country Talleaving the
7tf
elas, and the severest forms of scrofula and dis- low 5c per lb.
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1870.
team standing in the yard. On Friday night Nelson
lOallc per lb; Sheared Sheep skins 25c.
Calfskins
Furbush, who lives one mile out on the Augusta eases of the skin, can he consulted one day only Lamb Skins 50c; wool Skins $ lal 75 each.
road, had a horse stolen from his pasture, which has at the American Hotel, in this city Tuesday,
Working Oxen—But a lew pairs olfere 1 in market
The trade for
Oxen will he light
for sah*.
not yet been recovered.
All" 2S, and the 29th and 90th at Benj. Ryder’s until Cattle come moreWorkingfrom the North and
plenty
>i i< ii>K.
Alpheus Gray, night watchman in the at Isleshoro. Dr. Lamb lias effected a cure of Maine.
ANT BOOMS to let iu the house owned
Store Cattle—Not much call for them and but a
Belfast Savings Bank, committed suicide by hanging
nearly two thousand of the above eases.
by the subscriber on Spring Street, near the
few in market, nearly all the small Cattle being sold
Portland
steamboat wharf. People looking for a
on Thursday afternoon of last week. Mr.
for beef.
Gray lived
should call on
Milch Cows—Extra $55a95; ordinary $25a50 per good, cheap rent, MBS.
in the suburbs of the city and went home on the af- !
MABOABET HAL'OIL
Wo are happy to bear testimony to the head. Most of the Cows ollered In market for sale
ternoon of the suicide in,his usual manner, and after I
>870.
Hf
Belfast,
Aug.
17,
do
not
superior management of the American House, of a common grade. Prices for Milch Cows
remaining about the house some time stepped out. Boston.
Order, neatness and comfort reign vary much from week to week.
from
the
West.
About one hour afterwards Mrs. Gray went into the
Sheep and Lambs—Light supply
throughout the establishment in all its parts.
Sheep costing from 0a7 per lb. From the North the
shed and there found her husband
hanging in the Boston will doubtless he erowded*with visitors supply was large and trade dull at a decline in prices
doorway, dead. It seems that he had taken a skein this summer, and all will liud at the “Ameri- from those of one week ago of 1-2 to 3-4 c per lb.
can facilities for comfortable enjoyment such
rill IE Fall Term of Public Schools, lor Central
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale 8a9c, retail 9al0c.
of yarn that was hanging in the kitchen, and
placing as are offered at few tirst-cioss hotels.
I School District, will commence on Monday,
Fat Hogs, 8900 at market; prices 7 l-2a7 3-4 per lb.
one part over the door, put his head
the
through
Aug. L’S, 1870, and continue twelve weeks.
II. 11. Ft>BLIES. Agent.
bight, threw his weight upon it and strangled to death
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
7tf
Belfast, Aug. 10, 1870.
with his feet upon the floor. Mr. Gray never disKidney Diseases, Dropsy, and all Diseases ol
Corrected Weekly for the. Journal
played any signs of insanity, was in comfortable the Urinary Organs can he cured by Hunt’s
mystery.

Field, Register.

The following business was transacted at the August Term of said Court:
Administration [Granted on Estates of—
Edmund Mathews late of Sc ars]>ort, Khoda Mathews,
Administratrix; .losiuh Harmon late of Unity, Bet
sey Harmon, Executrix.
Guardians Appointed—Romania C. Philbrick
over Jotliam Chalmers of Unity, a non compos mentis ; Annie A. Boyle over minor heir of E. K. Boyle,
late of

Adventists

circumstances and the

Court.
15. 1*.

The Second

an

Spring

A Box or Glenn’s Sulphur Soap, which
contains three cakes and costs only sixty cents,
is .sufficient to supply material for at least
twenty Sulphur Baths which would eradicate a
whole catalogue of rheumatic and cutaneous
maladies. Sold everywhere.

Excursions.

little while ago.

up-

called to the notice to pay, of B. F.
Wells.—Rooms to let by Mrs. Margaret Haugli,
Attention is

to

■

■

ship

P. K. Hazeltine has arrived at Liv-

The

The

ing

new

erpool. .She made the passage from Cape Sable iu
sixteen days.

now.

good hay crop.

very

the golden pumpkin

now

from their upper windows—not

much.

Monday.

coming along

are

Odd Fellows don’t train under the flag

displayed

that is

week.

Convention,

misguided Republican brethren uf
County, who think that the country

have assembled

in order.

commences

“Dust to

should submit to another term of Grantitii\ the nomination of a
,m
\ iie-Rre-idunt of tin* United j ism under the fiction ot a President
n i
; nr
by the
j- j- admitd on ail hand* that there
name of Hayes, assembled at the Court
in
our Government,
toi :• form
->!t/
uimitted by the good men of all parties. House in this city on Tuesday, to nomiM •. ; 1 »ri*la ail men. all good men. nate
county officers The assemblage was
,u
party. m‘c the necessity
government and national adan
:n in
unusually
large one. as there was a
-■
A though Republicans see this
■■:. -ii.
and
imit ii. they profess to relieve sharp contest for the nominations, espece
n reform thcm>e!v<
Thai they ially that of .Sheriff, and more than the
r* :*»rin within tin* party.
They
average amount of figuring was indulgReform must conn* from the out'■ ii\e a
p;»ri\ powa-r during a long series ed in.
Castle, the State Committee man,
and it will ai»u- that ] ower. It will
was busy in
'i'lie
arranging lor the smooth
Reimblicun party lias beorrttp!.
le
ll •.e
uiv good men in the Reot tilings. Milliken slipped round
working
: ar'
There always have been and
All Democrats are. not angel*, among the crowd, as if challenging an
i »• moerat
In reform.
j .rty believ
opinion whether lie looked like going
; o.• n i.ii*n for our standard hearers
the support of MeLellan or anv
a ref Tiie r-.
e ii'
Both Tilden and over t
’■d r. i i -i* ii pari iculariy—have been otuer man.
Fred Atwood was on hand,
."'and ring* ! u \*ar.». Mr. AVi--i r*. 1 : * < <>>V"rnor Ti!d<-n*s record
ready to advise concerning the manageV : ii. and told lr-w he had redue*
ment of things politieal or
things agriculrdiinr**- ol lii«• scan
T' 1:• national ad-:
tural, especially to those who needed a
d »• »u, lie -oldinned, has become corrupt.
f i"M unparaicih-d—urh
corruption Meadow King Mower. The white hat of
!
!Ag-a
any civilized country on
V»
:
:
r. form
it. and have
Capt. Boardman, like the plume of Murat,
;
i;ier** tor our lead*-r*.
d'jie was seen wherever the battle was thickest.
> do
-o.
ms tided
ddiey wanted to
Id i'low but ci'iild uot. Hayes and Barnabas wandered about the square with
r,
d nibt goo ! men: I ut what can one
eye on the Custom House and a tear
11 iey ••anno:
:t loo*e from < Jr anti-m.
in the other.
.i.4*i < arry out rform and hi* election
-imptx In.* a continuation "1 Granti.-m
('onvcntion w.is organized f»y choice
r.*-t--nt corrupt adinim>tration. 1 could
of.lames Fowler it Fnitv as President,
r* a-m- lor till* awrtlon, hut
lit
time. ] n:%• o-i 1 r tie purpose ol and W. II.
Sherwood, of Thorndike and
1*1.u \
D. Had ock Iwp,
in.* : \o
<"
i•
p
*!ii*•
.Pel
niity. An- •J I’ l ve, ot Stockton, Secretaries. Alter
a eo mm it tee on credentials had been chosme uicii

i,,

are

meaning.

blur

the

brief address:.1;

amp-meeting
Pretty good peaches

(

of Hancock.

Republican County

Ellsworth, pro-

meeting with the follow-

1 ill

]

In point of numbers, enthusiasm and effective speeches this was one of the most successful meetings of the campaign, and a credit to
the

battery

tramp has gone to ye Centennial.
Politics are of a sudden getting red hot.

evening,

dc-s Yin--don't vote, lint their influence
uni'.l lc‘ n\er-c-tiin-iti 1.
Th.-\ arc
liind tli throne. The Ellsworth
1 «>• siaiioiicil in the gallery and per'
1 ; choice selection of airs during the
Vrn Wi-w< il. Ji-R.. 1 ’rcsi.lent ol the

The ship frame in MeGilvery’s yard ha? boon sold
parties, and is being shipped thither.

County.

Ye

The chair in closing the meeting said—We

The holies

omen.

Picnics at the

have been disappointed to-night by the absence
of one of the most distinguished political speakers in Xcw England, tiie lion. Eben F. l’illsburv. I beg lo announce that Mr. Pillsbury
will positively speak in the hall to-morrow

..

and

to Bath

ministration.'

Ih mocrats of Hancock, held their county
;
n at Ellsworth on the hth
::
lust., and in
i.inir a rousing mass meeting took place
k Hall, which was tilled to its utmost
11
large proportion of the audience be: die fair, r sex.
Their preseneP oti this

City

News of the

a

Abbott

house,

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
•10

couvemeiu.tenement.

W. II. SIMl'SON.

“PULL

DOWN

Family School for Boys. VOT7B. VEST”!

Little

Blue, Farmington,

Me.

A. II. ABBOTT will resume the charge at the
opening of the next session Sept. f>. Ail esrs
above.
w4*

MR.

us

Notice to

Creflitorsjn_Bankruptcy.

In the District Court of tile United
District of Maine.

States, for the

are now

WE and

can

having supply of VESTS
a

furnish

our

hands with

"

Parties OW'NG for MACHINES can
have work.
MONROE hands who
arc ready to work, will please notify us.
GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
1150
Belfast, June 15. 1875.
now

Lard
In the matter of Hknuv S. StaBeef
1*1.ks of Stockton, in said l)is- > In Bankruptcy,
Every Young Man should procure a copy Veal
trict.
Bankrupt. >
Cod
25
Dry
of the medical work entitled "The Science of
44
Pollock
fl.40a0.00
At Portland, in the said District, on the ninth day
Life, or Self-Preservation,” published by the
of August, A. D. 1870.
famous “Peabody Institute,’’Boston. This book
OF MAINE, SS. Said alleged bankWANTED
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
will teach the young how to avoid dangerous
rupt has proposed a composition of forty per
wanted of WALTER WILKthe County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
diseases, and from it the middle aged and those
centum to his creditors, in satisfaction of the debts
INSON who left Natick, Mass., Monday, 17th of
August, A. I). 1870.
In this city, August Oth, by Rev. J. A. Ross, Mr.
more advanced in life may attain to a restoraowed by said bankrupt to each of his creditors pay-1
feet
about
is
high, large black eyes, dark
April,
T B. FERGUSON, Administrator of the
tion of a prostrated system to active health. It William Marshall and Mrs. fcarnh E. Abbott, both
able as follows: twenty per centum upon confirmabrown hair, was well dressed, lie was last heard
Estate of Jonathan Ferguson, late of Belfast,
tion of proceedings by the court, and twenty per
is the result of deep study aim most extensive ol- Montville.
from in Belfast, in May last. Address.
In Northport, Aug. 2d, by Win. A. Pendleton,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presentcentum at the expiration of twelve months thereMl)W. WILKINSON,
medical practice, and may be relied upon. The
Esq., Mr. Edward 11. Jackson and Miss Annie L. ed his first and final account of Administration for after, or thirty per centum, payable upon confirmaBox 5iW, Natick, Mass.
3wfi*
extremely valuable and interesting book enti- Crockett, both of Northport.
allowance.
tion of proceedings by the court, and a meeting of
tled “Sexual Physiology of Woman and Her
In Waldo, Aug. lJth, by W. E. Mitchell, Esq., Mr.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
the creditors of said alleged bankrupt lias been
Diseases” is also published by the Institute. Samuel Kingsbury, and Mrs. Rachel Clements, both tice to all persons interested by causing a
at the office of Charles
copy of ordered and will be heldCustom
this order to be published three weeks successively
Also, “Diseases of the Nerves and Nervous of Waldo.
House, at Bellas
llamlin, Register, in the
In
of
in
the
on
the tKU! day of August,
is
Mr.
Freeman
Journal
at
that
another
in
the
of
work published by the
Prospect, July 1st,
Waldo,
Belfast,
Partridge
Republican
County
Maladies,”
printed
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at A. L>. 1876, at 10 o’clock, A. M., to consider the said
Institute, an exhaustive treatise on these sub- [Prospect, and Miss Linda A. Moore of Frankfort.
In Monroe, Aug. nth, by John W. Nealley, Esq..
nrsiiELs frime yellow corn
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second j proposition as provided by Rule XXXVI of General
jects. By referring to’ the advertisement in Mr. Willard Curtis
of Waldo, and Miss Emma Annis
fy\ /" "just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock be- ; Orders in Bankruptcy. Petition for said meeting
unother column, it will be seen that the author of Monroe.
Is
of
excellent, quality.- For sale LOW.
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Cora
A.
I>.
The
1876.
tiled 0th day of August,
of these important works has recently been preIn Rockland, July 3uth, Mr. Thomas Ilanrahan of the same should not be allowed.
In store at Lane's Wharf.
WM. P. PREBLE,
sented with a Hold Medal by the National Med- Thomaston, and Miss Fannie M. Seddington, of LonALBERT CARTER.
of
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
Clerk of the U. S. District Court, for the District
1
ical Association. Read the advertisement.
till
A true copy, Attest :—B. P. Field. Register.
don, England.
Belfast, Aug. 9, 1870.
Maine.
Iw7
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7q/\a

Jeaiinetto

and

J«.

Two girl 1 know—Jeannette ami
And one is alwa>s moping;
i in- other ':i-i«*, eonie what may,
I.- e\ er brave 1> hoping.

Comfort

Jo,

Au

of face and girldi grace
Arc their-, lor j >y or miitow;
Jeanne
lakes brig idly every day,
And J » dreads eat ii to-mo;: ow.
morn tin y watched
belli stand togi t her;

!

'1

saw

ir \\ a it
\)<
-mb d
i•

the dawn—

da> sport, ‘twas very
on the wea; her.

plain,

“Twill -form!'* cried Jo. Jeannette spoke low
“Ye-. hut't will -won he over.”
And as she sp:>ke, the sudden sliower
( aim
beating daw n the clover.

:

“I told you so'" cried angry Jo,
1: .d ways
a-raining !”'
Then hid i;er face in dir* despair,
Lamenting and complaining.
Hut sweet Jeannette.
;i:e hopeful
1 tell it to her honor
l.o.>keJ up ami waited tiil the sun
Came streaming in upon her;

yet—

—

i'he broken clouds sailed otT in crowds,
Across a sea of gb»rv.
Jeannette and Jo ran. laughing, in—
Which ends my simple story.

Joy is divine.

Come storm, come shine,
1 he hopeful are toe ala Idest,
And doubt aud dread, dear girls, believe
Of all things are the saddest.

in

in the other.

morning's light, let youth he bright;

"My husband, sir,” she said, drawing
out a handkerchief, while tier lips quiver-

l ake in the sunshine'’tender;
1 Men. at the dose, shall life’s decline
IP full of -unset-splendor.

ed.

And ye who fret, try, like Jeannette,
To slam all weak complaining;
And not. like Jo, cry out too soon—
“ll always /.< a-raining'

Mary .Mapcs Dodg

Jewels of

Nicholas

•, x.

Thought

lor

was

and Devotion.

strong

goal 1 'Mini
i*a, weary Jn-i.rt, thy task ’ii> wellnigh done!
J ee tar olf the gol-iell setting -U11
l lo- work well wrought that was so sad begun

as

white and sad and
she sat there, that his heart
so

touched

■■Did lie die a natural death?” he asked,
softly chewing on the food and bending
the lull glance of the large eyes upon her.
“Yes, sir.”
"It's a had thing in one so young as you
to lose her protector.
But he died a
natural death, and there is comfort in
that
He slapped another piece of meat
upon another piece, of br< ad and quietly

put his teeth through them.
"You know,” he presently added, revolving the morsel in his mouth and assuming an appearance of delicate cheerfulness, "that he died calmly with everv
want attended to, and loving hands to ad-

l)o you, too, feel tin- woe.
I In- mi.->t tha: blind-* my eyes, all cdd an ] gray,
lilt Tog that settle-* round my t loubted wa
l b- clouds that settleHut they cannot stay—
Kise up and \' atcli them go!
So near

She looked

drooping

August.

Su near the goal, so near!
I he portal- open with a sound like song;
The path i-lo-t in hi iglitin-.'- that so Jong
Wandered’mid shadows! < hi, my .oil!, be
And do not Tear.

Affliction.

with peaked lcatures,
elderly
large u atcry eyes and an attire of dilapidated respectability, called at a Danbury
house last Friday for a “lunch.” He said
he was traveling from Boston to Buffalo,
at which latter place he had great expectation- Ho sat down at the kitchen table
with his long legs coned up under it, and
his long arms spread out upon it, while
his ponderous nose stood out like a grease
spo. ou r. pair of white pants.
The woman of the house brought him a
plate of bread and meat a:.d a bowl of
coffee
While she was plaei. g the things
he noticed that she wore a black dress and
a look of pallor.
Had a death, madam?” he softly inquired, as lie squared himself for the repast.
"Yes, sir.”
"Lately ?”
“Last Tuesday,” she answered, faintly.
“1 was sure of it. Father? mother?
sister? brother?” he asked, taking up a
piece of meat with one hand, and slapping it appetizingly upon a piece ot bread

Heaaty

(early

in

man

the

minister to him—could

I trouble you for

A

Stupendous

Job

at

Drainage.

in this country, where land is abundant
and cheap, it would seem strange to attempt the “making” of land by pumping
the water from lakes and ponds into the
ocean in order that the bottom might be
used as fields for the growing of human
food—but this is just what has been done
for centuries in Holland—an old country,
the people of which are thought by many
to be somewhat staid and slow in their
ways, and not at all possessed of that genius and spirit which are the characteristics
of new nations—an estimate by no means
correct. One of the most stupendous undertakings of this kind ever performed by
man, was the drainage of the Haarlem
Lake in Holland, the first inception of
which dates back to 1043, and which was
agitated and discussed until work was
finally commenced upon it in 1839. The
district to be reclaimed covered an area
of seventy square miles, or ten wide by
fourteen in length, and the water in the
lake had an average depth of about thirteen feet.
This lake was formed in the
sixteenth century by an inundation which
united four ponds into one, destroyed several villages and gradually encroached on
the land till the lake reached the area of
nearly 45,000 acres; and in order to drain
it, it was necessary—as no sluices could
be constructed to carry off the water—to
raise the water an average height oi sixteen feet and to an estimated amount of
35,000,000 tons in a month for two years.
So

gigantic

an

undertaking,

it seems,

would have daunted any but these patient, determined Hollanders, who by
quietly and determinedly plodding along
have, in all departments of their social,
industrial and national life accomplished
such wonders.
The lake having been completely encircled by a huge dike, the work of pumping
out the water was commenced. This was
done by means of an enormous engine of
Knglish manufacture, constructed partially as an experiment, and for which the
builders were to receive a certain amount
whether it succeeded or not, and a part ot
which they were to assume themselves
This immense engine was of 1081 horse
power, making ten strokes per minute,
andjit worked eleven pumps of 03 inches
diameter each, and ten feet stroke, the
maximum capacity being sufficient to raise
112 tons of water ten feet at each stroke.
These pumps were set around in a circular tower which contained tiie engine,
and from the upper portion of which the
balance beams radiated, one for each
pump. The pumps raised, in actual work
sixty-six tons of water at eaeli stroke, ilis
charging the water into a canal, thirtyeight miles in length and 1;!0 feet wide,
situated outside of the dike, constructed
for the double purpose of affording a
means for the disposal of the water pumped out, and a channel for active navigation
interrupted by the building ot the dike,
l he work of pumping out was commenced
with one machine in .May, 1818, and alter
il had worked eleven months, the waterlevel of the lake had linen reduced only
:> 1-2 inches.
Two additional machines of
like capacity to the one above described
were set at work one year later, and the
drainage of the lake was virtually completed in July, 1852. Its completion was
celebrated by general rejoicings, and by
the issuing of several medals to commemorate tiie event.
One of these was struck
by tiie government and contained this inscription, in Latin: "Haarlem lake, alter
having for centuries assailed the surrounding holds to enlarge itself by their destruction, conquered at last by the force of machinery, has returned to Holland its -11,280 acres of invaded land.
The work
commenced under William 1. iu ls.'.ff, has
been ffnished in 185:1, under tiie reign of
William HI." The commissioners under
whose supervision the work was accomplished. and who had served long and
faithfully without compensation, accepted
as a sufficient remuneration for ait their
labors, these live words, inserted lit authority in the Official Journal in 1852:
L' Jmc rti a sec,'1—-the Lake is dry ! The
total cost of the work was $5,712,000.

little mustard?” She wcariedly arose
and got him the article. "There's comfort in that, isn't there?” he continued,
1’effect scheming demands omni-eiem-e.
referring to the passing away of the deNothin#' i- so good a- il si ems hcforchaiid.
ceased.
li's easy linding reasons why oilier folks
“aes, she saul. in a low tone, wiping |
should he patient.
her eyes.
"Nmv you know,” he said, looking inIbnum iaiion remain- sorrow, though a sorrow borne willingly.
tently at her with his eyes, while his
it might
We band folks over to < Lid's mercy, and hands spread the mustard,
•diow none our-ch» s.
have been much different and far worse,
run over by a train of
Men’s muscle- move better when their soul- lie might have been
coal-cars and cut into pound lumps stuck
a tv making merry music.
lull of gravel ?”
We ran hardly learn humility and tenderness
“I know," said she with a shiver.
.-tillering.
eiiought except by
"Then, again, he might have been
\nitnals arc such agreeable IVierd—ih« y ask
blown up in a defective saw-mill,” said
no ijwc-tions, they pa-- no eritici.-ms.
the stranger, taking mother bite at the
i’.lows are sarcasms turned stupid; wi! i- a
food, and gently closing his eyes as if
form '•» force that leaves the limbs at n-I.
hotter to picture the irredeemable horror
More 11 i p i’n 1 than all wi-doin is one draught of this; proposition, “and only about twohuman idly that will not forsake us.
thirds of him, and that badly damaged,
our
i-inwrought in our enthusiasm as evi r return to your agonized sight.”
( lectric:!v i- inwrought in tin* air, exalting i'.s
A low soli behind the handkerchief was
power Ly a stibtle presence.
tile only response, while lie opened ids
Humiliation i- a gu---i that only conn- n> eyes in time to detect a 11 y making extho-c \vh » ha', e made I'- ady hi- resting-place
traordinary eilbrts to shake its hind-legs
and will give him a fair welcome.
free from the mustard. Coming mechanNo man ever yd forg'd by trvingto forget; ically to tiie assistance of the insect, he
but In- i- ..]) the highway to ibrgetfuines- when said:
he trio to remember.
•Tl is bail enough to lose him, I’ll ad'I’raveilcrs deserihe a trie in the island of mit that, no one would be so calloused as
Java whoso
pestiferous exhalations blight to deny that.” he said, looking around inevery tiny blade of grass within the compass of
quiringly, as if to make, quite sure that no
So
it- shade.
it is \\ ith despoli.-m.
Ituitini.
such a party was in sight. "Still it could
1 labits, though in their commencement like
have been much wot-e. you know, lie
tiiiny line of a spider, trembling at every
have been prematurely perforated
breeze, may in the end prow a- iinks of tem- might
pered steel, binding a deal hi- -s being to eternal with the ramrod of a camion, and had to
Mr-. Sigourney.
have had chloroform ipjocted in him at
leiieity or woe.
an expense of sg.y a
< hie
day. Cut it' he’d
great and kindly thought, ironi a retired
and obscure man may iiv-• wiien thrones are fallen into a vat of hut oil and had ail his
fallen and tie- memory of tho-c who tilled them ili'slt
peeled oil', you'd never got over it,
obliterat'd, and, like an limb ing lire, may illu- would
you"
minate and ijuicken all future generations.
"No, sir." said site, burying iter face
[Chapin.
still deeper in her handkerchief
» hat
every day ha- it- pain- and sorrows i"(>ii, there area hundred ways lie might
and
universalrienn.d,
almost
univer-ally exp<
have died," ho went on, taking a sweep
ly eonlt -sed: but let u- not attend only to
mournful truth-. Jf we look impartially about with the knife at a fly, in the exuberance
ii- we -hall liud tha*
every day ha- likewis. it* of his delight that tilings were as they
pleasures and its joy
were instead of as they might have been,
1 iJAYKit is iMi.M.-i:.
Ih ul pray cr is joyous, j “lie might have perished in a fire and
bceau-c the protuF F true. The sense of want been dug "id id the ruins tite next
day
F more than balanced by i he assurance of blesswith a pickaxe, lit: might have fallen oil'
i he size ot the “polder,1 or territorv
ing. The spirit recognized this when lie coupled a
and
struck
on
his restored
two-story building
“thanksgiving” with “supplication.” The reaby the pumping out of the lake
face
had
and
tu
the
funeral
son lor such union < f a> ts
gone through
was 44,0$) acres, of which 41,0 is acres
springs Irom the
union of iaeis. There is always and necessari- on his stomach, with weeping friends are valuable land
subject to taxation—the
ly. a great joy in e ei^eious want it alien Jed by pressing the last fond kiss on the back of remainder
being marie up of roads and castrong lailh that the supply is more than his head.”
nals. The laltcr have been ring within the
enough to meet it. If \w prayed to a stdlish,
llore the narrator shuddered hnnsell at
»ld-!i lilted, sordid < »•><!, thOshadow of despair
rlike, lor a distance of nearly 760 miles,
would chill our supplications; but the wealth the awful prospect of such a catastrophe, and roads have been made for a
length of
of love and generosity we know our Father exwhile the bereaved woman agonizingly 166 1-6 miles, so that the total
length id'
ercises toward us easts a rainbow over the
protested against his proceeding.
water courses and roadways within the resou 1, and drops rays of gladness into its
depths,
You’ll admit it might have been claimed area is over nine hundred miles.
ir pray .-i s
n al ly praFe that it is
making
worse?"
he
asked
with
undisguised1 The lake polder now has a population
impossible to divide between them, or teii
where the former begins or the latter ends. anxiety
of between eleven and twelve thousand,
“Ask and receive” F a sweet sentence. Not
•'Oh, yes, sir." she replied, wiping her mainly devoted to agriculture. Col. Warthat t!ie Lord alway
gives the precise tiling
we ask; lie gives that or something better,
ing, who has given a very thorough aeif eyes.
"1 am glad of that,” said he. exploring count of the method of
w e misjudge. I Ie judges for us. >o that w* ha\e
draining this lake
"Alllictions in his Farmer's Vacation, says these peoFie henelii of Hi- infinit•
wisdom as well as his under jaw with the fork.
the Wealth of Ilis love.
Faith rejoices in this. will come, but if we try to think ot those
ple generally own farms of small size,
Doubt F anxious about the thing we desire; which are
greater that have not come to and that there is much more activity,
faith delegates all to (iod, and rests rejoicing
then we are better aide to boar those more
us,
cultivation, and very much greater
that Divine wisdom supervises and corrects our
that do. It’s been illy object to teach you evidence of
wishes. Thus prayer is praise.
good farming among them,
that a natural death is not a thing to des- than arc to be found in new districts in
pise in these days ol rush, crash, and our own country. '■Here,'’ he continues,
Lynch Law in Kansas.
splutter, and if you have learned the les- “one can best study the customs of the
[Special to tile St. Louis tjlobc.j
son, my mission is accomplished, and i
whole kingdom, for tlie inhabitants have
Swill telrilmtion, terrible but ju-t. was vis- go my way.
I don't, want to intrude, of come from
every province, and each has
ited early tlii- morning upon Raphael Williams,
course, mi the privacy of a deep grief, built and done his own
tie colored lieiid wbu violated the person oi a
farming according
but
if
the
deceased
was
about
build,
my
to the practices of his former home.” The
Mr-. I civ is last Thursday night, at Camden
and
left
behind
a
not
too
in
vest,
l'oint. Mo.
Williams was captured Friday
gaudy
general insults of this vast enterprise are
morning last, and. alter considerable trouble, pattern. 1 should be pleased to take it comprehended in a
single paragraph lroin
tin- otiicers of the law -in reeded in getting tlie
along with me, as a souvenir of departed the above delightful work, which we
idprit upon a train, when lie was taken to worth
lie paused an instant, and then
Tint to ( i;y. a small town across the -Missouri
copy:—"in this vast plain, so lately the
River, about -even miles trom here. Threats added, with touching solemnity, "these bottom ot a deep navigable lake, straight
were eonsiatitlv being made against tlie
prison- were his victuals, and it would seem ap- roads are bordered with trees; substanr, but tin- jail lining strong and well guarded
propriate, as well as beautiful, to have tial and often elegant farm-houses are
to fc if- ware entertainci lint tiiat
Williams them licit! in by Ids vestures.”
seen on every hand; over 60,000 letters
would receive trial by due process of law.
When lie went away he had as a souv- are distributed
i Inis pa—ed Friday and Saturday
annually; throughout the
nights, and enir of
he
tiic night, id' Sunday, when the crisis ardeparted worth, something
whole commune there arc police, cemerived.
About TJ:i.', o'clock tiiis morning a could pull down if required so to do.
teries, lire engines, all the appliances of
wagon, drawn by two powerful gray horses.
[Danbury News.
Dutch civilization, as well organized as
du-h"d furious!) through the silent streets ol
in any of tho older districts; periodical
the sleeping v illage, awakening the inhabitants
to a iiill
At a recent meeting of the Grand
realization of tlie dreadful tragedy
cattle-markets are regularly held; the
Lodge
•viiich was soon to be enaeted. Following tlie ot Odd Fellows, the
report ot the (fraud diligence makes its stated trips; a steam'agon earn, a body of men. numbering one
Master shows that 1’ejepscot Lodge, Brun- boat plies on the encircling canal; grainhundred and twenty-live, marching swift iv and
has been reinstalled, and Echo at mills arc at work, and all the necessaries
-ilently, some hearing guns on I icir shouiders. swick,
t il being armed with
fu
weapons of some desrrip- Berwick and West l’aris at West Paris have of life are obtained within the polder,
l ion. Tile jail stands in the center of the
The report of the villages are artisans, manufacturers,
town, been added the past year.
next to tile ('riurt-liouse, and for tliis the stern
the Grand Secretary shows the number of and professional men of all sorts—in a
body of avengers made their way. As the wa- members to be
7,305, an increase during word, thrift, industry and prosperity have
gon. which contained erowbarsi axes, sledges
taken complete possession.”
and oilier tools to be used for tlie purposeof the year of l.lbb; number of lodges, of;
birring the jail, passed over the bridge which brothers relieved, 401, widows’ families
-pan- tic Hath; River, tlie noise must have relieved, -15; brothers buried, 55; numJLxtremes of Temperature.
awakened the jailer and the inmates of the
ber of weeks sickness paid 4,092; paitl for
prison, a- they were all up and partially dressThe most int* use lieat reported during the
ed when the lynchers arrived, in dread antici- relief ol brothers, §17,150; ditto families,
reeent heated term was at New Paltz, near
pation of the tact tiiat some one's time had §1,042 ; education of orphans, §145; buryPoughkeepsie, N. V., where tin.* mercury reconn for tlie rendering
up of account for deeds ing deatl, §2,012; total, §21,250. The corded 112 degrees in the shade. There n:*e
done here below.
amount ot annual receipt was §04,040; lew
portions of the globe where so extreme a
Arriving at tin: jail, the Vigilantes posted hinds invested,
$135,300; cash on hand, temperature is ever felt. Standard meteoropickets around tin- square, to prevent interven- §7.011.
1 tables give :i list of localities where a
Tht!
logies
otlieers
elected for
tion from outside parties, alter which live of
grand
temperature of 100 degrees is sometimes exS K. Dyer, Portthem advanced to tin- door and knocked. As the ensuing year are :
ceeded. They are tile United States, Canada,
t in- Sheriff, 31 r. Colley, opened tin- door, lie was
land, Master; \\ E Hogan, Bath, Dep- Central America, tiie West Indies.
Greece,
seized by two of them, wlii'e tile other three
; Joshua Davis, Portland, Secretary;
uty
Arabia, India, Afghanistan, Persia. Egypt,
dashed by. and, meeting the Deputy, Sir. Slorn,
D W. Nash, Portland, Treasurer; B C.
Desert of Sahara, and Cape Colony. Blit tile
obtained the key s of the ceils from him. The
northern part of the United States exeeeds all
Sheriff, knowing well enough their mission, re- Stout!. Bridgton, Representative; John
other localities in the wide range of the therquested them not to allow the other prisoners Recti, Auburn, Warden.
mometer.
It is not unusual in severe weather
to escape, hut as soon as they got Williams, to
for the mercury to fall 15 degrees below zero,
lock the door again. This request was complied
’1 he Dublin Zoological Gardens have and a much greater degree of cold is often inwith, and Williams, with a r ipe around his
sustained a heavy loss in tlie death of a dicated. If we take 15 degrees below zero for
neck, was dragged from his dungeon, while the
beautiful lioness, known by the title of the point of maximum cold and 112 degrees
other inmates, who had remained silent
spectaabove zero for the point of maximum heat we
tors in fear of their lives, were
securely barred "Old Girl.” She was born in,the Garden, have a therommetl'ic range of 127 degrees. It
and bolted in again. The keys were, then deliv- of South African
on September I,
stock,
is this vicissitude in the climate that makes it
ered to the Sheriff, when the mob. still silent
I SAD, ami died on October 7, 187.7, after six so trying for the energetic and industrious
and stern, drugged the poor wretch behind
th'-in by mean-- ot a rope tightly knotted around weeks’prostration from chronic bronchitis. American race. We are never prepared for
these sudden changes; even tile wisest weather
bis neck, to tlu* tree which was so soon to be
During her long and honored career she prophet can never
predict them, it is not unnis gallows. On the way to death Williams presented the Gardens with
fifty-four cubs, usual after a heated term to have a sudden fall
begged pitiliiily, prayerfully for bis life—asking of which she
reared
actually
fifty, losing in (lie mercury of 25 degrees; sometimes there
it not for himself, but lor tiie wile and babe be
will be a fall of 12 degrees in as many minutes
left la-hind; hut his appeals were useless, llis only four.
with the coining of a fresh easterly breeze.
was a crime for which no atonement could I t
There are a good many illustrations These are the fatal seasons to old persons, inmade, and so, in the cold, dull gtay of the
valids anil small children, for the system is
morning, the soul of the to ltd whose unre- nowadays of the story about that man who enervated
by the lieat and can not recover from
strained passions had periled the life of a wo- went
He
had
owned
the
shock.
through
bankruptcy.
man and plunged a household itilo
deepest woe a line horse and
was sent unhidden before its Maker, with no
buggy, and the team disfor a time, but by and by it was
time for preparation or to breathe a
The Kansas City Times says: “There
parting appeared
prayer.
doing service for the same owner again. was no preaching in this town last SunThe place of execution was a large tree. On
asked
what
this
the
man’s
meant,
being
day, tmd all in consequence of a practical
Standing but a short distance front the depot of
"I went through
the Chicago, ltoek Island and Pacific Railroad, reply was,
bankruptcy, joke perpetrated by a lively young girl.
but
team
went round.” [Springfield The
tiny
and from a large limb the hotly swung until
young- girl, inspired by the world,
cut down by the Coroner.
the flesh, and a little devil mixed, sat
Upon the back of I’tiion.
the corpse was placed a placard
bearing a
down late on Saturday evening, and sent
statement that, owing to the inelUeieney of toe
This world is full of bitter disappoint- a note to each of the
laws ot the State of -Missouri
pastors. The misfor
the
providing
ments and sudden trials, that break upon
sives were on tinted paper, and written
punishment o( such malefactors, the avengers,
who numbered among them some of the oldest us like thunder from a cloudless sky, but
nicely. They each contained these words:
anti most respected citizens of Platte
All is discovered—liy.
County, at no time is the soul of patient, much enNine of the
had deemed it advisable to take the law into
man
so
as
when
he
during
hardly tried,
preachers lied to St. Louis, and three
their own hands, and administer the justice
to
shave
himself in a great hurry went West.”
goes
which was in this ease so richly merited.
Alter the hanging the Vigilantes quietly dis- Sunday morning, and discovers, at the first
persed to their several homes, leaving the body pull, tiiat his wife had opened a can of
The first seeds of matrimonial discord
swinging to and fro with every breeze which peaches with his razor Saturday night. are usually sown
immediately after going
stirred the foliage above the dead. Tiie names
to house-keeping. Itjisjnot because the tenof those composing the Committee are not [TSurlington Hawk-Eye.
wave
of
der
known, and the probabilities tire that they
harmony no longer pulsates
Tho mulatto who brought the last tid- from soul to soul. It is because she insists
never will lie, as the citizens were too
badlyfrightened to make any movement whatever ings, as it were, of Charlie Ross, has dis- on his doing the
marketing immediately
toward ferreting them but, while, to tell the
appeared. Mr. Ross-lost his temper dur- after breakfast on a full stomach, when
truth, the majority of the inhabitants of the
an interview with him, last week, and
he dosn'tcare whether he has eanvas-baek
village, being in full accord and sympathy with ing
the lynchers, will make no great ellbrt to dis- exclaimed: “If 1 blit made the eifort, I duck or a boiled dish-rag for the next
cover who were those diree'-lv interested in
could have you hung.” The mulatto was meal.
sending Raphael Williams to Id's doom.
either frightened by this strong language
or tired of
“You are the dullest boy 1 ever saw!” crossrepeating liis lies, for he tailed
An editor, quoting Dr. Hall’s advice to “eat
to keep his appointment the next day, and ly exclaimed a bald-headed old uncle to his
not
over
three
times
a
regularly,
duv, and noth- has r.ot been seen since. It is
said that nephew. “Well, uncle,” replied the youth, “you
ing between meals,” adds, “Tramps will do
can’t expect me to understand things as quick
well to cut this out and put it in their bank- Mr. Ross is convinced that the mulatto as
you do, because you don’t liave tbe trouble
books.”
saw the child after the abduction.
of getting ’em through your hair.”
Welcome! o,
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Two Newport antiquaries have been
working away at the Old Stone Mill in
hopes oi finding a new theory. They are
of opinion that it was built by the Norse
Freemasons as a temple, with the symbolic
seven pillars.
One of their reasons is that
the windows are in the east, south, and
west, and not in the north side at all.
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These

mackerel—more so
Thursday two sons of Cap tain
is fail of

.lolm 1’. Adams, u farmer west of Hiasgow, near
Winchester, recently cut, thrashed and had some
wheat ground at a mill three miles away, amt was
at home ill time to have biscuits from tin- Ilnur, ail
in tiie same afternoon.
Phil Sheridan would have gone ulf long ago to
light the Indians, without waiting for orders, if his
sweet babe had not taken advantage of the green
corn season to inaugurate two more lower jaw
teeth.

and

Bleedingtfthe
Lungs cured by
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permanent
tom and stage of Catarrh. It is
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herbs and

principle

tial medicinal

alone obtained, while
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is

who have tried all other remedies
the honor of the
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Revere House.

FOR

A.

SALE

BELFAST,

HOMESTEADS.
If you want reliable information, where and how to
§? A IB .▼■ ,or government Bfl <» sti«**t«>aal
get a
free, send your address to S. J. GILMORE, Land
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive gratis
a copy of The KaiiM.iv l*iu ific lIonie«teti<l.

cheap

CENT.
1H
PFR
I \ I
Pfc*DS

NET

for the money lender. Inpaid semi-annually in X. V. Extimes the loan
change. .Security :* to
in land alone, exclusive of tin* buildings. No investment safer. No payments more promptly met.
Best of references given. Send stamp for particulars. I». *. IB. JOHNS *ON. Negotiator of
Mortgage Loam*, Ht. I'aid, Minnesota.
B
terest

SINKs7

Manufactured by the Miller Iron Co. of Providence,
It. L, are the best for the protection of houses against
offensive odors or any obstructions in the trap, or

pipe. Send for testimonials
Plumbers, and Price-List.

waste

from Practical

Also Manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work for
Lawns, Gardens, Parks, Cemeteries, &e.
Also, Milers’ Patent Grinders, for Milling Castings
in Foundries, &c.

tf^llluitrateil Catalogue

nciiI

free*.

MIND READING. PSYCHOMANCY. FASi’l cination. Soul Charming, Mesmerism,

and
Marriage Guide. Showing how either sex
may fascinate aud gain the love and affection of any
person they choose instantly. 400 pages. By mail
50 cts. Hunt & Co., 139 8. 7th St., Phila.

Hair and Tooth Brushes!
COMBS OF ALL KINDS.
A Large Lot Selling Low at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE.
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Agont of tin* I’.oston Marino 1 nsuranco Company.
For Skakspout and Vn-initv, and Agent fm tlu
sale of PITCH PIN H 1.FM15F.:: ami l I Mill ll.
From W. L. Ill < K.
Ship Ordors, P.riilgos, t\c.
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Foreclosure Notice.
SAVINGS BANK of Bangor, in CounBANGOR
ty of Penobscot, gives notice that Tin: Fort
J’oixt Hotel

Comi’any, a corporation organized
under an act of the Legislature of Maine, by its
deed dated the twenty-seventh day of November A.
1). 1871, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Heeds, Book 15(5, page 340, conveyed in mortgage
to Charles 11. Sam ord and Hrun Ross, of Bangor, County of Penobscot, their heirs and assigns,
a certain lot of land with
buildings thereon, situate
in Stockton, in the County of Waldo, at “Fort Point”
so called, being the hotel and lot on which it stands,
near tin* government “light-house” and being all
and the same premises conveyed to said corporation
by said Hanford & Boss by deed dated June LI, 1871,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 155,
page 454. including all rights of way specified in said
deed, reference to said deeds to be lmd for more particular description. And afterwards, on the same
day, said Sanford & Ross, mortgagees aforesaid, by
their written assignment thereof, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 150, page 547, assigned
said mortgage, together with the notes secured
thereby, to said Savings Bank, as collateral security
for their two notes of hand of same date, for five
thousand dollars each—reference to said deeds to be
bad.
The conditions of said mortgage being broken the
said Bangor Savings Bank hereby, by reason of
such breach, claim to foreclose said mortgage.
BANGOR SAVINGS BANK.
By Samuel I>. Thurston, Treasurer.
1870.
3w5
Bangor, July ”‘J,
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Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, oils, Class, &c. No. oJ Main
Street, Belfast, -Mo.
tthi
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Main Contra] Railroad.
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‘^Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
liepairing. Miot (inns liepairetl and Pored to shoot
d..-.,
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
.Jan. 1st, l.s?r.—tf
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jCOiKIYGlASS MFC GO.
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MFR’S WiMDOW GJASS.BOTTLES SC.

SANBORN HOUSE,
whore ho will ho glad to welcome ilicin.
Ihe house
is m ar the depot, well litted and oilers every induce

Haw Lost, How Restored'
.1
(
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i:
I.
|:! *.
iihcrnfU'i
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jirpppnm
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This tirin confidently assure the masters and owners id ships that they have the he>t of facilities lor
executing every branch of slopwork, for hothw ooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
tt'!«i
satisfactii n.

NOTICE.

CS-e
with A. 11. Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 7o Main Street,)
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he D now located on

(Formerly

Cliurcli M.. 'h\U door lo the Court House,
Where he is

Furniture

prepared to do all kinds of

&

Repairing

Upholster-

IN(J A r SHORT NOTICE.
And Prices to suit tin* times. 1 shall make Coknick
and Dr.wkry Work a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime;
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
LamliKKQflNS in Cretone or Worsted Hoods cut
and made to order.
in

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.

Work taken from houses and returned witho =
extra expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and as many new
ones as .will favor me with a call tit my new place.
I remain, Respectfully,
(JED. DkPROFX.
3mos4u
Belfast, June 8, 1870.
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iNsigns.

St..opposite Kilby St.,Boston

ATLlt an ex?t n-ivt practice of upward-ol ::r
> ears, eon t inin-s t o secure Patents in tin- I nit d
Stall's; also in tireat Britain, Prance, anti ot lor for
eign countries. Caveats, Speeitications, A.-'iyu
ments,ami all papers for Patents e.xrctitcdon n a-mi
able terms, with despatch. Itesearche- made to ih
teriniue the validity and utility of Patent- et i n\ i-ii
tions, and legal and other atlviee remlere i in all
( opies ol' the ■•aim- ot
matters touching the same.
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
A'* Agent'H in the t'niti./ Sfaf, s posse*.its snperi->r
facilities for obtaining i‘atcnts or ascertn ini ny the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
1
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ot
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TKS TIM!) MAPS.
“1

regard

Mr.

Kddy

as

successful practitioners
ticial intercourse.

oneot the nm-t capabh and
with whom 1 have had ol
CIIAItLK.s MAsnX,
• 'om’s'r of Patents.”

Id i:

Cane’s !

Oane’s I

A (lotul Assortment of 'anc\- and Light W alking Slicks til
TIERVEY’S JEWELRY Store.

\1. til S M I s in
in.i.a!:- I’m »"i

its l u;i: l'i;iii.I
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I’. .M<>: rill, i;•-m.t1,
1 June, l\enm bunk.

A uson

Joseph

L,. I>. M. SWEAT. Pr.-sidrnt.
A. W. COOMBS.
!■

or

ll

circular- vr
A. \V.

int.-rmat

i*n a.births

ooMBS. >ccrct:iry, Portland

CALL

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
lb fore purchasing vour goods. There vou will
find t icinr.al llAlMiWAKi;. PALM’S, oi!>
and \ XKMSHI.s, N A11>, bl.A>S, and
1 AKMKU'S fool.-,. con-tantlv o
ban t un i
Pon't forget
for sale at I.( i\V KS I’ PKH L>
the place. WdilElPS, Ni* ! Plu-nix Knw
ti4:
April 20 ls;a.
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Searsport.

the Bem v-o M VK
eruald, Proprietors. pi
purchase Marlde Wb»rk of any d«do -** of me as cheap as they can buy

AYE tak-

Hi. l.
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Wmiks, <' I k \ I
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wishing

to

script ion can
any where in this Slate.

A. T.

Searsport,Sept, lfi,

1875.

QLIMBY.
tfll

GRANITE

Iron Ware!
FOR

Somerville, Mass.

.‘linos'!

A.
Belfast

Savings Bank.

a

REMOVED to their new Hanking Room
House Square, are prepared to re
deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 1*. M.
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Brest.
John II. Quimry, Treas.
Belfast June 8th 1874.
tf
in Custom
HAVE
ceive

1

97 Exchange Street,

tions in u form to secure lor them an carh and fa\ or
able consideration at the Patent Olliee.
KDMU.N 1> lil'KIv'K, late om’s'r of Patent-.’

“Mr. It. H. Knnv has made for tne over I'll I it i V
applications for Patents, having been sMcce-'ful in
almost every case. Such unmi-takable proof >f er a?
talent and ability on his part 1 eat Is meto recommt ml
A t.i. inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may he sure ot having the mo-t faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, ami ;t!
ry
reasonable charges.
JiHIN 1 A(>«.AltT."
1 vrU7.
Boston. Jan 1 187f>.

mik

Safe Keeping oi' Valuables
ami the lil.N
111

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more romp- (mt on,/ f mst
worthy and more capable ot putting their a) |

fj^^nuaintance

license granted by the lion.
Judge of Probate for the county of Waldo, 1
shall sell at public auction, on the premises, on Saturday, the ninth day of September next, at 4 o’clock
in the afternoon, all the right, title and interest
which David Durgin, late of Belfast, in said county,
deceased, had, at the time of his decease, in and to
a certain lot of land situate in said Belfast, at the
corner of Pearl and Cross Streets, and being the
same lot upon which the dwelling house of said deceased formerly stood.
SARAH DURGIN,
Administratrix of the estate of DaYid Durgin.
3w0
Belfast, Aug. 0,1870.
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F. RRUGMAN & SON.

Centennial Hards, your name on
25 cents. Agents wanted.
Accards lo cents per pack.
RUSSELL iic CO., Sycamore Street,

to

4-<l

■

11 Ann M., Nm inrk. r

Engraved
■<■ leach, for

Administratrix’s Sale.

l»r

!l

■

SNOW FL A K

1876.—4w5

:•

■

E, D A M A S K, .1 ET
IREPP, PLAID, GRANITE, and BKLSTOL
CARDS, your name elegantly printed on
each, for 25 cents.

Auguts3,

ii

4-l» t-.tf

■

■

R

Cstnis! Cardsi Cards!!
h* /T\ MAIJBLE,

\\

V!

••

|

iVlasl, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS, &C■
S

i:

<

-•

SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

WORKS: I* ai ton Street.
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JOSEPH SANBORN. JR.,
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Announces to his many tri• n• i that hr has
returned and nyrain taken possession of the
well known
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inent for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. (Jive
JOSI i’ll SANBOKN, .Mi.
me a call.
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BXJCKSPORT,
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by the

ST published by tin- Pi-: A IK ) i»A MKDU'AK
INSlIfl IK, a new edition of tin* celebrated
medical work entitled iln- *>CI
I of I.II-i';
or, SI-.KF PPKSF.PYATP >N.” 1; treats upon M an
iimod, how iu.-t. bow regained and perpetuated;
cause and enre of l-.xbansied Vitality,
Preinatur•• Derlim- in .Man, '■uwrmntoiThu-a.nr Seminal l.o-ses .nocturnal am! diurnal
.Nervous and
Physical Debility. 1 ipucliondria, < loomv Forebud
ings, M-.-ntal 1 h-pr- -i.m, I.,,f ,-in rgy. Haggard
t 'ountr nance, Con fa-ion of Mind and ! ,o’-s of Memory, Impure S:ate of tin* Mood, and all dPea-es
arising lrom the Fk;:okn <»r \ or rn or tin* indiscretions or excesses of mature years.
It tells you all about the Morale of (iencrative
Physiology, tin* Physiology of Marriage, of Wed
lock and < Mfspring, P!i\ -i■ a 1 Contrast.-, Tin* Moralitv,
Kmpiririsni. Perversion ot Marriage. Conjugal Precept and f riendly ( oun-el, Physical Inlirmiry, Its
Causes and in..
delation- between the Sexes,
Proofs of the Kxpau.-ion of Vice, The Miseries of
Ancient
Ignorance and Krrors, Mkans
Imprudence.
oi (< i:r, Cure of Pody ami .Mind.
I la i: Pia.M
i*i,i s or fi:i.AT>ii.N !, Addre-s to Patients and Invalid Headers, fin* Author’s Principle-.
1'ln* price
ot this book is only £ I no.
This liook al.-o contain- Mot;r fn.w Firry Pi;|.;_
sei*.ii*tions fur the above named and otln-r diseases,
each om* worth more than the price ot the book.
The Institute also publishes “111!. PN\SK)K< M; Y op WOMAN AND Ili.P DISKASKs."
Price
The be-t book of tin* kind extant.
Also, another valuable no dical work treating exclusively on MK.NfAK AND NKIIVofS l)lvkASKS ; more than M'O royal octavo jiages, twenty ele
gaut engravings, hound in substantial muslin. Price
only rr .’.no. Purely enough to pay for printing.
I ln- Hook fi^- young and middh -aged men to
readjust now, is the Science of Kile, or Self Preservation. The author has returned from Kurope in
excellent health, and i-again the < hiet Consulting
Physician of tin* Peabody Medical I: -1 itute, N<*. I
Puitinch Street, Poston, Mas-." —Pepnblican Journal.
fhe Science of 1 afe is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology over published."—Poston 1 lei alii.
“Hope nestled in tin* bottom of Pandora's box,
and hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing
of these valuable works, published by Hu* Peabody
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands
bow to avoid tin* maladies that sap the citadel of
life." —Philadelphia Km pi her.
“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old."—New York Tribune.
file lirst and only Medal ever conferred upon anv
Medical Man in the country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to tin* author of these works, March .‘51.-t, ISM. The presentation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by
the Poston Press, and the leading journals throughom tin- country.
I his magnificent Medal is of solid
gold, s.-*t with none than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of
its materials, and size, this is decidedly Hie most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose, whatever. It is well worth tin* inspection
of Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily
b< -tow( d."-—Massachusetts Ploughman, June :>d,
]>.*<■'.
r.«r Catalogue sent on receipt of C*c. for postage.
Kit her of tin* above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Add re-; PKAPODY MKDH’AK INSTITl’TK, No. 4 PuPincli St.. Po.-ton, Mass., opp. Kovere House.
N. P». Tile author can be consulted on the above
named disease-, as well as all diseases requiring
skill, secrecy and experience. Otllce hours, ti a. m.
! :t
to f> lb M.

■
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52 Main St., Belfast, Me.

Hardware, Iren, Steel, House,
T
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Paints,Oils & Yariiislins

BELFAST, MAINE.

Impotentcy!

■■nnnHMaaHMMnn

A.M.I
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FRENCH’S Stove Store.

D.

•r'iaiul, Ma

HENRY H. GRANT,

Attorney i LmnsHlor at Law,

isillhin coimiasiild.

Jl

WESTERN LANDS

,■

..

151,1.1-AM'. MK

'•

d.

Medical Association."
March 31st, 1873.

SOLD 15Y ALL DRUGGISTS.
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at Law!

Hi,' Particular attention gi\«n to (.itu.i « fin*
and Convfvan* IN;;. Prompt attention given to
Communications by mail.
ihii.V„‘.

Opposite

will correct the acidity, relieve the pain, cam oil' the
oilctiding cause, and save sometimes n
of
illness. Its effects are gentle* and thorough, and its
general use would prevent much suffering.

»
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STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS K INGRAHAM,
Will haw ( omim rial W'lnif, 1,‘ .cklnml,
'ITtui rul.i ♦
iitorni ikfi •» .»t
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WALLACE,

'(Successors to

dose of

PATENT

i>1' (ientlenmn who
merits
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E. J. MORISON & CO.

system, brings on llatuleney and wind colic, and sub
jeets the patient to great bodily suffering. A single

-*•

tin*

ness

RICHA.RD H. MOODY

BELFAST,

Conn. Spioe Co..
Ilov

it

extraordinary

No. 13 Phenix Itow,

Compounds.

'•

STEAMER

A. Ilavf'ord, Ksij., Kx M:t\ >r,
P.rlfast, M<-.
Isra. l Cox, Ct ii’l his. A:.r-at,
Harrison Hayford, Parmer,
1’. M. Moody, Horse Trainer,
S.,1.
Prop, of Livery Staid.*, !.* klan.l
Limn W.Seavey, Hot. 1 Keeper, No s» ai o ..i■.
Kobrrt < i. Aim s, Teamster,
.1. W. I Hack, Deputy SheriIV,
•I. M. li.ih ,N «>., Sta^e Pr>.»LlDworth,
W. C. < leaves, Prop of l.iv. >fu!d<* Stockton,

Boots,Shoes & Bobbers,

The cost ol'all kinds of Spices can be reduced from
*’•» «« OO per coni, by the use of our Comp*.unds.
Sample package for one kind of Spice, with full directions lor using, sent on receipt of $1 ’!5>.

.1

l.

.1

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

«d~AU business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

>

Spice

i’ (Mil

Mails kI.o l.t t*.11
i<i£ o'clock
>r l.'n
« ustillf. I>. ,T |M,
-L'-v
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.M i' l *> i I v

M ill 1'av«‘ 1 *« TI.. n 1 sirs
«mi«!;iy WciIiipo
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at Itk o'llml.
Ihr Korklam’., < anal, u, 1’.. lfa-t Srimporr. >a
point, hiu’k'p »rt, Wintorp->rr, llamp.i. i. ..a.. !:.•;
1. avt It iny ir
K* tm ni:
tlomki» V* «•«!■
nfitlav .tii<1 S riilav innriilnci at t> oMI.
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ficto i-bbertiscmcnts.
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CAPTAIJN C. KILBY,

\

otunos,

LKWISTi

CKAS. DEERING,

CAPT.

\NI> SOUKS ON ALL

|

<James W. Clark

£irCSK SANFORD’S JAMAICA (JINCF.R,
l w*'.
Colds, Chills, and Simple Fevers.

I:

ST!: \.\! !

.full* -port all.I M
IN tm. i.aiy,
i.
mariiin. at t

HORSE-FLESH!

Musical Notice.

to

used for wind colic, -our stomach,
costiveness, croup, Xc., then children can
have sleep and mothers may rest.
J. P>. K().-e X Co., of i Dey >treel, New \ ork, arc
the sole preparers of Custoria, after Dr. Pitclier’s

Knch package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price £1.0*1.
For sale by Druggists everywhere. WF.I.KS &
POT1KR, Poston, (ieneral Agents.

Mt. Desert, Machias.
Ellsworth and Bangor.

J. M> or III. It ILLS oi

ABI’.lE F. KKM.S, will receive a lew
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet organ. .special caiv taken with beginners. I-or
terms inquire at 1Main Stn t.
Nov. fV., ls?r,—tf.'l

worms,

Druggist.

INSIDE LINE

SCRATCHES

for

$2.50

A I freight inu-t lu* accompanied by Mill <•(' |.adi:ikin plica! *
All Freight bill* nui-t be paid on /it i
"t gitod*.
[».VMi I LAN 1., Agt ir
l'.t lfa.*t, May 'J.!,

CURES

Knini l) to 1: I'.ms Havcut annually upon the premi<es. A good Orchard upon tin* premises. For
lurther particulars apf.lv to the subscriber.
HAN'I. H \KA1»FN.
tt';.!
Belfast, Feb. i.», Wb.

at
Attorney
STREET,

hi

Spices-

OINTMENT i

to its

E. J

j

ARABIAN

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Mill* r Street, now occupied
by Fomine < Alley, consisting of > acres gra.-s land
with House, Kll, Wood-house and a large Burn.

G,

and

siock amt

Real Estate
Sale!

1

at '•

..

adapted

Ir should be

Cattlemen,—1 am happy to inform von that saxi'<mil's Radical Cr.n: is the best ivmedv for ( atarrli I have ever soul. It gives unirersnl sut i .<fietom. 1 hue.’ not found, a
that it did not rdiere
at once, and in many cases a cure is performed by
the use of one bottle. It must soon lead all others
in the market. 1‘liaise send me another supply.
A N 1 >RK\\ I J.K.
Respectfully yours,

for

ior a

without the

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anther
Ann

caieumieu

(.(thurtic, pleasant t«. the taste and

disorders of the stomach and bowels of children. It
is cert ain, agreeable, ab-olutely harmless and cheap.

for four years, and know his statement to be true in
every particular. We know that be has be- n a great
sutlerer, that he has tried many remedies without
relief, until we advised him to’take the Rads* \!.
< Tin..
I bis preparation Ini- perform* *1 inanv cures,
ami give universal satisfaction.
(.Ol'KD PROS.,
Very respectfully,
Druggists, 11*'. Pleasant Street.

Cape

wen

conumon.

all ages, but is specially recommended to EaiotSiei'* as a reliable remedy for all

Positive Corroboration of Above.
This may certify that we liavt* known Mr. Dexter

old

i'

tor id!.

(It ntle.me.n,—I have hern troubled with Catarrh
for over twenty \ ears, and have sullered from the
ellects of this obnoxious disease. At time.- i liavt
been unable to keep anything on m\ stomach from
its ellects.
Alter trying various remedic-. 1 was
induced by Mr. Could to try \our Sam onus R v
ai. <Tin
and to my great surprise \va- immediately relieved. After using one bottle 1 t.nd 1 am
nearly if not quite permanently cured..
Most respectfully \ours,
11. N. DKXTKR.

an

u:i>.

Standard

very Mouda
1'. M.

av*

3.65
Centennial Tickets via Fall River
and Stonington,
15.00
Via, Norwich,
14 00

«T. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

milk farm, having an excellent pasture with plenty
of good water.
Only lour miles from Near-’port
Village. It has a line orchard of about 75 trees, in
good bearing condition. Very healthy location,good
neighborhood, and convenient to school. There N
one aclire of wheat, two achres of oats, and one half
ach re of potatoes, heats, &c., also between
and go
tons of good English hay in the barn.
Will be
sold all together if desired.
This property will be sold at a bargain, if applied
for soon, l-'or further particulars, terms, ^c., apMELVIN M. WHIT I I M.
ply to
’>\v5*
Searsport, Maine.

an

Pitcher, Ilyannis, Mass., succeeded in
use of alchohol, a purgative
agent a- plraiiaiit to take -a*, henry, and
which po>si- all the desirable properties of CasIt

Globe Mills

Whittum Farm. It conaehre.s of good land, suit
and wood
• land, well fenced.
I’rodiua s from 10 t<>
mi

It

Jolinson,

P.

evr;v Mon<...\
at J. 1’. M.

r

Thu:-day
will

Capt. J.

lor 1 »•••?••!.
and Saturday,

! \

LOWELL,

with the Burns’
Coffees
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

ably divided—held.-,pasturage,

ui

177 Commercial Street,

Coii'ees.
Roasted Daily

n

Phy-

griping.

combining,

K»'turning,

SPECIALTIES.

as

tains about

!:i.:

Fue.-day, 1 l-ursday and Friday
FARt TO BOSTON,
‘‘

RTLAN I >. MK.

>

Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses

Farm for Sale.
in .Searsport.
Finely loSITUATED
cated
.Mount Ephriam road and
known
the

ach.”

From

an

P. Roix,

Will I»;t
W- due*day,

!l.\l!Uii;\ liLOCh. blind. )!<-,

substitute, in all cases, for

is the result of

P<

Acre anil a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of the new house* on It el mo lit
-Avenue.
1’erms easv. Kiniuire of
oko. a. w i .u>.
Feb. 29, i <TY..
tflo

Attorney

his Stom-

on

with

C.ipi. Win.

...

Dr. Samuel

(ientlanin,—1 have sullVred ten y. ars from the
worst, forms ol An Tt. < \ .ta iiiiii, <»;i C<>i.d ix thi.
IlKAD, that ever afflicted ncrtal man. Whenever I
t >ok a fresh cold it would settle in my head, cau.-dng
the most violent sneezing, at -limpallied with excessive di.-ciiarges from my eye- and nose. For
days and days my suifering would be intense, ami
liually setiling in my loins and bowel-, would render
•ny life miserable for a month.
Never. during all
my suifering, was I able to obtain even temporary
relief from any medicine I ever tried. Three weeks
ago, while suifering from the worst attack I ever
bad, I procured a bottle of SAM'Oitn’s Rad* ai.
Cl l'
:oi: C AT A Kill l.
The relief frmn the first
dose was so gratifying that I would willingly have
giv en one hundnd dollars to obtain it. \ lew dosecompletely cured me. My bead has ,-ince been per
tectly tree from mucous accumulations, my breathing easy, and not a symptom of trouble about my
back and bowels lias presented it.-olf. Its dicet in
my case has been truly remarkable.
R. M. VAI.F,
Very respectfully,
Sail and Awning Maker.
South Mark- t Street.

“Could not keep Anything

e

and }

Wit.

-ician's cllbrl

From

Nos. 175

Rent.

or

UOl'SK

Si., Xkw v<h:k.

Castoria.
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general agents that this medicine
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For Sale

GEO- E

fibre i-

Mcnell, Champlin & Co„
«V-

1 KAMLU

KAlAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE,

BELFAST.
Olliee formerly occupied by F. K. Boyle.

entirely by distillaplants whereby the essen-

every particle
woody
tirely unlike every other before the public, and those
of

(lie fioiiif! Four Trips per Vi>4

on

h IK a:. IKK

tliti

wholesale

distilled water and is obtained
tion of certain

ARRANGEMENT for IDs SEASON of 1876.
Two Strainers

14 MAIN

Laboratory ol' J. 1!, Rust: X Co..

remedy for the

artiticial teeth.

3view ot tin' Hay and liiver, with a
small orchard and land enough lor a large
garden,
a good well of water, and a cistern.
Tim' above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
April Ul>, lb?5.—ti l l
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.

Till
UOMKSTKAl) of the late
i .John Haraden situated on
Church Street, is now oifered for
sal" to clo.-o the estate.
The property consists of over a,000
leer ot Land, JO'J leet en
liurcli Mreet,and more
than ..'i leet dieji, with buildings thereon in good

performed more won<11 re* of Spavin, Strain,
Wind gall'-,
Snvi ny, and general Lameness, t hau all

j

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
Particular attention given to making andinserting

TWOSTOlUi HOUSE

derful

M"X1'i;omm\i:v, \ \., Aug. 17, IX? L
“(ikn'TI.i.mi:.\. I have used over one gros- of
C
laniiiienf. yellow wrapper, on the
mules ol my plantation, besides dozens of the familv
Liniment for my negroes. ! wan*' to purchase it at
lln- wholesale price, and will thank you to ship me
ssrs.
l*y Savannah steamer oim gross of cadi kind.
A. T. Stewart X Co. will pay your hill on presi ntatiou.
Jamls pAttitow.”
“Respectfully,
'file he.-: patrons of this Liniment are farriers and
Veterinary Surgeons. L heals (.alls, Wound* and
I’oll-ex ii, removes S\vc!ling~,und is \v <.rt!i million*
of ih»llitr* to farmers, Livery-men, Stock-growers, Shivp-rai'iand those having lmrses orcattl*
What a farrier cannot do for syo tin- Centaur
Liniment will do hi a trilling c> i.
T hose I.inimentsare warranted by the proprietors,
and a bottle will he given to any farrier or Physician who de-ires to lost them. Sold every where.

Headache. Neuralgia. Earache. Deafness. Ulcerated
Sore Throat. Sore Throat.
Swollen Tonsils. TicklingGough. Bronchitis,

EAIME

they

other remedies in existence. Read w mt the gn at
Kx pressmen say of it
“.New y i'!;k, January, lx?L
“l'\ erv own- r of hor-cs
.onld give the (T vt \n:
We consider it t ie best article
Linimi m a trial.
ever u-ed in our -tables.
•‘II. MAIi^ll, Supt. Adam- I'.x. Str Mi
X. Y.
“I-.. IT I. I X, Supt. I S. f.x. Stables. X. Y.
“A I .RLR l S. ODIN, Supt. Xat. Lx. Stables.X.Y.”

ous

immediate relief and

eluding

Moore,

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

Valuable

s

in the Head. Nerv-

reliable

improved

tfd

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
muscles, cord- and flesh of
j> adapted to the tough
hors- and animals.
It has
ScrateM-s,

CATARRH.

always

things

“Indiana IL>.ui:, .J:..
< •»., Ind., May is, ’rs.
“I think ii my duty to inform vou tiia I have suffered much with swollen feet and chords.
I have
not been free from the-a- swellings in right years.
Now 1 am p-TP-.-tiy wdi, thanks to the Centaur
Liniment.
fin- Liniment ought to be applied warm.
Li N AMIN llllO’.VN,"
The pro:d -s in tin- trial. It is reliable, it is handy,
it i: cheap, and every family should ha\« it.
t o tin- sick and bed-ridden, the halt ami lame, to
the wounded ami ore. we say, “('onto am! he
lieaieil
v
To tile p'-or and distressed who ha\e spent their
mom ;• for won': e-s medieines, a bottle of ( <cntutir
liinhiieiif \> 11 be given without charge.

son’s Rocks.

sate and

A

but they will always allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism of many
standing, and taken the pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done bv any
other article.
STBm* White liinimrnt i- foi the human family. It will drive Kheunmtism, Sciatica and Neuralgia from the system; cure Lumbago, t'hillhlains,
1‘alsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Lruptnms; it extracts frost from frozen hands and feet, and the
cf venomous rep
poiNoia of biles a»<]
tiles; it subdues swellings, ami alleviates pain of
kind.
every
L«>r sprains or hruisos it is the most potent remedy
ever discovered.
The Centaur Liniment is used
with great elucacy for Son- t hroat, 3o«>c huh**,
Cak«*«l
Karachi*, and Weak Lack. 1'he
following is but a sample of numerous testimonials

Henry Hunt, the light-keeper, caught a thousand
fat mackerel of good size, ou the hook, oil' Miner-

only

Liniments

of
corner of Church and
Stree*.. n:ui all the latent
instruments lor opt rating upon teeth, in
l>t\

Spring

i

bv which the process is rendered much
h-.-.-painful
and tedious than by the old methods.
I eth iiiM rted in Kubber or Celluloid liu«u\ as persons
prel r.
He has the country right for the use of

years

“Is fishing with angle worms a cruelty f" was
the subject of a recent debate- in a Wisconsin
iycentn. We should like to sec a ver-hait-’em
report of that discussion,

The

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still In-found at the old stand

./I situated on a very sightly spot
_at Winterport, lower village, in full

yet

A necktie vender who got his choler up and
turned choker, was fined S3 and costs for a
breach of the peace the other day it Norwich,
Con-neck-tie-cut.

Ringing Noises

DR. G. P. LOMBARD,

vM-u ui
lie House lms been
waier, iru it trees, etc.
fitted to accommodate two families, anil has all conveniences for such.
Person wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. •'»:> Court
Street.

for Horses & Animals.

are .-imply tlie wonder of tlie
world. Their eHoots are little less than marvellous,
there are some
which
will not do.
J hoy will not cure canc« r or mend broken bones,

"I'd like you to help me a little,” said a tramp
poking liis bead intu a country store. “Why
don’t you help yourself,’’ said the proprietor
angrily. “Thank you. I will,’’ said the tramp,
picking up a bottle of whiskey and two loaves
of bread and disappeared.

On

A

White, for the Human Family.
Yellow,

son.

than for years.

DENTZSTHT! Sanford’s Steamship Co,

STORY HOUSE with
quarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
and I’ark Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, pood
TWO

□ Belfast, July 20, 1870.

“You must cultivate decision of charm n r,
and learn to say “No,” said a father to hi- son.
Soon afterward, when the father told the son
to chop wood, the boy said “No” with an emphasis that showed a remembrance of the les-

Newburyport bay

House for Bale-

;

Liniments 1

A ferocious dog attacked a negro at
Home, Georgia, a few days ago. The
man had a lighted lantern in his hand,
with which he struck the dog. The force
of the blow drove the lantern lrame over
the animal's head, and before the tl.unes
were extinguished it was burned to death.

<

1

Centaur

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

American

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me,

TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J. U.

Tucker.

II. F.

Tucker.

Conches to convey passenger, to and from the

curs

and boats.

Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable

House.

Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tf!3

connected with the

